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All wise men should be in a dialog 
Titus Maccius Plautus (254–184 B.C.)  

Roman comedy writer  
Dear colleagues ! 
 
We are living in interesting time, in period of global changes all sides of human life: economics, 

politics, environmental conditions, ideologies, ideals, culture and cultural wealth. 
Scientific and technological advance grows rapidly, obtaining of new knowledge increases twice  

every ten years. 80% per cent of all scientists, who lived ever on Earth, are our contemporaries. Every 
minute 2000 pages of new knowledge are added to scientific heritage. To study these materials we need to 
read it uninterruptedly during 5 years. About 500 thousands new books are published every year. 

The development of information technology, communications and Internet has a great influence on 
knowledge industry’s growth because information plays important role. Well-timed information allows 
understand modern trends in development of economics, science and society, follow newest discoveries and 
elaborations, make correct decision in changeable conditions. 

Therefore, bridging of scientists, researchers and developers is extremely important task and scientific 
conferences and symposiums are best means for communication between members of scientific society.  

 
Of course, the main source of information where modern scientists get actual information about newest 

developments and research results is periodicals and Internet, but, it’s needed to note, papers, which are 
published in periodicals (especially in reviewed ones), as a rule, contain finished research with final results. 
On the other hand, conference gives unique chance to study a work at initial stage of its research and 
understand tendencies of modern science at their beginning. Scientist can be informed at first hand about last 
developments, not described in periodicals, and who and in what research is engaged at present, pick up new 
interesting ideas. 

Besides, lively productive talk with author of new approach or new method is more productive for 
disputants than one-sided examination of his (her) work in journal or another periodicals, where the volume 
of the paper and rules of publishing usually are limited by requirements of publishers.  

Scientific School «Modeling and Analysis of Safety and Risk in Complex Systems» (MASR) is held 
annually since 2001 in Saint-Petersburg with financial support of Russian Fund for Basic Research (RFBR). 
Traditionally, there are two sections: ”Risk in Engineering and Ecology” and “Risk in Economics and 
Finances”. 

Every year scientists and specialists from more than 15 countries arrive in Saint-Petersburg to make a 
lecture, meet colleagues, put questions and get answers, to discuss perspectives of the collaboration. 

Scientific School (MASR) is focused on actual problems of quantitative estimation and analysis of risk 
and safety in various areas of business and engineering. Scientists and specialists in nuclear power 
engineering, navy, aviation and space vehicles, economists from investment companies, financial 
institutions, banking and business are taking part in the School. 
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During holding of eight Scientific Schools MASR in period 2001-2008 years more than 500 scientist 
from 34 countries have took part. More than 650 scientific papers were published in eight MASR 
Proceedings. 

Idea of holding of Scientific School «Modeling and Analysis of Safety and Risk in Complex Systems» 
have appeared for a good reason. Russian scientists, leading specialists in reliability theory and safety theory 
for complex systems, K.V. Frolov and I.A. Ryabinin have initiated MASR.  

Idea of MASR was been supported by director of Institute of Problems of Mechanical Engineering of 
Russian Academy of Sciences (RAS), Doctor in Technical Science Vladimir Pavlovich Bulatov (1937–
2002), Corresponding Member of RAS Nikolay Andreevich Machutov and Academician of RAS Konstantin 
Vasilevich Frolov. 

Too many specialists were engaged in area of estimation and analysis of risk in technical and 
economical systems but they worked in isolation. Many unique developments and decisions remained in 
closed laboratories, departments and companies and were not available to anybody. Scientific School was 
organized to get possibility for scientists to share experience with world scientific society and for other 
scientists to study these developments. 

First School MASR–2001 was held in June 18–22, 2001 in Institute of Problems of Mechanical 
Engineering of RAS and Saint-Petersburg Institute of Informatics of RAS with financial support of 
RFBR and had excellent success. Actual problems of estimation and analysis of risk were discussed and 
ways to solve these problems were offered. 

However, MASR have become popular not only among specialists, engaged in specialized problems. 
In MASR topics new problems were opened, which were actual at the end XX – beginning XXI centuries not 
only in engineering but in economics and business also.  

Topics of the School involve problems of the capital market risk, including market risk, security 
portfolio risk, operational risk, credit risk. Methods of modeling and analysis of the risk in engineering, 
development of quantitative risk analysis methods, optimization of risk models, distribution of resources to 
risk management, are discussed. The problem of risk analysis and efficiency of social and economical 
processes under statistical data is formulated. Two types of events are distinguished; the appearance of 
system’s state and failure of system’s state. 

Today, main goal of International Scientific School is a chance for scientists and specialists to share 
results of their theoretical and practical research with colleagues in area of modeling and analysis of risk, 
and, to establish interdisciplinary connections for development of universal risk theory. 

Other goal of International Scientific School is introduction of mathematicians, economists and 
managers to logical and probabilistic theory of the risk with groups of incompatible events in problems of the 
classification (credits), investment (security portfolio), efficiency (social processes), management of the 
company, corruption and bribes; consideration of the connection of databases and knowledge bases in above-
mentioned problems, transition from VaR models to logical and probabilistic models of the risk of 
classification.  

Great benefit of Scientific School is the possibility to learn newest developments in methods of 
estimation, analysis and management of risks. Works, presented at Scientific School, give some participants 
new ideas for Ph.D. thesis and thesis for a Doctor's degree. With using of results of presented works, several 
Ph.D. thesis and thesis for a Doctor's degree were written and successfully defended. MASR participants 
have written also several scientific monographs. 

It’s necessary to note, the scientific importance of papers, presented by participants, is high enough 
and annually increasing. In July, 2003 the special issue of the known scientific reviewed journal 
“Automation and Remote Control” № 7, vol. 64, was published. This issue contains selected MASR papers 
that were published in 2001-2003 years. 

At present moment we are glad to offer you selected MASR papers that were published in MASR 
Proceedings during period 2001-2008 years.  

In conclusion, we are very thankful to MASR participants those valuable material was used as a basis 
for this issue, and to all our participants for their interest and activity. Also, we are very appreciate to 
organizers of e-forum Gnedenko and Alexander Bochkov personally, who provide good information support 
and promotion of Scientific School MASR.
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Abstract: The paper is focused on analytical approach to prediction of ability and resources of simulation. It deals with 
simulation experiments with static approach except using time  and selection decisive event. 
  
Keywords: reliability, life cycle, reliability block diagram, faultlessness, probability, static simulation, stochastic, 
element, failure - free operation  
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Systematic attention in all stages of the product’s life cycle is supposed in order to assure the 
technique reliability security.  

The reliability bases are forming in the first periods of the technique creation. The rational 
determination of qualitative and quantitative demands on the reliability so called specific demand on the 
reliability is the decisive task.  

It includes the set of the activities realised in the stage of the conception and demands determination 
and the stage of the design and development, which aim is the specification of the demands of product 
reliability as the unit and also the reliability of single parts. 

Predictive analyses of the reliability of faultlessness indicators observing and prediction, preparedness, 
maintainability and safety of the system are applied.  

The reliability analyses are realised also in the stage of the usage, operation and the maintenance for 
the evaluation and determination or specifying the indicators of the reliability and for the assessment whether 
the specified demands were fulfilled. 

The analysis of the system reliability is the process, which is usually realised on the system model. 
The set of information about the properties of the system model is the final product of this process. The 
model can be modified during the analysis.  

Analysis has to have clearly determined rules and processes so as the process of the analysis to be 
repeatable and in order to always lead to the same results. 

For the concrete case we have to choose a suitable analytical method, which enables to (F): 
 model and evaluate the reliability problems in the required range, 
 make direct, systematic qualitative and quantitative analysis, 
 predict numeral values of the reliability indicators. 

In the present practise the most often used methods of reliability analysis are:  
o Reliability Block Diagrams, 
o Fault Tree Analysis, 
o Markov analysis, 
o Failure mode and effects analysis, FMEA, 
o Simulation methods. 
The simulation modelling is suitably applied within the frame of the separation (allocation) of the 

demands on single parts of the product (or parts of the process of maintenance providing). The aim is to 
determine the demands on the critical reliability or of each product part in such a way so that the product as 
the complex fulfils the determined demands. 

The allocation of the demands on the reliability is closely associated with the process of the design and 
evaluation of the product and its steps can be repeated in connection with the changes of the design or on the 
basis of optimising studies, feedback from the operation. 

The indicators of the reliability on the lower levels of the product structure can differ from those, 
which were defined in the product specification. For example, the repaired product can be built up from the 
parts, which had been never repaired. 
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2. RELIABILITY BLOCK DIAGRAMME 
 

Prior estimations of the reliability indicators are obtained above all by calculation in the stage  of 
projection. They can be received also by following of the critical elements reliability in the period of 
evaluation and testing and specified as the result of the feed-back information form the statistic plotting of 
operation failures and the degradation of elements plotted during the repair actions. 

At the specification of demands on the reliability generally the numerical values of partial reliability 
properties for the technique as the unit are defined. 

The reliability of the technique as a unit is the reflection of the reliability level of single groups, 
subgroups, functional pairs and components, from which the technique consist of. That’s why also in the 
case of reliability prediction the decomposition of reliability demands is necessary. 

From the whole level of the reliability the demands of the lower levels of constructional elements are 
defined. The effort is to get to the level of the elements in the serial or parallel structure. 

Due to it, the transformation of the complicate structure to the simple one is sometimes made in order 
to be able to express the mathematical level of the reliability. 

On the contrary, at the well-known values of the reliability of the decisive elements, it is possible to 
determine the final level of the system reliability. 

The probability reliability analysis - also called the reliability block diagram (RBD - Reliability Block 
Diagram), whose bases are the Bool algebra of events, logical, oriented and undirected graphs, calculus of 
probabilities, is the basic tool of reliability observation.  

The probability reliability analysis is the method of taking into account the probabilities of events 
occurring in complicate systems, which represent various arranged structures formed with elements. 

The structure of the system can be expressed by the equation:  
                                                     Mk = { E1, E2, ..... Ek }                                                            ( 1 ) 

Single symbols indicate:   
Mk – mechanical system with „k“ elements,                                                                                  
 Ei – i element of the system.                                                                                                                    
The structure of the system elements can be serial, parallel or combined. 

 

2.1 SYSTEMS WITH SERIAL CONNECTION OF ELEMENTS 

The elements of the set are arranged one after another and they are each other independent.           The 
failure of unique element causes the loss of operational capability of the whole system. The system is 
functional if all elements are in the state of operational capability. 

 

E1 E2 E1 En
 

 

Fig. 2.1 Scheme of the system with the serial connection of the elements 

 
If we mark the faultlessness of i-element Ei as Ri, then the faultlessness of the system is the product of 

the faultlessnesses of all elements:  

                                               ∏
=

=⋅⋅⋅⋅××=
n

i
inS RRRRRR

1

321                                            ( 2 )  

The faultlessness of the serial system is lower than that of the most faultless element of the system. 
The reliability of the failure-free operation of the serial system with the number of elements decreases and 
the probability of the failure creation increases. 

2.2 SYSTEMS WITH PARALLEL CONNECTION OF THE ELEMENTS 

The increase of the reliability of the elements and the systems is ensured with the use of parallel 
(advance, reserve, redundant) elements. The failure occurs only in the case all elements of the system, basic 
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and also advance, are damaged. The system is serviceable if at least one of the equal, independent elements 
is functional. 

E n

E 2

E 1

 

Fig. 2.2 Scheme of the system with parallel connection of the elements 

The faultlessness of the parallel system can be calculated from the expression: 

                              ∏
=

−−=−−−−=−=
n

i
inS RRRRFRp

1
21 )1(1)1)...(1)(1(11                       ( 3 ) 

If all elements have the same faultlessness R, then: 
                                                        n

S RR )1(1 −−=                                                                ( 4 ) 
Also some specific cases of backup exist, for example if K elements are enough from N elements with 

same faultlessness for the security of the operational capability of the system.  
Such a system is marked as k from n and the faultlessness of such a system can be calculated 

according to:  

                                            ( ) ( ) rnr
n

kr

n
rS RRRnkR −

=

−=∑ 1),,(                                                 ( 5 ) 

If the elements have various faultlessness, we will use the equation:  

                                    RRRRRRRRRRS 321313221 2−++=                                              ( 6 ) 
 
2.3 SYSTEMS WITH SERIAL-PARALLEL CONNECTION OF ELEMENTS 

The majority of real systems consists of serial and parallel connected subsystems,  which are 
called combined. The final faultlessness of the whole system is calculated from the previous 
mentioned equations by the suitable dividing of the system to serial or parallel subsystems. 

R 1

R P a r a l le l= 1 - ( [ 1 - R 4 ]  x  [ 1 - R 5 ]  x  [ 1 - R 6 ] )

R 1

R P a r a l le l

R 6

R 2 R 3

R 4

R 5R 2 R 3

S y s t é m

 
 Fig. 2.3 Scheme of combined configuration of elements calculation 
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3. SIMULATION MODELLING OF FAULTLESSNESS 

We can be express the static approach of the creation of simulation model of the probability reliability 
analysis by the following notional model: 

• Serial – parallel sequenced system is characterized by the number of serial subsystems  and number of 
the subsystems sequenced parallel. 

• Each subsystem is defined by the number of elements and each element by the value of the probability 
of the failure-free operation.  

• In the state vector of the system XMk(t) = ( X1(t), X2(t), . . ., Xk(t) ) and its elements Xi(t) the time of system activity t 
is constant, deterministically defined value. Simulation experiment is defined by the number of realisations 
representing constant time intervals between the failures. 

• The elements of the system are characterized by two basic states: 
− failure-free – serviceable state PA, 
− failure state PB. 
The basic states create the whole group of events and it is given  PA + PB = 1 
The states of the elements can be expressed by logical nil or by one depending whether the case 

occurred or did not occur, for example:  
PA  = 1  - the element is in failure state, 
PB = 0  - the element is in failure-free state. 
The generally causal change of nil and one in the system is the state quantity 

  XEi(t) expressed by the expression:  {X1( t ) : t ≥ 0 } → E1,  
                                                          {X2( t ) : t ≥ 0 } → E2, 
                                                             :        
                                                          {Xk( t ) : t ≥ 0 } → Ek.   

• The probabilities of elements failure-free operation are constant in time. They can be taken              for 
and modelled as causal values of equal separation of the probability of failure- free operation of 
elements Ei expressed by the mean value. 

• The generation of the event “failure” can be generated from the equal division in the range 0 - 1.  
PA + PB = 1  -  the whole group of events 
PA = 0,97 - probability of failure-free operation 
PB = 0,03 - probability of failure generation 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3.1 The figuration of events occurring generation 
 

• If the generated value exceeds the determined value of the failure-free operation probability, then the 
failure of the element occurs and vice - versa. 

• At the parallel subsystem, one function element is enough so as the subsystem to be function, at the 
serial subsystem, all elements have to be function. 

• The system is functional if all subsystems are functional. 
• The number of events, which represents the failure - free operation of the element or of the system is 

marked n.  
• If we simulate the generation of the element or system failure N-times then the final probability of 

the failure-free operation is defined by the expression R=N/n. 
• The program collects the output characteristics of the elements and system. 

 

   0    

P 

B 

  0.97 1 
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Fig. 3.2  Input data, function development and results of simulation experiments  from static simulation 

model with structure according to fig. 2.3 
 
 

 
The static approach does not enable to determine the final level of the reliability at various dividing 

rules of elements probability and it does not give any real idea about the failure creation  in time. 
Analytical ways of calculations of probability reliability analysis have restricted usage for the same 

statistic divisions of the probability of elements failure-free operation, which can be mathematically 
expressed. It is most often the case of exponential or normal probability separation.  

We are not able to solve analytically the more complicated structures, other various rules  of 
probability dividing, due to the lack and the complexity of the mathematical apparatus. 

 
The stochastic approach of the probability of the reliability analysis modelling can remove  the 

above-mentioned drawbacks.  
If we can express the probability of the elements failure-free operation by the parameters of the 

division of causal variable intervals between the failures, the total probability of the failure-free operation 
can be expressed by the summary statistic parameters determined from the values of the total amount of 
generated data. 
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Fig. 3.3 The figure of the stochastic philosophy of modelling 
 
 

3.1 STOCHASTIC SIMULATION MODEL OF FAULTLESSNESS WITH THE CHOICE  OF  DECISIVE 
EVENT MÔŽEME    VYJADRIŤ NASLEDOVNÝM POJMOVÝM MODELOM  

 
♦ The system is divided into subsystems with serial and parallel structures. The values of the periods 

between single elements failures are generated.  
♦ The highest values of failure generation times are chosen from the times of failure creation  of the 

subsystem from the parallel elements and they are used for the integration into the serial structure of 
the system. 

♦ The lowest value of the failure generation time is chosen from the times of failure creation  of the 
serial connected subsystems.  

♦ The process of generating of events choice is repeated until the end of the realization number. 
♦ Statistic data are collected about operation time, total number of elements failure and other necessary data 
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Fig. 3.4 System decay with combined structure 
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        System is made of 6 elements with series-parallel structure according to fig.2.3.  
Elements are decribed with time to failure distributions according to computer language MATLAB: 
                          R1=exprnd(260);                       R2=normrnd(80,18); 
                          R3=wblrnd(90,2);                      R4=exprnd(50); 
                          R5=normrnd(50,10);                 R6=wblrnd(20,1.5); 
        Simulation experiment was made for 10000 simulations. During simulation cycle, maximum event 
was chosen from parallel structure. This event was used in series structure and minimal event was chosen for 
system failure. 
        Computed times to failure of elements 2,4,6 are depicted with probability density function and 
cumulative density function on fig.3.5 and fig.3.6.  
 Probability density function and cumulative distribution function of the decisive event – mean time to 
failure is depicted on fig. 3.5 and fig. 3.6.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3.5 Histogram of generated values of times between failures of elements 2,4,6 and value                    
of system’s time between failures 
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Fig. 3.6 Distribution functions of time between failures of elements 2,4,6 and mean time between 
failures of the system 

 
4. CONCLUSION 
 

Static a stochastic quantitative analysis ensures the calculation (estimation) of quantitative numerical 
values of chosen reliability indicators. The numerical value of the indicator is obtained by the 
experimentation with the model with the help of the computer technique, at the consideration of elementary 
effects, which structurally join the model into behaviour and analytical stages of the system.  

The model and all inputs have stochastic character, also the result of the analysis is stochastic, loaded 
by a single rate of uncertainty, which is possible to decrease but not totally remove. 
       Calculation using analytical methods of probability intersection of several phenomena with different 
kinds of probability distributions is not possible. 
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Abstrakt: The article deals with the possibility of system availability prediction using the simulation modelling. The 
system availability determined with system faultlessness and system maintainability is expressed by various parameters 
of mean time between the failures and the mean time of single elements repair. The system simulations are carried out 
with more parameters MTBF and MTTR, the results of the simulation course gives a real idea about the system 
behaviour in time and about changes of the values of asymptotic system availability factor. 

 
Keywords: sampling size, fault time, interval between failure, normal distribution, financial costs, simulation 
experiment, optimisation process, probability density, optimal maintenance interval 
 
 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
 

At the design of mechanical system consisting of several subsystems or elements we must generally 
predict the final reliability level characterised by the system availability. The estimation, which arises from 
the well-known, eventually estimated availability level of single subsystems is one of the possible ways.  
 The aim is to determine the system availability from the understanding of the factors             of 
faultlessness partial properties, maintainability and arranging of single components maintenance. 
The so-called states analysis, in which the system can occur, is the base for the design of the system 
availability model. The system can be in many and various states, whereas each of them is determined by a 
specific combination of single elements states. 

Similarly, each system elements can occur in various states, which are randomly changing.           The 
process, when the states of the studied objects are randomly changing in the time, is called Markov random 
process.  

The most often the states in mechanical systems are expressed by a two - state model.                  The 
system, depending on the state of single elements, can occur either in function                              or in non-
functional state. If the transition between these states is randomly changing and they can occur in arbitrary 
time, then this random process is usually called common process of recovery ( 1 ). 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Fig.1.1 Common process of recovery 
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2.  MECHANICAL SYSTEMS AVAILABILITY  
 

The reliability of the objects being repairing is characterised above all by the availability indicators, 
which completely describe their faultlessness and maintainability.  

The availability indicator is a function or numerical value used for the description  of the probability 
distribution of a concrete studied (random) quantity, which characterises the object availability. The state of 
the object, which is randomly changing in time, is generally such a quantity. 

The probability, in which state the object (element, system) occurs in the certain time, is described for 
the operation state by the function of immediate availability A(t) or for the non-functional (disable to 
operate) state by the function of immediate unavailability U(t). 
The functions A(t) and U(t) are inter-complementary, the sum of their values is in the certain time equal with 
1 (the probability that the object will occur in the one state or in another one is equal with the certainty). 

The function of the immediate availability A(t) expresses the probability that the object is in the state 
when it is able to perform the requested function in the given conditions and in given time providing that the 
requested outer conditions are ensured. 

This indicator is not very often used in the practice because not the immediate level  of object availability but the 
level of its availability detached to a certain time interval is usually the subject of the interest. 

For the availability description the following indicator are used: 
a) Mean availability coefficient, which expresses the mean value of the immediate availability  in the 

certain time interval (t1, t2): 

                                                          ∫ ⋅⋅
−

=
2

1
12

21
1

t

t

ttA
tt

ttA d)(),( .                                            ( 1 ) 

b) Asymptotic (stabilized) availability coefficient represents the limit of the immediate function of the 
availability for t → ∞. 

                                                  )(lim tAA
t ∞→

= .                                                        ( 2 ) 

 Asymptotic availability coefficient A can be expressed by equation: 

                                                                    
MTBFMTTR

MTBFA
+

= ,                                                  ( 3 )     

 where: MTBF – mean time between failures, MTTR – mean time to repair. 
It expresses the probability that the object, which is in the stabilized operation regime ”operation – 

recovery”, will be in the arbitrary time in state of operation capability (apart from the planned time during 
which the usage of the object is not planned, for example the planned prevention repair). 
c) operation availability coefficient expresses the ratio of the total operation time in the usable state and 

the total time including the downtimes ( 4 ). 

                                                  
MDTMUT

MUTAo +
= ,                                                 ( 4 ) 

 where: MUT- mean uptime, MDT- mean downtime. 
d) achieved availability coefficient is expressed with the help of the mean time between maintenance 

MTBM and the mean time of maintenance downtime M  : 

                                                                      
MMTBM

MTBMAA +
= .                                         ( 5 ) 

In the technical practice the asymptotic availability coefficient is used for the stabilized recovery 
process. It is very often used on condition that: 
• logistic, administration and technical delays are neglected, 
• the distributions of the random variable for the faultlessness with parameter                                         λ 

and the maintainability with parameter μ are exponential. 
If the distribution of periods between the faults and periods to the recovery has exponential 

character, we can express the asymptotic availability coefficient of the object as ( 3 ): 

                                           
μλ

μ
+

=A ,                                                              ( 6 ) 

where: λ - intensity of faults, μ - intensity of repair. 
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The asymptotic availability coefficient, which characterises a certain stabilized availability level, 
which the object is successively approaching with the increased operation time, is the most suitable from the 
mentioned indicators for the complete description of the object availability. All other statistical models 
created on the base of stochastic principles always lead to non-constant availability function Ai, i.e. to the 
availability function dependent on the operation time t. 
 
 
3. SIMULATION APPROACH TO AVAILABILITY MODELLING 

 
The concept of deterministic availability models arises from the idea that time functions to the fault 

and time necessary for fault removal at the element failure Ei are same distributions of parameters 
probabilities like those, which appear in them.  

They most often lead to exponential, eventually Weibull probabilities distribution. The time curves of 
fault rate and reparations, eventually other stochastic influences during the reliability of complicated systems 
ensuring in real operation ( 3 ), are not taken into account in these models.  

In the real case the operation reliability, respectively its partial properties are connected with 
processes, which are necessary for the failure removal (control process, supplying system, repairing process, 
etc.). That’s why also the model may have several states and distributions of random variables. 

These facts can be expressed by simulation modelling. 
We utilise the fact that the probabilities of the components time of fault occurrence and the time of fault 
removal are quantities with significantly stochastic character, which can appear in wide range of values. 

 
The proposed solution can be expressed like this: 
 

a) System MkΨ  is decomposed into subsystems or elements 
                  Mk1Ψ = { m1, Ψ1, m2, Ψ2, ..... mk, Ψk, ..... ms, Ψs }Ψ 
 The partial systems are analysed separately and the results are utilised for the final valuation of the 

system. 
b) Statistic rules of model subsystems (elements) can be described by: 

• probability distribution of fault occurrence intervals, 
• probability distribution of active repair time, 
• eventually probability distribution of other downtimes. 

c) We determine, which states are important for the system analysis and which we want to express by the 
simulation. Some states can be united. 

d) We determine the outputs, which we can statistically elaborate and visualize by means of the graph. 
e) We construct the computation simulation model and realise the experiments, which are  then evaluated. 
 
Tab. 3.1  Maintenance periods, which can represent model states with its own probability   
distribution of random variable 
 

Maintenance time 

Prevention maintenance time Maintenance time after failure 
Active maintenance time after failure Logistic 

downtime delay 
Active Prevention 
maintenance time Technical  

downtime 
delay 

Fault 
localisation 

time 

Active 
repair time 

Checkin
g  

time 

Logistic 
downtime delay 

 Active maintenance time  
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4.  MODELLING OF SYSTEM AVAILABILITY BY DISCRETE SIMULATION WITH VARIABLE 
TIME STEP 

 
The formation of discrete simulation model with variable time step and the realisation of simulation 

experiment predict the execution of the following activities. 
1. Input of the starting conditions and specification of variables values in the initial simulation time 

TIME = 0, input of the simulation period TEND. Elements state L(i) = 0, system state       S = 0.  
2. Generating of intervals of failure occurrence of single elements of the system   from the probabilities 

distributions of periods between the failures x(i) (i = 1,2,......N). 
3.  Sequencing of faults occurrence and choosing of the first event by searching the minimum from 

values x(i) for i = 1, 2,..., N. 
4. Element state L(i)   change to L(j) = 1 the element is defective and the repair is realised. System state S 

change to S = 1 system is non-functional. 
5. Shift the time axis by the interval of the first fault CAS=CAS+ x(i). 
6. Generate element maintenance realisation period from the probability distribution of maintenance time 

y(i) (i = 1,2,......, K).  
7. Shift the time axis by the maintenance time CAS=CAS+ y(i). Element state L(i)   change to L(j) = 0 the 

element is serviceable. System state S change to S = 0 system is non-functional. 
8. Generate new interval x(i) of element I failure, which was returned to the serviceable state. 
9. Calculations of the elements and system availability. 
10. Condition testing of the simulation process finishing, if the value of the simulated time reaches the 

predefined value TEND, otherwise repeat points 3-10 
11. Collect and elaborate by statistical methods the data of input and output quantities. 
12. The results outputs on the display and printer. End of the simulation experiment. 

 
 

Fig.4.1 Flow diagram 
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Simulation model is constructed for easy observation of the dynamic maintenance states of the 
elements and system from the simulation results 

The intervals of maintenance are limited by red rectangles fig.4.2,f ig.4.3. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4.2  The process of experiment with the simulation duration of 267 hours with indication of elements 
and system maintenance time 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4.3 Process of the experiment   with output statement of events, time and states  
of elements and system 

 
In the case of simulations with longer simulation time the intervals with low predicative value are 

indicated fig. 4.4 and that’s why we further evaluate the graphs shown below.  
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Fig. 4.4  The process of experiment with simulation duration of 5000 hours 
 

It is possible to follow graphically the value of the asymptotic availability coefficient in dependence 
on time fig.4.5. 

 

 
 

Fig.4.5 Rise and stabilisation of asymptotic availability coefficient 
 

The rise of the asymptotic availability coefficient value is very interesting. In comparison  to the 
published statements ( 3 ) the rise time to the stabilized state is quite long. After using same input values, 
experiments give results with same dissipation, so is necessary to realize more number of the simulations. 

 

 
 

Fig.4.6 Participation of MTBF and MTTR during system observation time 
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Graph in fig.4.6 shows the time period of the system use MTBF+MTTR, quotient of the no-failure 
state and quotient of the maintenance MTTR realisation. 

 The limitation of the areas under the curves evaluated from the bottom to the top shows the 
quotient of the maintenance time and the quotient of the system’s serviceable state from the total time of 
study. The quotient of the maintenance lower, the reliability is higher.  

 
 

5. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS FROM SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS 
 

The simulation experiments are made for the serial mechanical system with six elements. The mean 
time between the faults and the mean time to repair is of exponential probability distribution. 

Experiments are realized with parameter values depicted in tab. 1. 
• Mean time between the failures is expressed by exponential distribution with parameter MTBF, 
• Mean time to repair is expressed by the exponential distribution with parameter MTTR. 
In experiments 1 - 4 the mean time to repair parameter was decreasing.  
 

Tab. 5.1 Input parameters of simulation experiments 
 

Element of the system Parameter 

In hours E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 

MTBF 100 140 110 160 120 150 

MTTR 1 15 12 16 11 14 10 

MTTR 2 7.5 6 8 5.5 7 5 

MTTR 3 3.75 3 4 2.75 3.5 2.5 

MTTR 4 1.5 1.2 1.6 1.1 1.4 1 

 

Results from the first experiment are shown in fig. 4.5, fig. 4.6. Quotient of the maintenance time is 
high and asymptotic availability coefficient doesn’t   reach a value 0.6.  

 

 
Fig. 5.1 Asymptotic availability coefficient developments 

 

Other experiments shows rising of asymptotic availability coefficient up to value 0.95,                 
while lowering MTTR of elements fig.5.1. 
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From the shown experiment results the confirmation of the mathematical expression base of 
availability coefficients is clear that the reached availability level is determined by two components – by 
faultlessness and maintenance. 

The relationship between faultlessness, maintenance and availability is shown in table 5.2. 

Tab. 5.2 Relationship between faultlessness, maintenance and availability 

 

Faultlessness Maintenance Availability 

Expressed by parameter MTBF Expressed by parameter MTTR Expressed by parameter A 

MTBF - Constant MTTR - Decreases A - Increases 

MTBF - Constant MTTR - Increases A - Decreases 

MTBF – Increases MTTR - Constant A - Increases 

MTBF - Decreases MTTR - Constant A - Decreases 
 
 

6. CONCLUSION 
 

It expresses the possibilities of availability increase of constructed and operating devices. It is 
possible to increase the availability practically only by shortening of intervals of the device maintenance 
components.  

Simulation modelling of availability prediction is advantageous for it’s possibility to watch 
dynamic process using graphical outputs. This outputs gives more illustrative image about random 
processes. Output values can be easily compared. Parameters of the system can be tunable according this 
comparison, so the system response will be appropriate. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
In the stage of the technique usage some precautions of dependability support are realised at the 

technique user, expressed in the Complex care program, which determines: 
- strategy of approaches to the realisation of the complex care control, 
- methods of the activities in the realisation precautions, 
- organisation work forms of executive workers, 
- types and technological limitations of complex care tasks. 

The non-operating state and maintenance costs minimizing, but also optimising of: 
 dependability, 
 safety, 
 production quality, 
  profit. 
 
The optimal determination of time periods for maintenance making is important task of the 

maintenance systems control. The maintenance interval represents the maintenance period between single 
maintenance levels (the period for realisation of the maintenance of respective level). 
 At the optimisation of maintenance intervals we need the verified and usable data, which can be 
acquired from one or more sources, for example: 

•    Previous knowledge from similar systems, if the maintenance actions can be suitable also for the 
new designed product. The maintenance programs of similar products can provide after the critical 
analysis suitable base. 

• The data from all kinds of tests at the producer can provide information about the efficiency, 
usefulness and the effectiveness of designed maintenance programs of the new product and its 
components. 

• If no previous verified knowledge about the fault rate of other systems exist or if the previous and 
new systems are not similar enough, the maintenance interval can be determined by estimation 
(expert method). The experiences of producer, user specialists are utilised and it is progressing in 
accordance with the knowledge in the dependability, operation, operation conditions etc. 
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• If verified data about the failure rates of single system components exist, it is possible to use 
calculations in accordance with the restoration theory and rules of complicate systems dependability 
for determination of the maintenance intervals. 

 
 
2. COST OPTIMISING PRINCIPLE 
 
 The optimal determination of time periods for maintenance making is important task of the 
maintenance systems control. The maintenance interval represents the maintenance period between single 
maintenance levels (the period for realisation of the maintenance of respective level). 
 At the optimisation of maintenance intervals we need the verified and usable data, which can be 
acquired from one or more sources, for example: 

•    Previous knowledge from similar systems, if the maintenance actions can be suitable also for the 
new designed product. The maintenance programs of similar products can provide after the critical 
analysis suitable base. 

• The data from all kinds of tests at the producer can provide information about the efficiency, 
usefulness and the effectiveness of designed maintenance programs of the new product and its 
components. 

• If no previous verified knowledge about the fault rate of other systems exist or if the previous and 
new systems are not similar enough, the maintenance interval can be determined by estimation 
(expert method). The experiences of producer, user specialists are utilised and it is progressing in 
accordance with the knowledge in the dependability, operation, operation conditions etc. 

• If verified data about the failure rates of single system components exist, it is possible to use 
calculations in accordance with the restoration theory and rules of complicate systems dependability 
for determination of the maintenance intervals. 

 Determination of maintenance action interval thus so that the total unit costs of the object’s life cycle 
should be minimized is the aim of the optimisation. 

The total unit costs Nc at vanishing the costs components, which are not suggestible by the 
maintenance actions, consist of three components: 

1. Supplying costs of the object (No), which are constant (independent on the maintenance interval 
time), 

2. Costs of preventive maintenance (Np), 
3. Costs of the corrective maintenance (Nn) of the object (their amount depend on the maintenance 

interval) 
The expression of total unit costs: 

                                                                Nc(t) = 1/t (No + Np(t) + Nn(t) )                                               ( 1 ) 
where: t – is the maintenance interval, which we are looking for. 
 

The expression is rearranged into the form, where each term on the right side expresses  the relative 
costs: 
                                  Nc(t) = No  /t+ Np(t) /t+ Nn(t )/t)                                               ( 2 ) 
The relative costs for the preventive maintenance are constant in time and that’s why we directly replace 
them by symbol Np : 
                                                               Nc(t) = No /t+ Np+ Nn(t)/t)                                                      ( 3 ) 

The optimising task lies in finding such a maintenance interval t, which ensures that the total unit costs 
expressed by the previous equation will be minimal. 

The suitable (convex) form of the curve Nc(t) and sufficiently sharp and expressive minimum   in point 
D(topt; Nc(t) min), which enables relatively exact identification of the optimum point position, are the 
conditions of the application successfulness of the optimising method. 

If the function minimum Nc(t) is flat and inexpressive, the determination of the optimal maintenance 
interval is more difficult, but it enables easier combination of maintenance actions without negative impact in 
economical field. 
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All variants of economical optimising of the technique life cycle or maintenance intervals are based on 
a similar principle. 

The suitable (convex) form of the curve Nc(t) and sufficiently sharp and expressive minimum   in point 
D(topt; Nc(t) min), which enables relatively exact identification of the optimum point position, are the 
conditions of the application successfulness of the optimising method. 

 
 

3. OPTIMISING MODEL OF PERIODIC CONTROLS INTERVAL 
 

The device Z is formed by elements P1, P2, . . . . . . PK, which are in operable or failure state. 
The diagnostic operations with costs per hour C1 are made for the detection of failure state occurrence 

in periodical times tK1, tK2,  ... tKN. During the diagnostic inspection all or several elements can be diagnosed. 
In the case of failure occurrence until the closest control of the operability the device causes with its 

operation the loss per hour C2. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3.1  Scheme of failures moments and diagnostic controls 
tKi – control time, I tpi – time of failure occurrence on the I – element 

 
Operation times to the failure occurrence of single elements have the probability distribution of 

continuous type with distribution function: 
                                                            F(t) = P ( T ≤  t )                                                          ( 4 ) 

 and with probability density f(t) = 
dt
d

 F (t).  

Due to the failures, which appear in times tP1, tP2, . . . . tPM, due to the work in unsatisfactory conditions 
or due to non operating state, losses rise up to the closest diagnostic control. 
                                                                   NP =∑ C2 . ( tKi – tPi )                                                        ( 5 )            

Interval between failures 

fault time 
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If no failure occurs, losses rise from the unavailing usage of the diagnostic device C1. 
The sum of costs of planned diagnostic controls and losses from the device operation in the fault state  

                                                              NC = ∑C1 + C2 . ( tKi – tPj )                                                    ( 6 ) 
 
must be minimal and so also the mean costs of one cycle of periodic control. 
 
 
4. SIMULATION MODEL OF MAINTENANCE INTERVALS OPTIMIZATION 

 
In the case of knowledge of the mean time values of failures occurrence, deterministic calculation for 

various control intervals is made according to previous relations and the minimal value of test function is 
being searched. 

If we have an elaborated statistical set of data and information about failures in the form of type and 
distribution parameters of times between failures in the operation units, we can utilise the simulation 
approach. 

Flow diagram fig. 4.4. shows the process described below. 
1. Insertion of input data (elements number, unit controlling costs C1, unit costs - losses C2, time            of 

simulation end in operation units, distribution parameters of periods between failures                       of 
elements, set-up of initial values of variables). 

2. We generate the size of intervals between failures. We determine the smallest and the biggest interval 
between failures and the step of tested cycle. 

3. We realise the cycle of optimisation experiment and change the step (increase or decrease  of the 
control interval). 

4. We determine the number of controls. We calculate the prevention controlling activity costs Np. We 
calculate the operation times in fault state and the loss size Nn. We calculate the total costs Nc. 

5. We process the output data. 
6. We verify the conditions of experiment continuation. 
7. We diagrammatise the size of costs depending on the size of control intervals. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Fig. 4.1  Diagram of optimal size of control interval 

 for the simulation experiment 1 (input parameters tab.5.1) 

Nc 
 

Nn 
 
 
 
Np 
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Fig. 4.2 Flow diagram 
 

START 

Input data  

Generation of failure intervals. 
Interval min. and max. determination. 
Optimisation step size determination 

 

End of experiment? 

END 

• Controls number determination 
Preventive maintenance costs 
• Time calculation in fault state 

Costs on losses caused by failure operation 
• Total costs 

Evaluation of output data 

Maintenance interval size 
for i = min: step: max 

   end 

Print of output documents 

+ 
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5. REALISATION AND EVALUATION OF RESULTS   OF SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS 
 

The simulation experiments enable to follow the changes of the output parameters values depending 
on the change of input parameters. 

Which is the change of total costs and size of control interval in dependence on the change  of unit 
costs values on control operations at constant costs of losses from the failure operation? 
          Tab. 4.1 represents the input and output parameters of simulations. Each experiment provides the 
determination visualisation of the control interval optimal size in the studied range of possible control 
interval. The optimisation process and its range for the simulation experiment 1 are shown  in fig. 4.3. 

 
 

Tab. 5.1 Input and output parameters of simulations 
 

INPUT: 
MU=1200 Generation of failure times: 

Normal distribution:  SIGMA=200 
Simulation: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
Control operation unit costs  5000 4000 3000 2000 1000 
Losses caused by failure operation  120 

 
OUTPUT: 

Simulation: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
Interval between controls  330 290 250 210 130 

Total unit costs 3946376 3540940 3050004 2479416 1752340 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

  
Fig. 5.1 Reduction of total costs and size of optimal control interval at decreasing of control operations costs 

according to tab. 5.1 
 
 
Which is the change of total costs and control interval size depending on the change of unit costs 

values occurring due to the failure operation at constant costs of control operations? 
 Input and output parameters, optimisation process, increase of total costs and reduction of optimal 

control interval size at costs increase due to the failure operation is shown in tables and graphs below. 
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Tab. 5.2 Input and output parameters of simulations 
 
INPUT:  

MU=1200 Generation of failure times: 
Normal distribution:  SIGMA=200 
Simulation: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
Losses caused by failure operation  120 220 320 420 520 
Control operation unit costs  5000 

 
OUTPUT: 
Simulation: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
Interval between controls 330  250 210 170 160 
Total unit costs 3936012 5327617 6408536 7411640 8174268 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5.2  Diagram of optimal size of control interval 
 for simulation experiment 5 (input parameters tab. 5.2) 

 
 
 
 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 5.3 Increase of total costs and the reduction of optimal control interval size at increase of costs due to 

failure operation according to tab. 5.2 
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The following result from the results of simulation experiments: 
1. The total costs decrease with the decreasing values of unit control costs. 
2. The size of optimal control interval decreases with the decreasing value of the unit control costs and 

the number of control activities intervals increases. 
3. The total costs will increase and the size of the optimal control interval will decrease with the 

increasing value of the unit costs from losses caused by the failure activity. 
 
 

6. CONCLUSION  
 

The simulation model optimises the interval of maintenance action so that the total costs (on control 
and costs caused by failure) should be minimised. 

The processing of simulation model arises from deterministic process of resolution of the mentioned 
problem. The simulation model was verified by processes of classical computer methods. 

The algorithm representing the simulation model is drawn so that it could be easily modifiable. It 
enables to remove the lacks of classical computer methods and to get the required results in short time. 

 The obtained results can be applied to the determination of the number of control activities intervals 
and the size of control activities interval. They enable to gain an idea about the number of expended financial 
resources for the control operations, about the costs of the control operations and total financial costs. 

The simulation model creates the bases for further development of problems resolution possibilities 
being connected with the determination of the optimal control interval size  and minimising of total costs. It 
expands the range of application utilisation of simulation modelling for solution of problems related to the 
operation of specific technical systems. Generally it can be the mobile technique, elaboration device or 
constructional groups of technical devices, which during their operation get into the failure state. 

The simulation model provides general graphical outputs of costs changes in dependence on the size 
of control interval and the number of control intervals. It can be used for the graphical and didactical support 
of the explanation of optimisation problems of maintenance intervals. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
     In life data analysis and accelerated life testing data analysis, the objective is to obtain a life 
distribution that describes the times-to-failure of a component, subassembly, assembly or system. The 
analysis to determine the life distribution is based on the time of successful operation or time-to-failure 
data of the item, either under use conditions or from accelerated life tests. 

 
 
The main objective of system reliability is the construction of a model (life distribution) that 

represents the times-to-failure of the entire system based on the life distributions of the system’s elements. 
These elements can be components assemblies, sub-systems etc. There are many specific reasons for looking 
at component data to estimate the overall system reliability. One of the most important is that in many 
situations it is easier and less expensive to test single elements rather than entire systems, also properties of 
failure distributions of single elements can easily tuned and then changes of overall system distribution can 
be compared.  

In general, most problems in reliability engineering deal with quantitative measures, such as the time-
to-failure of a product, or qualitative measures, such as whether a product is defective or non-defective. We 

System’s failure distribution Life data analysis 

Accelerated life testing 

Reference data 

Probability density function 
Cumulative density function 
Reliability 
Unreliability 
Hazard function 
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can then use a random variable X to denote these possible measures. In the case of times-to-failure, our 
random variable X is the time-to-failure of the product and can take on an infinite number of possible values 
in a range from 0 to infinity. Product can be found failed at any time after time 0, thus X can take on any 
value in this range. In this case, our random variable X is said to be a continuous random variable.  

The probability density function (pdf) and cumulative distribution function (cdf) are two of the most 
important statistical functions in reliability and are very closely related. When these functions are known,, 
other reliability such as reliability R(t), unreliability Q(t), hazard function h(t) can be computed and obtained.
  On the Figures 1.1-2 are depicted examples of pdf and cdf of the normal distribution.  
 

 
 

Fig. 1.1  Example of probability distribution function 
 

 
 

Fig. 1.1  Example of cumulative distribution function 
 
 

The mathematical relationship between the pdf and cdf is given by eq. (1) and eq. (2) 
 

∫=
s

dssfxF
0

)()(                                                                                                     (1) 
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Conversely 

dx
xFdxf ))(()( =                                                                                                                                   (2) 

The cdf is the area under the probability density function up to a value of x. The total area under the pdf 

(Figure 1.1) is always equal to 1, or mathematically: 

∫
∞

=
0

1)( dxxf                                                                                                                                          (3) 

 
 

Fig. 1.3 Reliability and unreliability as areas under pdf 

 
Other function as reliability R(t) and unreliability Q(t )can be computed according eq. (4-6) 

∫==
t

dssftFtQ
0

)()()(                                           (4) 

1)()( =+ tRtQ                              (5) 

∫
∞

=
t

dssftR )()(                            (6) 

Other important function is failure rate also known as a hazard function. This function enables the 

determination of the number of failures per time. This function can be computed according eq. (7) 

)(
)()()(

tR
tftht ==λ                (7) 

 

2. APPROACHES OF SYSTEM RELIABILITY 
 
In theory and in praxis exists two basic approaches (categories of approaches): 

• Analytical calculations 
1. Static analytical calculations 
2. Time-dependent calculations 

• Simulation calculations 
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Two types of analytical calculations can be performed using RBD or FTA: static reliability calculations 

and time-dependent reliability calculations. Systems can contain static blocks, time-dependent blocks or a 
mixture of the two.  

Static analytical calculations are performed on RBD or failure trees that contain static blocks. A 
static block can be interpreted either as a block with a reliability value that is known only at a given time (but 
the block's entire distribution is unknown) or as a block with a probability of success that is constant with 
time. Static calculations can only be performed in the analytical mode and not in the simulation calculations. 

Time-dependent analysis looks at reliability as a function of time. That is, a known failure 
distribution is assigned to each component. The time scale can be any quantifiable time measure, such as 
years, months, hours, minutes or seconds, and also units that are not directly related to time.  

If one includes information on the repair and maintenance characteristics of the components and 
resources available in the system, other information can also be analyzed/obtained, such as i.e. system 
availabilty, maintability etc. This can be accomplished through discrete event simulation. 
In simulation, random failure times from each component's failure distribution are generated. These failure 
times are then combined in accordance with the way the components are reliability-wise arranged within the 
system. The overall results are analyzed in order to determine the behavior of the entire system. 
 
 
3. FAULT TREE ANALYSIS, RELIABILITY BLOCK DIAGRAMS  
 
 Block diagrams are widely used in engineering in many different forms. Fault trees and reliability 
block diagrams are both symbolic analytical logic techniques that can be applied to analyze system reliability 
and related characteristics. They can also be used to describe the interrelation between the components and to 
define the system. 
  When blocks are connected with direction lines, that represent the reliability relationship between 
these blocks, it’s referred as reliability block diagram (RBD). Example of RBD is depicted on fig. 3.1. 
 A fault tree diagram follows a top-down structure and represents a graphical model of the pathways 
within a system that can lead to a foreseeable, undesirable loss event (or a failure). The pathways 
interconnect contributory events and conditions using standard logic symbols (AND, OR, etc.). Fault tree 
diagrams consist of gates and events connected with lines. Example of RBD is depicted on fig. 3.2. 
 The most fundamental difference between fault tree diagrams and reliability block diagrams is that 
you work in the "success space" in an RBD while you work in the "failure space" in a fault tree. In other 
words, the RBD looks at success combinations while the fault tree looks at failure combinations. In addition, 
fault trees have traditionally been used to analyze fixed probabilities (i.e. each event that comprises the tree 
has a fixed probability of occurring) while RBDs may include time-varying distributions for the success 
(reliability equation) and other properties, such as repair/restoration distributions. In general (and with some 
specific exceptions), a fault tree can be easily converted to an RBD. However, it is generally more difficult to 
convert an RBD into a fault tree, especially if one allows for highly complex configurations.On fig. 3.2 is 
converted RBD from fig. 3.1 

 

 
 

Fig. 3.1 Example of Reliability block diagram 
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Fig. 3.2 Example of Failure tree 
 

 
4. SIMULINK MODEL OF FAILURE TREE 
 

In computer programming language Malab/Simulink, were constructed blocks for distributions 
(WEIBULL, NORMAL, EXPONENTIAL) and also blocks for AND gate and OR gate. Distributions 
contains all important outputs for computation of system reliability according failure tree or RBD diagram. 
Distributions outputs are: f(t) (PDF), F(t) CDF, R(t), Q(t) and h(t). 

AND gate was made according fig.4.1, OR gate was made according fig. 4.2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 4.1 FTA and RBD representation of parallel connection 

 
The reliability equation for either configuration depicted on fig. 4.1 

BABAS RRRRR −+=                                                                                                                           (8) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 4.2 FTA and RBD representation of serial connection 
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The reliability equation for either configuration depicted on fig. 4.2 

BAS RRR =            (9) 
 When more input events is needed in fig. 4.1 or fig. 4.2, the eq. (8) or (9) is automatically changed for correct 

input events.  
 As a example RBD, FTA depicted on fig. 3.1 and fig. 3.2 was simulated in Simulink. Table of distributions is 

shown in fig. 4.3  
    

Block  
A B C D E F G H 

Failure 
distrib. 

Weibull Exponentia
l 

Normal Weibull Weibul
l 

Weibull Exponential Normal 

β=1,5 σ=200 β=1,5 β=3 β=1,5 σ=50 Param. 
η=1000 

m=10000 
μ=1000 η=1000

0 
η=1000 η=5000 

m=100000 
μ=500
0 

 

Fig. 4.3 Table of  failure distributions used in example depicted on fig.3.1 or fig. 3.2 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.4 Simulink model of FTA shown in fig. 3.2 
 
 
5. SIMULATION RESULTS 
 
On the fig. 5.1 up to fig. 5.4 are shown simulation results. Simulation was made in simulink with constant 
time step, using method ode5 (Dormand-Prince). The end of simulation was at time 1000 tu. 
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Fig. 5.1 PDF of the system Fig. 5.2 CDF of the system 

Fig. 5.3 R(t) and Q(t) of the system Fig. 5.4 Hazard function of the system 
 

 
6. CONCLUSION 
 

 The purpose of this paper was to shown possibility of simulation reliability block diagrams or failure tree analyses 
in Matlab/Simulink. The main advantage of the programming in Simulink instead of Matlab is possibility to create 
appropriate blocks and then easily change FTA or RBD diagrams, Simulink also provide repeatable simulations with 
various input failure distributions and observing the changes of system failure distributions. The outputs from 
simulations can be easily processed in other computer programms. 
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ABSTRACT 
A novel method is proposed for hard optimization type of problem wherein an exact optimal solution is increasingly 
difficult in terms of run time and memory requirements. Especially for the cases when search graph has higher number 
of nodes and more number of paths, which increase as factorial of node number. This is based on Simulated Electrical 
Network Approach (SENA) proposed here, in which the graph is modeled as an electrical network and current 
distribution is found which is used as a directive for search decisions. The proposed algorithm results in an approximate 
method that achieves average accuracy of 99.89% to reach close to the most optimal path that is found by ranking all 
possible paths. Conversely, it can eliminate on average 99.89% paths in polynomial time from consideration if one 
requires finding the most optimal one. 
Key Words: Optimization, NP-Hard, TSP, Shortest path. 
 

1    INTRODUCTION 
 
Because of the intrinsic difficulty in finding polynomial time exact solution algorithms for NP-hard 

optimization problems, the research has moved to the approximate solutions to these problems and 
development of approximate algorithms is direction of research. Some of these aim at fast approximate 
optimization. Traveling salesman’s problem is a classical problem of this class. 
        There is a lot of work going in the area of optimization and planning of shortest path. The shortest-
paths problem involves a weighted, possibly directed graph described by the set of edges and vertices {E, V}. 
Given a source vertex, s, the goal is to find the shortest existing path between s and any of the other vertices 
in the graph. There are two types algorithms proposed depending upon the programming involved i.e. 
sequential and parallel. These types of problems involve weighted graphs and can be applied to Euclidean or 
non-Euclidean cases. Among these TSP (Traveling Salesman’s Problem) stands as one of the most difficult 
and sought after problem and has remained a challenge for many algorithm planners and also serves as a 
problem for testing optimization algorithms efficiency. There are many approximations to solve this 
problem, as any polynomial time algorithm does not find exact solution yet [1]. The approximation algorithm 
using the triangle inequality is well known developed by Christofides [2]. Artificial intelligence based 
techniques are also developed to search for optimal paths e.g. genetic algorithms, simulated annealing, and 
neural nets are examples of these [3]. Some Other attempts to solve TSP include generalization in which, for 
each city, a neighborhood is specified in which the salesperson can meet the client is also approximable for a 
variety of neighborhood types such as unit segments, unit circles, and unit rectangles [4]. Another 
generalization in which the salesperson has to rearrange some objects while following the route is 
approximable within 2.5 [5]. A prize-collecting variation in which a penalty is associated with each vertex 
and the goal is to minimize the cost of the tour and the vertices not in the tour [6]. A variation in which 
vertices can be revisited and the goal is to minimize the sum of the latencies of all vertices, where the latency 
of a vertex c is the length of the tour from the starting point to c, is approximable within 29 and is APX-
complete [7]. A combination of this problem and the matching problem, also called Printed Circuit Board 
Assembly, is approximable within 2.5 [8]. Finally, the variation in which a Hamiltonian path is looked for 
rather than a tour is also approximable within 1.5 in the general case while if both end vertices are specified 
it is approximable within 5/3 [9]. 
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In the proposed Simulated Electrical Network Approach (SENA), to prove that it indeed gives paths in 
optimal range, some of the most complex sets of input graph are taken i.e. fully connected, non-Euclidean; 
require traversing all nodes once and only once. The test instances were randomly generated. This is similar 
to solving a TSP instance in terms of complexity. Cases are tested for varying number of nodes. In these 
types of graphs, the exact search techniques show exponential complexity for the algorithms, and therefore 
cannot be applied for the cases with large node numbers. Whereas this technique reduces time complexity to 
polynomial time and can be used as a good approximate technique for optimization. For large number of 
nodes its average performance returns a path, which is within top 1.1% of optimal paths. Hence   the method 
introduced in the next section proves to be very effective in producing an approximate solution to the 
shortest path type problem in a polynomial time. 
 
 
2   SIMULATED ELECTRICAL NETWORK APPROACH: ANALOGY WITH CURRENT 
FLOW 
 
In this approach, at first the cost of each link of a given search graph is modeled as a branch 
resistance of an electrical network. A voltage source is added between pre-specified START and 
DESTINATION nodes and then current distribution is found in the transformed electrical network. 
In this electrical network model, the new approach relies on the observation that current flow in an 
electrical network follows a fundamental rule: maximum amount of current tries to take minimum 
resistance path, which is the key to eliminate most of the paths which do not come anywhere close 
to the least resistive (cost) ones. Following this common observation one can bring a sort of 
foresight in the network for path search type problems. To get the substance of the approach in its 
simplest form, consider the following simple network’s example: 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a) The current division in figure_1 is such that the larger current passes through the lesser resistance path. 
Therefore a decision can be made at node-1 of choosing a link, which has highest current flowing among all 
possibilities from that node to other nodes. This in effect equips a path planner with a foresight. 
 
b) The Figure_2 is a modified case of (a). Although the resistances connected to node number ‘1’ remains 
the same but at a later node, the introduced resistances change the situation in a way that the overall cost of 
the earlier lesser-cost path is now high but the connections as seen from the first node remain the same. To a 
simple path planner it becomes necessary to scan the whole set of links coming in path, otherwise it will 
misguide and a local minimum situation is most likely to be achieved. Whereas a current flow based 
approach would be a better decision maker in such cases. It will still give the correct path through R=20,35 
part of the circuit.  A full appraisal of proposed method in large fully connected networks is done in 
following sections. 

 
 
3    ALGORITHM FOR SENA 
 
This approach is applicable to both Euclidean and Non-Euclidean type of graphs, as the costs are not chosen 
on Euclidean basis. The algorithm is tested for fully connected, non-Euclidean; require traversing all nodes 
once and only once before reaching to a pre-specified destination. Here, It is to be noticed that these type of 
problems are as hard as TSP. The approach involves three major steps:   
- Modeling the given graph in Electrical circuit; 

R = 10  

R = 20  

R =100 

R = 35  

R = 10 ohms

R = 20 ohms

Figure_1 & 2 
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- Solving the modeled electrical network for currents in each branch; 
- Simple decision making by looking at current-magnitudes from each node; 
And a straightforward very close solution to the exact shortest path is achieved.  
The detail procedure adopted is as follows: 
- Generate random instances of graphs; 
- Convert cost to resistance i.e. Rij= Cij; where i & j are nodes 
- Identify the source node as start point, make it positive terminal of battery; 
- Identify the destination node make it a negative terminal of battery;  
- Specify a voltage and solve it for current in each branch; 
- From each node go to the next node to which maximum current flows; 
- Destination node is traversed only in the last step. 
A path thus found is indeed very close to exact optimal. See table figure_3.  
 
 
4     RESULTS 
 
In the graph shown in figure_3, we generated as many as 25 different fully connected graph and exact 
solutions for each node number, varying the number of nodes as N = 6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13. The search 
performed for shortest path had to get a path from possible number of paths ranging as few as 24 for N=6 to 
as many as 39,916,800 for N=13.  

 
 

Table1:  % Optimization Achieved for Number of Nodes in Graphs 
Trials Node 6 Node 7 Node 8 Node 9 Node 10 Node 11 Node 12 Node 13 

1 73.91 94.96 60.64 99.27 84.37 98.4 99.96 99.27 
2 73.91 96.64 91.38 98.47 95.19 99.91 99.86 99.99 
3 69.56 65.55 90.33 94.30 99.91 99.99 99.99 99.96 
4 78.26 88.24 94.30 96.49 83.80 99.39 99.98 99.99 
5 91.30 96.64 96.11 99.76 83.89 97.77 99.99 99.99 
6 82.61 95.80 97.36 90.67 96.28 96.48 99.83 99.76 
7 100 44.54 97.08 98.33 98.83 97.97 99.41 99.99 
8 82.61 100 98.89 99.80 99.68 99.29 99.93 99.98 
9 60.87 86.55 98.47 77.40 96.38 99.99 99.98 99.97 

10 95.65 94.96 74.55 92.94 99.78 99.99 96.89 99.99 
11 100 95.80 98.05 100 99.72 99.97 99.83 99.99 
12 86.96 100 94.02 96.47 93.33 99.99 99.81 99.66 
13 82.61 100 79.00 96.57 99.91 99.99 99.99 99.97 
14 30.43 97.48 93.60 75.00 97.80 99.82 99.94 99.51 
15 100 100 80.67 99.44 93.34 99.66 99.48 99.92 
16 100 93.28 90.33 99.98 99.73 99.85 98.52 99.8 
17 95.65 83.19 95.83 98.83 99.15 98.84 99.41 99.99 
18 78.26 100 90.40 83.51 99.99 98.7 99.89 99.67 
19 69.56 100 98.89 66.24 99.74 99.99 90.45 99.99 
20 100 98.32 95.27 93.65 99.84 99.68 99.86 100 
21 82.61 99.16 99.30 94.90 99.64 97.22 99.84 100 
22 69.57 77.31 95.41 95.61 98.95 99.37 99.83 99.99 
23 95.65 83.19 97.50 100 99.26 99.29 99.39 99.97 
24 30.43 90.76 61.75 91.70 91.97 99.98 99.89 99.99 
25 91.30 66.39 91.80 99.94 99.85 99.81 99.95 99.99 

 
Figure_3 

 
Table2:  Overall Analysis of Results  Figure_4 
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Figure_4 

 
The table in figure_4 and Plot of average of results converging towards the exact optimal solution in 
figure_5 along with standard deviation show the effectiveness of the algorithm. Following points are inferred 
from these, 
1 As number of paths increase, the results are the bold line in graph, which refers to the steep Average 
convergence of results towards optimal solution. As seen, it is coming in close range of within 0.11 % of the 
most optimal path. The range x% refers: “the percentage of number of paths lying in between the achieved 
solution and the exact optimal solution”. This comparison range is achieved, by finding all possibilities of 
paths and costs, then sorting these in increasing order for all instances. 
2 The fourth column in table best result ranking shows that for higher number of nodes in our randomly 
generated instances, the best result was as close as 99.9928% to the most optimal path i.e. 26th out of 362,880 
paths. 99.9979% to the most optimal path i.e. 176th out of 3,628,800 paths. For lesser number of nodes many 
times it found the best path i.e. 100% optimization e.g. 1st out of 720 paths. Also at random sometimes it hits 
best path for large number of nodes i.e. twice in case of 13 nodes. 
3 The monotonous nature of the Average optimization curve and Standard deviation curve in figure_5 shows 
that there is natural tendency of this algorithm to converge towards optimal result as the number of nodes 
increase. 
4 The nature of small and reducing standard deviation reveals that the samples had smaller and smaller 
deviation in their average performance upon increasing the node numbers. 
5 The last column of table_2 shows elimination capacity of algorithm. It is also getting better for higher node 
numbers, e.g. for N=13 on an average it can eliminate ~99.89% paths which are away from optimal. 
6 Following graph in fig_5 clearly depicts that optimization as well as deviation nearly reaches to the best as 
nodes are increased. Thus hypothesis proves to be an excellent approximate algorithm for optimization in 
highly complex, large number of nodes, fully connected graphs of Euclidean or Non- Euclidean type.  

 

0
5
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20
25

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Average
Optimizati
on within
X% of 
Deviation

Figure_5

SR. 
NO. 

No. of 
Nodes 

No. of 
Samples 

Total No. 
Of paths 

Best 
result 

ranking 

Average 
Result 

(Within 
x% of 

Optimal) 

Variance Average 
Eliminated 

Paths 
(%) X  

1 6 25 24 1st 19.19 18.67 80.81 
2 7 25 120 1st 10.05 13.44 89.95 
3 8 25 720 1st 9.33 10.62 90.67 
4 9 25 5040 1st 6.46 8.68 93.54 
5 10 25 40,320 14th 3.59 5.12 96.41 
6 11 25 362,880 26th 0.76 0.956 99.24 
7 12 25 3,628,800 176th 0.73 0.91 99.27 
8 13 25 39,916,800 1st 0.11 0.181 99.89 
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5    ERROR CALCULATION    (ACCEPTANCE REGION OF µ) 
 
To validate results further, the maximum error in X  is calculated, given the probability as 99%. This will 
also give the estimate of actual population mean µ. Twenty-five samples are taken for each node number for 
optimization. For these 25 samples, the mean estimates of X  are X  = 80.81 for (nodes 6), X  = 89.95 for 
(nodes 7), X = 90.33 for (nodes 8), X  = 93.54 for (nodes 9), X  = 96.41 for (nodes 10), X  = 99.24 for 
(nodes 11), X  = 99.27 for (nodes 12), X  = 99.89 for (nodes 13). Therefore In our case: n = 25,P = 0.99,1-
∝ = 0.99,∝ = 0.01 and   Z∝/2    = Z 0.005  = 2 .575.  Then Maximum error of estimate is given by the following 
formula. )/(2/ nZE σα=  
 
 

Nodes Z∝/2 σ Mean 
based on 
trials X  

% 

E= μ−X  

(probabilistic 
estimation in error with 

99% confidence) 

Lowest 
possible 
value of 

µ % 

Highest 
possible 

value of µ 
% 

6 2.575 18.67 80.81 9.61 71.2 90.42 
7 2.575 13.44 89.95 6.92 83.03 96.87 
8 2.575 10.62 90.33 5.47 84.86 95.8 
9 2.575 8.68 93.54 4.47 89.07 98.01 

10 2.575 5.127 96.41 2.64 93.77 99.05 
11 2.575 0.956 99.24 0.49 98.75 99.73 
12 2.575 0.91 99.27 0.47 98.80 99.74 
13 2.575 0.181 99.89 0.09 99.80 99.98 

 
 
From above graph and table figure_6&7, it is concluded that actual mean i.e. average optimization achieved 
in the proposed algorithm will be greater than 99% for nodes above N=10, with 99% confidence. It strongly 
supports the SENA’s validity. 
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6 PROBABILITY OF ACHIEVING OPTIMIZATION 
 
Given are the values of X  for different nodes for a sample of 25 with variance (σ) values, following table 
finds probability of getting optimization between 90% to 100 % for different number of nodes using the 
following   probability function: 2/1*/)(()( nXFZF σμ−= ) 
 

Nodes X  µ 
Interval 

Variance 
σ 

Trials n F (Z) for 
µ = 90 

F (Z) for 
µ = 100 

P= F (Z) 90 
– F (Z) 100 

6 80.81 90 - 100 18.67 25 0.0069 0.001 0.0059 
7 89.95 90 –100 13.44 25 0.496 0.0001 0.496 
8 90.33 90 –100 10.62 25 0.5596 0.0002 0.5596 
9 94.56 90 –100 8.68 25 0.9788 0 0.9788 

10 96.41 90 –100 5.127 25 0.99999 0 0.9999 ≈ 1 
11 99.24 90 - 100 0.956 25 1 0 ≈  1 
12 99.27 90 - 100 0.91 25 1 0 ≈  1 
13 99.89 90 - 100 0.18 25 1 0 ≈  1 

 
Figure_9 

 
The above-tabulated results are plotted and it shows that as number of nodes increases the probability of 
getting optimization between the said regions is approaching 1. 
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Figure_10 

 
 
 
7    INVERSE LOGIC FOR SENA (AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH) 
 
An alternative to the one stated above is proposed here. Path is searched on the basis of inverse technique 
where inverse values of costs are taken and path is searched for minimum current. Costs are then 
added normally for checking optimization. After applying the normal probabilistic hypothesis, it came to 
know that inverse technique optimization increases significantly for the cases where optimization is less in 
normal SENA technique. Comparison is sufficient for 10 numbers of nodes and prediction can be done for 
further nodes on the basis of probability and statistics. 

 

Probability 
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TRIALS NODES 6 NODES 7 NODES 8 NODES 9 NODES 10 
1 95.65 79.83 95.41 78.29 99.10 
2 95.65 57.98 99.17 99.05 99.22 
3 91.30 89.08 90.68 99.35 99.70 
4 69.57 97.48 98.19 95.42 88.03 
5 91.30 100 99.43 97.20 99.69 
6 86.96 51.26 92.63 95.36 99.94 
7 95.65 98.32 64.39 95.48 95.92 
8 82.61 95.80 88.48 71.18 99.94 
9 73.91 82.35 95.13 73.69 96.58 

10 65.22 83.19 97.07 99.40 56.34 
11 56.52 94.96 95.83 99.01 99.34 
12 26.09 98.32 92.49 88.27 94.11 
13 82.61 97.48 90.82 57.93 92.39 
14 56.57 96.64 92.91 85.29 98.76 
15 95.65 79.83 66.90 99.62 92.39 
16 95.65 80.14 34.63 97.50 99.74 
17 56.52 96.64 98.61 99.82 87.25 
18 86.96 78.15 99.86 94.17 98.59 
19 60.87 97.48 100 87.34 91.20 
20 100 85.71 96.49 94.43 98.31 
21 95.65 70.59 99.58 98.79 64.04 
22 86.96 99.16 99.72 65.59 88.30 
23 95.65 87.39 28.93 99.72 99.81 
24 30.43 21.08 90.13 97.62 96.94 
25 95.65 60.50 89.85 95.10 91.66 

 
Figure_11:  % Optimization Achieved for Number of Nodes in Graph 
                        

 
Figure_12:  Overall Analysis of Results                                        Figure_13 
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Curve clearly depicts that optimization as well as deviation nearly reaches to 10% as we further increase the 
nodes. PINK line denotes efficiency while BLUE line indicates deviation. Thus hypothesis proves better.  
 
 

Nodes Optimization% Deviation σ 

 6 78.77 20.48 
7 80.14 19.38 
8 87.89 18.77 
9 90.58 11.69 

10 91.66 
10.89 
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8. APPLICABILITY OF INVERSE TECHNIQUE FOR OPTIMIZATION 
 
At first, It looks as if inverse technique is not so useful because of its inconsistent results. But it is quite 
useful when acyclic technique is giving bad results in terms of optimization. 25 trials were taken and graphs 
for various nodes were plotted. It is concluded that when acyclic graphs were giving depressions for 
particular regions, at that time inverse was at its peak i.e. better optimizing. For example, we have given the 
visual reference to it in the following figure_14, 15, and 16. Following Charts show comparison of trials 
between normal and inverse technique (an example is taken for 9 nodes) as well as distribution about 
superiority of inverse and acyclic techniques over each other for similar 25 trials. Pointer shows for example; 
how inverse succeeds over normal SENA for a given case. 
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Figure_14, 15, 16 

9   CYCLIC NETWORK 
 
Algorithm for cyclic network is given below. 
1. Take node input from user. 
2. Start and goal destinations are the same. 
3. For programming purpose, develop a pseudo goal node.  
4. Resistance between all nodes and pseudo goal node will be of the order of the resistance value between 
start node and all other corresponding nodes. 
5.Now same logic is implemented as that of acyclic network to find the path. 
6.At last, pseudo goal node is removed from the obtained path and in that place; start node is kept for the 
final path. 
 
Since the trend shown by the results of cyclic graphs match that of acyclic graph optimization pattern, 
therefore results over nine nodes are avoided here. 
 
9.1 RESULTS 
 

Trials Node 6 Node 7 Node 8 Node 9 
1 94.958 90.542 98.591 89.107 
2 78.992 96.801 92.102 98.646 
3 81.513 89.847 82.616 99.807 
4 65.546 71.21 97.5 99.529 
5 86.555 99.722 99.861 99.747 
6 99.16 99.583 93.848 99.571 
7 100 100 97.321 99.722 
8 82.353 97.497 99.623 99.893 
9 99.16 97.775 98.809 84.824 

10 100 91.099 99.782 99.606 
11 90.756 98.609 99.861 99.98 
12 100 100 92.499 99.931 
13 98.319 97.357 95.872 98.79 
14 100 99.166 99.008 98.676 
15 99.16 99.305 100 99.576 
16 98.319 83.032 97.023 100 
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Trials Node 6 Node 7 Node 8 Node 9 
17 98.319 98.609 99.028 98.971 
18 91.597 96.801 95.138 93.219 
19 83.193 94.159 94.245 97.433 
20 91.597 86.787 96.229 92.52 
21 100 99.583 99.544 92.969 
22 82.353 91.377 98.234 97.133 
23 100 91.377 58.821 99.812 
24 99.16 69.68 90.375 99.955 
25 94.118 99.722 95.197 99.762 

 
Figure_17 % Optimization Achieved for Number of Nodes in Graphs 

 
Nodes Optimization% DEVIATION 

σ 
6 92.605 9.1 
7 93.586 8.37 
8 94.845 8.48 
9 97.567 3.95 
Figure_18:  Overall Analysis of Results 

 
 
9.2 PROBABILITY OF ACHIEVING OPTIMIZATION 
 

 
Nodes 

X  µ 
Interval 

Variance 
σ 

Trials n F (Z) for 
µ = 90 

F (Z) for 
µ = 100 

P= F (Z) 90 
– F (Z) 100 

6 92.605 90 - 100 9.1 25 0.9236 0.00003 0.9236 
7 93.586 90 –100 8.37 25 0.9838 0.00001 0.9838 
8 94.845 90 –100 8.48 25 0.9979 0.0012 0.9967 
9 97.567 90 –100 3.95 25 1 0.001 ≈ 1 

 
Figure_19 Probability Estimation 

 
The above-tabulated results show that as number of nodes increase, the probability of getting optimization 
between the said regions is approaching 1. It is faster than what was observed in the acyclic graphs. 
 
 
10 CONCLUSION 
 
It has been shown in the results that the proposed SENA-method is capable of returning a near optimal 
solution for shortest path finding type of problems. Thus it can handle hard optimization for the problems 
that have complexity of fully connected graphs where the number of possible paths increase in proportion to 
factorial of number of nodes in the graph. Also this technique is applicable to Euclidean or non-Euclidean 
cases equally well as there are no constraints of Euclidean geometry assumed in the formation of graph 
instances.  Also it is established that its elimination capacity for paths which will be close to optimal, from 
all possibilities is reaching to ~99% on average basis for higher number of nodes where other techniques 
starts reducing their efficiency, in contrast, its in fact monotonously showing better results. The statistical 
analysis shows using probabilistic estimate that as number of nodes increases; the near complete 
optimization can be achieved. The cases where SENA fails to achieve required optimization; inverse 
technique can be used as an efficient tool. So conclusively it’s quite effective for determining a close to 
optimal heuristic. Further, it is shown that the technique is equally applicable to cyclic graphs also. Therefore 
the SENA algorithm is capable of returning result which is  nearly the best optimization in graphs of varying 
nature: cyclic, acyclic, Euclidean, non-Euclidean and of the highest order of complexity i.e. fully connected 
wherein the total paths are increasing in proportion to factorial  of node number. 
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Abstract 
Probabilistic methods of risk optimization are applied to specify the most effective arrangements of road tunnels. The 
total consequences of alternative arrangements are assessed using Bayesian networks supplemented by decision and 
utility nodes. It appears that the optimization may provide valuable information for a rational decision concerning 
number of escape routes. Discount rate seems to affect the total consequences and the optimum arrangements of the 
tunnels more significantly than number of escape routes. 
 
Key words 
Risk assessment, social risks, economic consequences, road tunnels, Bayessian network, optimization, escape routes, 
discount rate, expected life time  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 Tunnel structures usually represent complex technical systems that may be exposed to hazard 
situations leading to unfavourable events with serious consequences. Minimum safety requirements for 
tunnels in the trans-European road network are provided in the Directive of the European Parliament and of 
the Council 2004/54/ES [1]. The Directive also gives recommendations concerning risk management, risk 
assessment and analysis. 
 Methods of risk assessment and analysis are more and more frequently applied in various technical 
systems [2,3] including road tunnels [4]. This is a consequence of recent tragic events in various tunnels and 
of an increasing effort to take into account social, economic and ecological consequences of unfavourable 
events [2,3,4]. Available national and international documents [5] to [10] try to harmonise general 
methodical principles and terminology that can be also applied in the risk assessment of road tunnels. The 
submitted contribution, based on previous studies [11] to [17] and recent PIARC working documents, 
attempts to apply methods of probabilistic risk optimization using Bayesian networks supplemented by 
decision and utility nodes [18]. It appears that Bayesian networks provide an extremely effective tool for 
investigating the safety of road tunnels.  
 
GENERAL PROCEDURE OF RISK ASSESSMENT 
 The main components of the whole risk management consist of risk assessment and risk control. The 
risk control is outside the scope of this paper. The risk assessment consists of risk analysis and risk 
evaluation. A general procedure of risk assessment is shown in Figure 1 indicating a flowchart of the main 
steps. The flowchart is adopted from ISO document [9] and from recent working materials of 
PIARC/C3.3/WG2. The contents of individual steps are mostly obvious from the relevant key words used for 
description of the flowchart. Two key steps of the risk analysis, probability analysis and risk estimation are 
shortly described below. 
 
PROBABILITY ANALYSIS 

Probabilistic methods of risk analysis are based on the concept of conditional probabilities Pfi = 
P{F|Hi} of the event F providing a situation Hi occurs [1, 3]. In general this probability can be found 
using statistical data, experience or theoretical analysis of the situation Hi.   
If the situation Hi occurs with the probability P(Hi) and the event F during the situation Hi occurs with 
the probability P(F|Hi), then the total probability PF of the event F is given as 

 PF = )(P)|(P i
i

i HHF∑  (1) 

Equation (1) makes it possible to harmonize partial probabilities P(F|Hi) P(Hi) related to the situation Hi.  
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The main disadvantage of the purely probabilistic approach is the fact that possible consequences 
of the events F related to the situation Hi are not considered. Equation (1) can be, however, modified to 
take the consequences into account.  
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Figure 1. Flowchart of iterative procedure for the risk assessment (adopted from [9]) 

 
 
RISK ESTIMATION 

  
A given situation Hi may lead to a set of events Eij (for example fully developed fire, explosion), 

which may have social consequences Rij or economic consequences Cij. It is assumed that the 
consequences Rij and Cij are unambiguously assigned to events Eij. If the consequences include only 
social components Rij, then the total expected risk R is given as [11] 

 )(P)|(P i
ij

iijij HHERR ∑=  (2) 

If the consequences include only economic consequences Cij, then the total expected consequences C are 
given as 

 )(P)|(P i
ij

iijij HHECC ∑=  (3) 
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If criteria Rd and Cd are specified, then acceptable total consequences should satisfy the conditions  

 R < Rd and C < Cd (4)  
that supplement the traditional probabilistic condition Pf < Pfd.  

When the criteria are not satisfied, then it may be possible to apply a procedure of risk treatment 
as indicated in Figure 1. For example additional escape routes may be provided. Such measures might, 
however, require considerable costs, which should be considered when deciding about the optimum 
measures.  
 
PRINCIPLES OF RISK OPTIMIZATION 

 
The total consequences Ctot(k,p,n) relevant to the construction and performance of the tunnel are 

generally expressed as a function of the decisive parameter k (for example of the number k  of escape routes), 
discount rate p (commonly about p ≈ 0,03) and life time n (commonly n = 100 let). The decisive parameter k 
usually represents a one-dimensional or multidimensional quantity significantly affecting tunnel safety.  

The fundamental model of the total consequences may be written as a sum of partial consequences as 

 Ctot(k,p,n) = R(k,p,n) + C0 +ΔC(k) (5) 

In equation (5) R(k,p,n) denotes expected social risk that is dependent on the parameter k, discount 
rate p and life time n. C0 denotes the basic of construction cost independent of k, and ΔC(k) additional 
expenses dependent on k. Equation (5) represents, however, only a simplified model that does not reflect all 
possible expenses including economic consequences of different unfavourable events and maintenance costs.  

The social risk R(k,p,n) may be estimated using the following formulae  

 
)1(11

)1(11),(),,()(),,( 1 p
pnpQnpQZkNnpkR

n

+−
+−

==  (6) 

In equation (6) N(k) denotes number of expected fatalities per one year (dependent on k), Z1 denotes 
acceptable expenses for averting one fatality, and p the discount rate (commonly within the interval from 0 to 
5 %). The quotient q of the geometric row is given by the fraction q = 1/(1+p). The discount coefficient 
Q(p,n) makes it possible to express the actual expenses Z1 during a considered life time n in current cost 
considered in (5). In other words, expenses Z1 in a year i correspond to the current cost Z1 qi. The sum of the 
expenses during n years is given by the coefficient Q(p,n).     

A necessary condition for the minimum of the total consequences (5) is given by the vanishing of the 
first derivative with respect to k that may be written as   

 
k

kCnpQZ
k
kN

∂
Δ∂

−=
∂

∂ )(),()(
1  (7) 

In some cases this condition may not lead to a practical solution, in particular when the discount rate 
p is small (a corresponding discount coefficient Q(p,n) is large) and there is a limited number of escape 
routes k  that can not be arbitrary increased. 

 
 

STANDARDIZED CONSEQUENCES 
 
The total consequences given by equation (5) may be in some cases simplified to a dimensionless 

standardized form and the whole procedure of optimization may be generalized. Consider as an example the 
optimization of the number k of escape routes. It is assumed that involved additional costs ΔC(k) due to k 
may be expressed as the product k C1, where C1 denotes cost of one escape route. If C1 is approximately 
equal to expenses Z1 (assumed also in [14]), equation (5) may be written as  

 Ctot(k,p,n) = N(k) C1 Q(p,n)+ C0 + k C1 (8) 

This function can be standardized as follows  

 knpQkN
C

CnpkCnpk tot +=
−

= ),()(),,(),,(
1

0κ  (9) 
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Obviously both variables Ctot(k,p,n) and κ(k,p,n) are mutually uniquely dependent and have the 
extremes (if exist) for the same number of escape routes k. A necessary condition for the extremes follows 
from (7) as  

 np
p

npQk
kN

)1(11
)1(11

),(
1)(

+−
+−

−=−=
∂

∂  (10) 

An advantage of standardized consequences is the fact that it is independent of C0 and C1. It is only 
assumed that C1 ≈ Z1 is a time invariant unit of the total consequences.   
 
 
MODEL OF A TUNNEL 

 
A road tunnel considered here (Figure 2) is partly adopted from a recent study [14]. It is assumed 

that the tunnel has the length of 4000 m and two traffic lanes in one direction are used by heavy goods 
vehicles HGV, dangers goods vehicles DGV and Cars.  

 
   

Figure 2. Main model of the tunnel 
 
 
The total traffic intensity in one direction is 20×106 vehicles per year (27 400 vehicles in one lane 

per day). The number of individual types of vehicles is assumed to be HGV:DGV:Cars = 0,15:0,01:0,84. The 
frequency of series accidents for basic traffic conditions (that might be possibly improved) is considered as 1 
×10-7 per one vehicle and one km [14], thus 8 accidents in the tunnel per year. 
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 The main model of the tunnel shown in Figure 2 includes three sub-models for HGV, DGV and 
Cars, which describe individual hazard scenarios. The Bayesian networks used here need a number of other 
input data. Some of them are adopted from the study [14] (based on event tree diagram), the other are 
estimated or specified using expert judgement. Detailed description of the model is outside the scope of this 
contribution.  
 
 
RISK OPTIMIZATION 
  
Risk optimization of the above described tunnel is indicated for selected input data in Figure 3, Figure 4 and 
5.  Figure 3 shows variation of the components of standardized total consequences κ(k,p,n) with number of 
escape routes k for a common value of the discount rate p = 0,03 and assumed life time n = 100 years. 
 

Figure 3. Variation of the components of standardized total consequences κ(k,p,n) with k for the discount 
rate p = 0,03 and life time n = 100 years 

 
 Figure 4 shows variation of the standardized total consequences κ(k,p,n) with k for selected discount 
rate p  life time n = 50 years only, Figure 5 shows similar curves as Figure 4 but for expected life time n = 
100 years (common value). Both Figures 4 and 5 clearly indicate that the discount rate p and life time n 
affect the total consequences more significantly than the number of escape routes k. It appears that the total 
consequences considerably increase with increasing n. For small discount rates p ≤ 0.01 and life time n = 100 
years the total consequences decrease monotonously with increasing k and for k ≤ 39 (the distance of escape 
routes up to 100 m) do not reach its minimum. Therefore, in this case condition (10) does not lead to a 
practical solution.  
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Figure 4. Variation of the standardized total consequences κ(k,p,n) with k for selected discount rate p   
life time n = 50 years 

 
 

Figure 5. Variation of the standardized total consequences κ(k,p,n) with k for selected discount rate p  life 
time n = 100 years 
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 Figure 6 shows variation of the total consequences κ(k,p,n) with number of escape routes k and 
discount rate p assuming again expected life n = 100 years.  

 
Figure 6. Variation of the standardized total consequences κ(k,p,n) with k for selected discount rate p  life 

time n = 100 years 
 
 
 Figure 6 clearly illustrates previous finding that the discount rate p affects the total consequences 
κ(k,p,n) more significantly than the number of escape routes k.  
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 

Similarly as in case of other technical systems the risk assessment of road tunnels commonly includes  
- definition of the system 
- hazard identification 
- probability and consequences analysis 
- risk evaluation and possible risk treatment 
Two kinds of criteria commonly applied in the risk assessment of road tunnels relate to: 
- expected individual risk  
- cumulative social risk (fN curves) 

Probabilistic risk optimization based on the comparison of social and economic consequences may 
provide background information valuable for a rational decision concerning effective safety measures of 
road tunnels. It appears that the discount rate and assumed life time may affect the total consequences 
and the optimum arrangements of the tunnels more significantly than the number of escape routes. 
However, further investigations of relevant input data concerning social and economic consequences are 
needed.  
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MODEL OF A RELIABILITY  FOR STRUCTURAL - COMPLICATED 
SYSTEMS, INCLUDING MULTYSTATE ELEMENTS 

 
Melnikov V.A. 

 
Abstract. The problem of development of Boolean models of a reliability for systems, including elements with 
many states is considered on the basis of multivalued logic, algebra of trains, algebra of groups of incompatible 
events and classical logistic-probabilistic method (LPM). The inexpediency of development of Boolean models 
of a reliability on the basis of multivalued logic is displayed. The numerical examples demonstrating 
serviceability of LPM and their new possibilities are demonstrated. The perspective of development of methods 
of an evaluation of effectiveness of operation at different levels of operation rate by formulation of a set of 
different tasks, solved by the same LPM is underlined. 
 

Key words: monotone Boolean model of a reliability, Boolean two-state algebra of logic,  K-valued algebra of 
logic, multivalued logic, algebra of trains, algebra of logic of groups of incompatible events, LPM. 
 
 
  In § 3.1 of [1], written by Kurt Rainshke, is declared, that s alternative "all or nothing "  for 
investigations of a reliability of complicated engineering systems and devices appears too rough. Therefore 
engineers in the practice would like to use more fine division of levels of operation rate. In this fact the 
experts in a reliability theory in many countries are working in the field of creation of models of  reliability 
in which monotone Boolean models of  reliability are developed on a multivalued case. The reference to nine 
publications of the foreign authors using idea of multivalued logic is given. 
  In the foreword of the book [2] the authors, answering Kurt Rainshke on his criticism [3] of so-
called "shortages" of LPM, considering only two states of elements of  the system, underlined, that they are 
irrelevant with basic singularities of these methods, but reflected only rate of the development of the theory 
and practice of those years [4]. 
  The classical Boolean algebra of logic envelops all binary - discrete world, in which the arguments 
Хi of Boolean functions of algebra of logic (FAL) accept values from a two-element set {0, 1}. L.Kroneker 
(1823-1891) wrote: " A Zero and unit from the god, remaining matter of human hands ". 
  So by the "hands" of Y.Lukasevich (1878-1956) was created the first continual algebra of logic - 
multivalued logic, in which the  limitation of  Xi  {0, 1} is taken off. On a interval 
 [ Хmin, Xmax ] of a numerical axes the minimax operations of a conjunction - min (X1, X2), disjunction-max 
(X1,X2) and refusing - = K-X�, where under K. K.Rainshke understands a maximum level of  operation rate 
[1, p.110], and Мc-Nоtаn - [5] 2Х0 =2 [0,5 [ Хmin+ Xmax]. 
  Without objecting the indicated generalizations and attempts of " magnifications of a potency " of 
logistic-mathematical methods in information processes of analog area [5], there is no need to introduce into 
use more complicated mathematical methods, using continual algebra of logic in tasks of a reliability (safety) 
of structural - complicated systems. Examples in [1], demonstrate  the absence of actuality  of presented 
situations and practical impossibility of substitution of logic variables by probabilities. 
  So in an example 3.3., called to show multivalued model of a reliability of a system, consisting of four 
elements, (each element can be in three states), the restricted operation rate of the first level is the same that 
refusals of not designated other elements: 

X1 (Cpu) - refusal in additional devices of real time;  

X2 (interface) - refusal of the output channel; 

X3 (extended memory) - refusal of a HDD;  

X4 (controller) - refusal of the device of a parallel printing. 

On our opinion this system consists not from four elements but from eight, each of which is  
described by  Boolean algebra of logic. 

In the fact that in real life there are elements with three and more states, we shall overview methods 
and history of a research of a reliability of such systems without use of  multivalued logic. 

x
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In the book [6, p. 165] there is a brief analysis of eleven publications since 1956 about a problem of 
three incompatible states in a reliability theory, without considering of 14 publications B.Dillon himself. In 
these publications the means of a calculus, alarm graphs, polynomial expansions for systems with elementary 
structures was used. For a case of systems of a bridge type B.Dillon offered the method of transformation of  
the "triangle" by the "star". As a result of such transformation the bridge structure was substituted by a 
system with sequential and parallel junction of elements. 

In  [7, p. 173] the reliability of systems, consisting of elements with three states, is considered by 
means of classical LPM. That function of serviceability of a system (FSS), is formed with the help m parallel 
SPSO (shortest paths of successful operation), and everyone SPSO- is a series connection of n  arguments 

X1. In this case the fundamental regularities possible, thanks to polynomial  expansion ( Ri  + Qi0  + Qi3 )n 
to all possible hypotheses, allow to evaluate separately a refusal of a system as "cut off" (Q

ос.
) and as " 

short circuited" (Q зс.
). 

The refusal of a system as "abruption" is evaluated by LPM by substitution of logic variables Xi by 
the appropriate probabilities by rules: 

 
    1, if  i-element is efficient; 
  Xi =               (1) 
    0, if i-element has given up as " cut off ". 
 
The refusal of a system as " closure " is evaluated by same FSS, but the rules of substitution of a 

truth Xi will be inverted: 
 
    1, if i-element is “short circuited”; 
  Xi =              (2) 
    0, if i-element is efficient. 
 
The authors of  [8] came to a conclusion, that the offered LPM based mode of account of a reliability 

of complicated systems, with elements, which can be in three incompatible states, allows to apply logistic-
probability methods without using of the formulas: 
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and transformations "star - triangle", and also complicated methods such as algebra of trains [9]. 

 

The author of algebra of trains (AT) B.Kulik. wrote [9, p. 19]: " Now, apparently, it is difficult to 
estimate the effect of AT in a solution of problems, connected with the reducing of complicated work while 
using of some LPM algorithms, but with the help АК it is possible to simplify statement and solution of such 
tasks, when the system consists of elements, for which the set of possible events is not restricted only by two 
states (for example, " the operation - refusal ") and supposes any additional set of intermediate states or 
events ". In the paragraph 4.4 [9] " Logistic-probability models at any number of states of elements " the 
numerical example for a bridge circuit from five elements is given. Four elements are submitted by three 
probabilities. They form a complete group of incompatible events. Taking into account difficulties, 
connected with small printing [9], and high value of a numerical example with the answer, we shall give FSS 
(5) and table of input data: 

 
У(X1,….,X5) = X1X3 ∨ X2X4 ∨ X1X5X4 ∨ X2X5X3                                                ( 5 ) 
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X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 

а1 а2 в1 в2 в3 с1 с2 с3 d1 d2 d3 l1 l2 l3 

0,6 0,4 0,5 0,2 0,3 0,7 0,2 0,1 0,4 0,2 0,4 0,4 0,3 0,3 

 
 The answer will be Rc = Р {y (Х1, …., Х5) = 1} = 0,86988. 

  We think, what not any expert in a reliability theory will manage to get the answer of this task, in 
spite of the fact that it seems very simple. The professor A.Mojaev has received this solution on the basis of  
general LPM (GLPM), combining classical algebra of logic and algebra of logic of groups of incompatible 
events (GIE) [10, p. 136]. 

  In [10] in a conclusion the characteristics of some directions of the further development GLPM is 
given, where literally is told: " The methods of the account of GIE for the first time  allowed to take off one 
of the most heavy limitation all LPM – requirement of dual representation of states of elements of 
investigated systems. Now, with the help GLPM, it is possible to get monotone and not monotone models of 
such systems, in which the elements can be not only in two, but also three, four and generally in any final set 
of incompatible states … ". 
  Agreeing with a conclusion in  [8] about difficulties in understanding of algebra of trains by the 
engineers, it is necessary nevertheless to admire scientific value of this algebra [9]. For other case illustration 
of real difficulties in understanding and practical use of multivalued logic not only by engineers, but also by 
scientists, we shall notice publication [11], in which task from [8] was solved with the help of three-value 
logic. The comparison goes not for the benefit of three-value logic. 
  Standing up for the models, in which instead of one " of a level of operation rate " it would be 
possible to speak about "degrees of realization of the task", about "the effectiveness of operation " etc., in 
publication [1] the perspective declared only on the basis of multivalued logic. Rejecting this perspective in 
the beginning of paper as doubtful and more complicated, when the arisen problems solved on basis of LPM 
more simply and also more precisely, we shall illustrate now idea about an evaluation of the «effectivenesses 
of operation» at different « levels of operation rate». 

If we have a real possibilities of formalization of these levels of operation rate, there is no reason to 
reject "«black-and-white" (« all or nothing ») model, and the set of such estimations will allow to see all 
gamma multicolor. In 1977 the professor I.A.Ryabinin wrote [12]: "Criticizing the "black-and-white" variant 
of a research (works - not works; yes - no; is true - is false) for it simplification, some experts stand up for 
multicolor model, in which ostensibly it is possible to take into account losses of even a part  of percent of a 
system effectiveness. Frequently it appears, that such multicolored  model cannot be checked up, it is not 
sufficiently determined and defined, and it seems that  apparent multicolore is the same that irresponsibility 
». 
  In [7] the example of a ship electric power system, consisting of 17 elements is given. 16 real tasks 
are formulated. FSS are placed in tables 31 and 32, all solutions at identical input data are given in the table 
37. 
  Thus, the alternative «all or nothing », at its competent use, is not rough, and it is flexible enough, 
clear and responsible. 
  Most difficult and responsible in LPM is not an evaluation of probability function  
Р {Y (Х1, …., Х5) = 1} for structural-complicated systems, but formalization of serviceability  with the help 
of the shortest paths of successful (dangerous) operation -SPSO, (SPDO), which can be  made by the highly 
experienced experts of the given subject field. "Automation" of the process of formalization with the help of 
raising in a degree of a matrix of nodal connections [13, p. 93], eliminations of intermediate knots [13, p. 
96], solutions of a system of the logic equations [13, p. 100], is yet not less easy, than direct compiling of the 
list of SPSO, (SPDO) on the basis of common sense, which in the given context looks like engineering logic. 
  Thus, the Boolean logic helps engineering logic to formalize ideas about  truth or false of our 
understanding of serviceability (danger) of structural-complicated systems . 
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Abstract. The stages of development of Management and Risk are described. The scenario management of risks of 
accidents and catastrophes in complex  systems on the stages of designing, debugging and exploitation test and  
exploitation  itself  are  considered. In the scenario management of accidents and catastrophes risks the personnel and 
the General designer are taken into account. The uniform approach to the modelling of risks in technical, economic and  
organisational systems is presented on the basis of substantial description of a SCENARIO of an  accident or a 
catastrophe, and then the construction of  models of  the risk for the purpose of analysis and management. As the 
intellectual core for the  risk  quantitative evaluation and analysis and the scenario management  of accidents and 
catastrophes risk, LP-methods and  risk LP-models with groups of  incompatible  events are used. 

Keywords: management, risk, accident, catastrophe, system, logic, probability, model, business, engineering  

 
  

INTRODUCTION 
 

The phenomenon of complexity of modern technical, economic, organisational and ecological 
systems, in our opinion, has  not  been  cognised completely scientifically  and  has  not been decided  
satisfactorily  in  applied sense. It makes us  search for other approaches to the management of the accidents  
and  catastrophes risk.    
         As the engineering discipline,  the management of the  accidents and  catastrophes risks  in complex  
systems is closely connected  with  the applied mathematics, as  mathematics is those means,  which help  in 
most cases to make   the  adequate   statement of a task, and also the precise formulation of conditions and 
assumptions, at which it  is solved possible.  However, the fundamental mathematics, based on proved 
theorems and  strictly   established   laws, does  what it can, but as it must be done. The applied mathematics, 
based on some hypotheses, experimental data and  common sense, tries  to decide  problems that are  
necessary, but as it can. The era - what is necessary and  how  it must be done - for complex   systems has 
not come yet [1].  
         Understanding the impossibility of  an  universal  comprehension  of the  phenomenon of complexity of 
modern systems,  we  devote  the book only  to the  questions of  scenario management   of  the  accidents  
and  catastrophes risk in complex  systems  at  all stages  of their  life cycle: at designing, debugging and  
exploitation   tests   and  exploitation  itself. 
 
 
ACTUALITY 
 

The risk consists of two components: the probability  of an  accident or a  catastrophe and the 
damage. In  risk  tasks  the  probability and  the  damage are calculated  by the  models of different types: a  
probability model   and  an  economic one. A risk  decrease  requires  large expenses, and  without  these 
expenses, large losses (damage) are possible. Thus, the risk management  includes  the  numerical estimation  
of a risk  as the probability  of  an accident  or a catastrophe  and solving   the  optimisation  task  of  the 
distribution of  resources for  the actions  lowering the  risk.  We  use   the  knowledge on the  risk   by  two  
different  ways: 1) passively, in the insurance against accidents  fixing   a price  for the risk; 2) actively, in  
the  management  carrying out the  actions  lowering  the risk  of  separate  events.        
        The reason for  accidents  and  catastrophes  in complex  systems,  created and served by  man,  are 
mostly  the   mistakes at designing, testing  and exploitation  these systems. These mistakes are the 
consequence of  both the imperfection  of  techniques and technologies  of performance of  certain  types  of  
work, and the limitation  of resources allocated on this work. The problem of the maintenance of safe 
exploitation is aggravated by  new task which has appeared everywhere: by estimation of the risk of 
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prolongation of  a resource of the worn out equipment by monitoring results. In complex   systems  existence 
various combinations of initial events-failures of  separate elements is   quite  typical; the probability of  each  
combination is small, but  the sum of  such "improbable" events   is great. 
         The intellectual  core of  the  scenario  management  of  the risks  of accidents and  catastrophes in 
complex systems  is  made  up  by  the  logic  and  probabilistic  methods (LPM) and  the risk logic and  
probabilistic (LP) models  with groups of incompatible  events (GIE). These components form  a  different  
outlook   of  developers and users, induce  them to consider a system as a whole and  concentrate  their 
efforts on  the decision of paramount tasks, instead of to aiming the  resources on  minor  needs and 
requirements. The ranking  of  the complex system elements according to their importance allows  to 
increase  the  objectivity of distribution of the resources for  decreasing  the  risk of  accidents  and 
catastrophes. 
         
 
THE PRESENT  STATE  OF  AFFAIRS  AND HISTORY 
 

Management and Risk  have always existed since  mankind  appeared. Management  was carried out   
taking  into  account  the  risk. It  was based  on  intuition,  experience and common sense  and was 
empirical. Management provided  the  existence of  man  and  the community. At later stages of  the 
development of mankind,  states  appeared. Management was carried out  by  the Supreme governor of  the 
country  based on laws  and  religion. The basis of such management in both   society  and   engineering   has 
remained the  same up  to now.  Later  for increasing the effectiveness of management, people introduced 
some elements of the management  mathematical theory  and  the optimisation mathematical theory   into  
the practice of  solving each  separate  task. 
        During the  industrial revolution,  the classical theory of control (regulation) by separate mechanisms, 
devices and processes, based on the description of dynamics  of objects by  differential equations, was  
created. The  risk control  was   taken  into account   indirectly by the criteria of stability, possibility of  
resonant phenomena, destruction, etc. The success of the classical theory of control is enormous, for 
example, the control  of the  start and movement of a space ship.The scientists 
F.R.Bellman,H.Chestnut,R.W.Mayer,L.S.Pontryagin, Ya.Z.Tsipkin, etc  made  the most valuable 
contribution in  creating the  classical  control  theory.  
        In period 1939 - 1945 for the purposes of management such mathematical disciplines as  Operations 
Research and Game Theory are appeared. The Operations Research is based on mathematical modelling of 
processes and phenomena and begins with the analysis of a criterion of efficiency of decision. The Game 
Theory is the theory of mathematical models of acceptance of optimum decisions in conditions of a conflict 
and uncertainty. The mathematical models had, as rule, discrete variables, were described by the system of 
the algebraic equations and had the economic contents. 
       During the Second World War for the purposes of management  there appeared  such mathematical 
discipline as Operations Research using the system approach to task statement and decision-making .Later 
this discipline almost completely became used only for the decision of optimisation  tasks  by methods of  
linear and non-linear programming. The methods for the decision of separate tasks of optimisation with the 
criteria of economic efficiency (the transport task, cutting the materials, etc.) were created. 

       Immediately after the Second World War the control cybernetic theory (Norbert Wiener) appeared. 
According to observable parameters at the input and output of an object the mathematical model of an object 
- "a black box" was constructed. Such control was used for the solving  separate  tasks of optimal  control. 
The risk of  such control  was considered  as the  failure  probability in the achievement of the purpose 
because of  the non-adequacy of  a  model and  the presence of white noise.  
       In 1952  years  the risk management  science  of   investments (Harry M. Markowitz [ 2 ])  appeared. For 
the first time   the choice  task  of  an optimum portofolio of valuable papers was formulated and  decided. . 
“The models of  averages  and dispersions" were used. For each securities in a portofolio  it  took  into 
account:  the expected returns, as mathematical expectation, and risk,  as   standard deviation  and  
uncertainty measure of expected returns. Such new concepts as  the diversification,  the indifference curves 
of  the investor, achievable and effective sets  of  portofolioes  were introduced.  The contribution by Harry 
M. Markowitz  was important and  he  got  the Nobel premium  for  economy in  1990.    
          The portofolio optimization  task of  valuable papers had two criteria: expected returns  and a  
portofolio risk. The normal law of distribution for expected returns of each paper and all portofolio was used. 
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The theory Harry M. Markowitz  had such large success and development, that other approaches to risk 
research  in business with discrete non-parametrical distributions of casual  values  were paralysed. 
       With the  appearance  of computers  information management or  management information automated 
systems came into being. These systems have: a well-structured database, an information technology with  
the window interface, software for solving a certain type of optimisation  tasks, expert systems  for decision-
making, software for  making reports and  illustrations. It allows to give out  any information  for   inquiries   
or  use  it   for the decision of tasks quickly, to allocate  the area of optimal allowable decisions, to choose 
the most effective decisions. The final  decision is made  by   the main expert.  In  management information   
systems   the  tasks  of  a risk  numerical estimation  were  not  decided.  
          A new step in the  development of the  management theory was the appearance   of  the  situation  
management based on  logic-linguistic models ([3], D.Pospelov). It  was shown, that the management of 
complex   objects is absolutely impossible without  using  qualitative  semantic sense  information, which 
can not  be expressed quantitatively. The logic, sets and logic connections of  objects and events  were 
introduced into the  theory  and practice   of management.  The following was  suggested:  various ways of  
the description of observable  situations, using the languages with developed  semantics; various methods of 
the construction of   knowledge models, allowing  to reflect in these models qualitative ratio  and laws;   
various procedures of decision-making  in management on the basis of  logic-linguistic models.  A range of  
considered   applications included  the  tasks  of  operatively-dispatching  character for seaports, airports.The 
risk tasks in the systems of situation management  were  not decided. 
         Of much importance was the creation  of  logic and  probabilistic  methods ([1,4], I.A.Ryabinin) for 
quantitative modelling  and   analysis of  reliability and safety  of  structurally complex technical systems. 
These logic and  probabilistic  methods (LPM) are a  special section of mathematics,  connected  with  logic-
mathematical calculus . These methods allow  to range  the elements of  a complex  system according  to 
their importance. These methods have passed approbation in the real projects of the naval fleet. They have 
become  the intellectual core of  management systems for reliability and safety in complex technical systems. 
         The  development of  logic  and  probabilistic methods was the creation of the generalised  LPM ([5], 
A.C.Mojaev),  which used  all the  logic  connections  (AND,OR,NOT) and  introduced  the schemes  of the  
functional integrity. It  has allowed   to  make the scenario for the successful   or unsuccessful functioning  of  
any  technical or  organisational system as the count  using also   the fictitious tops. It was created  the 
program system for  the for  quantitative   structure-logical analysis of the stability and effectiveness of 
structure-complex systems. It has successful  used for  years  for   training   the  students  and  solving  the  
different applied tasks  of  analysis  and  management. 
       On  the basis  of   logic and  probabilistic  approach the  risk LP-modelling and LP-analysis theory with 
groups of incompatible events (GIE) ([6-8], E.Solojentsev) was   created. It  has allowed   to model  and  
analyse  risks  in the systems, which elements and  the system itself have several states,   and to apply  LP-
models with GIE   for  quantitative modelling and the analysis of the risk   not only of technical, but  also  of 
economic, organisational and  ecological systems. The states  of elements in the systems were described  
both quantitatively and  qualitatively,  that is semantically.  
       In 1997 years   the work on the  strategy of  risks  management    with he attraction of  the new 
approaches  from the  area of fundamental sciences  began. The State Program: “Safety of Russia”  has been 
developed. In the book of the authors of this program "Management of risks" [9]  special attention is paid  to 
the problems of  the  risk management  strategy. The  authors’  concept  is the  following. On the basis of  
accumulated experience   a  new science – the mathematical theory of safety and risk  can be created. This 
theory  must  lie  between the  level of  taking   political decisions and strategic decisions as  laws  and  the 
level of the development of concrete technical systems.  As  a methodical basis for creation of  such a theory,  
they offer  to use non-linear dynamics, the theory  of   bifurcation  and  chaos. The  offered  methodical  base  
for  the theory of  risks is  probably  true   for  modelling  of  the  earthquakes  and  the  snow  avalanches,  
but it is  wrong for  structure-complex human-machine systems.This statement is erroneous and  it initialised 
the  writing of the present book. 
       Scientific novelty   of    the   curried  out  researches   is  in the  following:  

1. The uniform approach to the modelling and analysis of risks in technical, economic and  
organisational systems is discussed on the basis of substantial description of a SCENARIO of an  accident or 
a catastrophe, and  then the  scenario-based construction of  structural, logic and  probabilistic  models of  the 
risk.  It  allows  to  realise  the  scenario  management  of  risks  in complex  systems. The existence of 
different risk theories in various subject areas is not justified. Accidents and  catastrophes, as a rule, are 
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caused by the combination of system defects (design, manufacture, organisation),  exploitation defects 
(mistakes of  the personnel).  
      2. As  the intellectual core for the  risk quantitative  evaluation  and analysis   and  the scenario  
management  of   accidents  and catastrophes risk ,  LP-methods  and  risk  LP-models  with groups of  
incompatible  events are suggested.  The traditional "pure"  mathematics and the non-linear mechanics try  to 
explain everything  by  theorems. However still  the greatest contemporary scientists  J. Von  Neumann  and  
Norbert  Wiener  knew, that the complete confluence of theory and practice is indispensable; they could not 
be satisfied  by   cachetic  concepts  of mathematicians, lacking  in  practical value. Real complex technical, 
economic and social systems cannot be described with the help of  differential equations.    
        3. In  the scenario management  of   accidents  and catastrophes risks   the   personnel and the General 
designer are taken into account. In such systems as nuclear power stations, starting rocket complexes and  
banks  emergencies in general are caused  by people. The role of the style, concepts and methods of the 
General designer in solving the   risk tasks is quite great.. Out  of  a  variety  of  new  ideas  he  has to  
choose those which  have the scientific and techno-logical substantiation and can be realised at  given 
moment. He  must  not  lose the general   orientation and  miss  the most relevant  details as well. Only by   
full-size  tests and  modelling one can became confident in the reliability of chosen  decisions. The great  
Leonardo da  Vinci (it is known) put forward  a set of new ideas, including a helicopter, a parachute, and  a 
ball-bearing. However the mankind  needed five centuries to put  them into practice.  
        4. The methods and models of  scenario  management   of  risk   at the  stages of designing, debugging 
and exploitation tests and at  exploitation itself  are described. The safety of complex  systems, that are 
generally considered as complex   human-machine systems and systems with various states of elements and 
the system itself, is  formed at  all the stages of the  life cycle.  
 
 
PRACTICAL SIGNIFICANCE 
 

The appeal  of   scenario  management  of  accidents and  catastrophes risk for economists and 
engineers consists in its  exclusive clearness, unambiguity  and large opportunities for  the analysis of 
influence of any element  on the risk of accidents and catastrophes. The large number of  examples is   given, 
because examples teach  sometimes better and faster  than  dry theory. Though complex  mathematical 
methods are used in the book, it  is intended for engineers and economists. All problems are discussed from 
the point of view of  their practical application. 
      The work consists of  several  chapters, which  have    the following  contents. 
       1. Technogenic  accidence and  catastrophes  of  the ХХ century. The data about  great   accidents 
and catastrophes, the  most dangerous branches of industry, the  amount of risk and damage of  some objects 
are resulted. The accidents and catastrophes’ sources  are considered, the state safety  program is presented, 
the methods of  non-linear mechanics and  LP-methods for modelling catastrophes  are discussed. The stages 
of  development  of   Management  and  Risk are  described. 
       2. Men and risks. The frauds  in business, the mistakes of  attendants, asymmetrical    
actions of  terrorists,   hakker  attacks  on  information networks, the position  of  personnel in  
the modern industrial civilisation are discussed.  
       3. Principles of  risk management at designing. The style , concepts and methods of the general 
designer   in describing the scenarios  of   accidents and catastrophes  and  risk management  are discussed.  
General  scientific  knowledge, models and rules used in the area of risk  are stated. Non-parametrical 
distributions of casual events are described; the essence of  the  Okkama  Razor  rule  and the physical 
approach to the tasks of risk  is explained; the scheme of  risk management  as  a complex  object is given, 
the task of  minimisation of the number of  decisions and the concept of  acceptable risk is stated.     
       4. Risk management  at  debugging  tests. The essence  and the condition of debugging  tests  are  
described, the losses at debugging  are given, the normative documents and the results of the debugging 
processes  analysis  are discussed, the principles of debugging  management are stated, the  debugging  
management scheme  is described, the technology of debugging  and its  procedure is described, the 
scenarios of accidents and  the example of the development  of debugging tests program is supplied. A 
conclusion is  made, that the  mistakes one to the  poor-quality  of debugging tests and  resources   limitation  
are quite possible.  
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       5. Risk management  at exploitation  tests. The technique of forecasting  failures  at exploitation tests 
is stated, the methodology of critical questions is described. The sources of critical questions are described, 
the methodology of using critical questions  for working out  the test  program is described,  the scenarios of 
failures and critical questions are given.  The  idea  of  the evolutional exploitation  tests is  described. The 
principles of  the  choice  of  working conditions  for  tests  are  presented. 
 6. Risk management  at  exploitation  based  on  monitoring. The problem of destruction, deterioration 
and aging of  the equipment in  exploitation  is considered. The role of monito-ring in  society , economy, 
sports, medicine and engineering is discussed. The examples of the scenarios of  failures  and the monitoring 
of risk of functioning of a starting rocket complex and   risk  estimations of  the  worn out  power equipment 
of  resource prolongation are given. 
        7. The logic and  probabilistic safety theory. The  basic definitions of  the safety theory are  
represented.  The  logic  and  probabilistic  theory  of  the  safety  and  the  reliability  is stated. The 
equations  for  all  minimum  paths  of successful  functioning  system and  for  all minimum sections of  
system failures are  presented. The  methods  of orthogonalization of  logical functions  are considered. The 
example of modelling and analysis of safety  are  given, the advantages of  safety  LP-models are considered.  
        8. The LP-risk theory  with  the groups of incompatible  events. The scenarios of  failure,  events-
signs  and events–grades  are considered, the basic equations are presented, the connection of the Bayes’ 
formula and  GIE  is explained, the definition of the price for a risk is given,  risk dynamic LP-models are 
described, estimations of accuracy and robustness  of   LP-risk models are  made. 
        9. Identification of  risk LP-models  with  GIE. The task  of  the    LP-failure risk model  
identification based on  statistical data is set. The methods of  the  LP-risk model  optimisation/ identification  
are  stated and investigated, the  task of defining  global extreme  is set, the results of computer  researches 
are discussed .   
       10. Analysis of risk. The purposes, methods and results  of  statistical and combinatorial risk analysis 
are  given. The  method  of   LP-risk analysis by the contributions  of events-signs  and events–grades to  the 
object  risk, to  the  average  risk of a set of objects and to the  accuracy  of  LP- risk  model  are  presented. 
These  methods  of  analysis  are  a  base of  risk  management. 
       11. SOFTWARE  for  the  risk analysis and management. The following is   described here:  
intellectual AWS’ for  safety management,  Software for identification and analysis of  LP-risk models  with 
GIE,  Software for a structural-logic modelling of risks , Software for  orthogonalization  of  L-functions 
based on   cortege  algebra. 
      12. Risk LP-models  in business. A credit risk LP-model and  the analysis results of  the bank credit 
activity is given. The  scenarios,  the  bribes LP-model and the  frauds LP-models in business are considered. 
The  management of the  condition and development of a company according to the risk criterion is 
considered. The  scenarios  and the risk LP-models  of the interaction of banks and companies and the risk  
LP-model  of the loss of quality and the market are described. 
      13. Risk LP-models in engineering. The scenario and  the LP-model of an explosion in  a submarine are 
presented;  the  safety control system of  a nuclear  reactor  is described; the  task of  the risk at the resource 
prolongation of  the power equipment is discussed;  the review of the known applications  of  risk LP-models  
in engineering is made.    
      14. Personnel and risks  at  a nuclear-dangerous plants. The unsolved problems are discussed; the 
approaches   by Bernoulli and  Columb  to using  the  knowledge  on  risks are discussed. The peculiarities  
of financing the processes of the risk management are described, the parameter for the regulation of 
reliability of engineering and  man is  given, the account  technique of  natural and technogenic  accidents is 
described, the risk of the poor-quality organisation of work is discussed. 
         The  work  is intended for experts and scientists  working in the area of modelling, quantitative 
estimation and analysis of risk as well as  the  risk management in technical, economic and organisational 
systems    on the stages of designing, debugging  and exploitation   tests and   exploitation itself. It will also 
be useful for  the students and post-graduate students of economic, financial and technical universities. 
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Abstract 
Safety Management is intended to create order out of disorder, to reduce the “information entropy”, for the purpose of 
improved safety. Our purpose here and now is to try to introduce some predictability and insight into the risk or 
occurrence of apparently random events, where a general risk prediction we adopt a fundamental must be testable 
against the world’s existing data. The risk management issues are clear, given the classic features of major human 
involvement and contribution to accidents, errors and outcomes occurring with modern technological systems. Prior 
incidents and prior knowledge and experience must be fully incorporated or learned from. If we do not know where we 
are on the learning curve, we also do not know the probability of such an event, and we have no objective measure of 
the “safety culture”. Emphasis on defining and finding so-called “lack of safety culture” has resulted in an extensive 
and detailed study of the safety management and process safety of many global corporations. We utilize the concepts 
adopted in thermodynamics and Information Theory to establish the information entropy as a finite, physically based 
and useful measure of risk in technological systems. The results that we demonstrate show that the risk is dynamic, and 
can be utilized for management and predictive risk analysis purposes. 
 
Keywords 
Risk management; Information theory; Measurement; Safety culture; Prediction; Technological systems; Uncertainty; 
Probability 
 
 
 
THE RISK PREDICTION PURPOSE 
 
One simple worldview is that at least 90% of accidents, disasters and undesirable events (outcomes) are 
really due to management causes and issues, which we regard here as simply categorized as due to 
insufficient learning. Workers, organizations, corporations, investors and managers are all placed at risk from 
such events. To solve that problem, the attributes of a desired organizational “safety culture” have been 
defined and investigated in a number of ways, primarily based on structured surveys, interviews and 
questionnaires. The idea is to provide a qualitative measure or idea of how staff and management really feel 
and act about safety, which we regard here as some implied elimination of the error states. There are no 
equations and no theory: it is social science and psychometrics applied to safety. 
 
Modern technological systems fail, sometimes with catastrophic consequences, sometimes just everyday 
injuries and deaths. The risk is given by the probability of failure, error or of any adverse outcome, and 
hence the measure of risk is reflected in and by the uncertainty. We have already examined the worldwide 
trends for outcomes (measured as accidents, errors and events) using data available for large complex 
technological systems with human involvement. We found and showed how all the data agreed with the 
learning theory when the accumulated experience is accounted for in Duffey and Saull (2002) [1]. Here, 
learning includes both positive and negative feedback, directly or indirectly, as a result of prior outcomes or 
experience gained, in both the organizational and individual contexts as in Ohlsson (1996) [2].  
 
We introduce a measure of uncertainty to provide predictability and the needed insight into the risk or 
occurrence of these apparently random events. In seeking such a general risk measure, we adopt a 
fundamental theoretical approach that is and must be testable against the world’s existing data. 
THE MANAGEMENT CHALLENGE 
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Many solutions and major recommendations have been made for improving the safety management of 
process plants and their staff, e.g. BP Baker Panel Report [3]. Typically, the recommendations focus on how 
to minimize and manage the personal and business risk, paraphrasing and generalizing as follows: 

• Corporate management must provide effective leadership on and establish appropriate goals for 
process safety; 

• Establish an integrated and comprehensive process “safety management system” (SMS); 
• Develop and implement a system to ensure that all management and managers, supervisors, workers, 

and contractors, possess an appropriate level of process safety knowledge and expertise; 
• Develop a positive, trusting, and open process safety culture; 
• Clearly define expectations and strengthen accountability for safety performance at all levels; 
• Provide more effective and better coordinated process safety support for line management; 
• Develop and implement, maintain an integrated set of leading and lagging performance indicators for 

more effectively monitoring safety performance; 
• Establish and implement an effective system to audit process safety performance; 
• Senior corporate officials should monitor the ongoing process safety performance; 
• Use the lessons learned from past outcomes and events to become a recognized industry leader in 

process safety management. 
 
Management generally wants to do what is right, and Regulators particularly seem to like this type of 
approach, as it attacks the management failings in a hopefully non-threatening and constructive way. Safety 
culture surveys are aimed at the attitudes, beliefs, practices and norms that hopefully characterize a pro-
active approach to improving safety. But the adage “you can only manage what you can measure” means 
there must still be an objective measure of risk. What we present here is to enable such general 
recommendations to become a specific safety reality. 
 
What we propose and develop are the validated means, tools and methods for management to use to: manage 
risks; prioritise work and recommendations; objectively measure and report the state of learning and the 
“culture”; and provide the company a rational approach to try to actively predict progress and outcomes. In 
that sense, what we propose is to move away from reliance on qualitative surveys to special emphasis on the 
quantitative measurement of learning using the knowledge gained from experience. 
 
 
WHAT WE MUST PREDICT 
  
We manage the risk, but only if we include the human element. We have shown how all outcomes develop in 
phases from a string or confluence of factors too complex to predict but always avoidable. We now know 
that a universal learning curve (ULC) exists and we can utilize that to predict outcome rates and track our 
progress as we improve, based on the known probability of an outcome. We have shown that [4, 5] the risk 
probability is given by the classic result: 
 
p(ε) ≡ F(ε) = 1 - e-∫ λdε (1) 
 
where, from the Learning Hypothesis [1] at a given experience, ε, the failure rate, λ(ε) naturally includes the 
human element as given by: 
 
λ(ε) = λm + (λ0 - λm) exp - k(ε-ε0) (2) 
 
We suggest, at least for the present, that it is practically impossible to try to describe all the nuances, 
permutations and possibilities behind human decision-making. Instead, we treat the homo-technological 
system (HTS) as an integral system. We base our analysis on the Learning Hypothesis, invoking the 
inseparability of the human and the technological system. Using the data, we invoke and use experience as 
the correct measure of integrated learning and decision-making opportunity; and we demonstrate that the 
HTS reliability and outcome probabilities are dynamic, simply because of learning. 
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The basic and sole assumption that we make every time and everywhere is the “learning hypothesis” as a 
physical model for human behaviour when coupled to any system. Simply and directly, we postulate that 
humans learn from their mistakes (outcomes) as experience is gained. So, the rate of reduction of outcome 
rate (observed in the technology or activity as accidents, errors and events) is proportional to the rate of the 
outcomes that are occurring. 
 
That learning occurs is implicitly obvious, and the reduction in risk must affect the outcome rate directly. To 
set the scene, let us make it clear that the probability of error is quite universal, and can affect anyone and 
everyone in a homo-technological system (HTS). There are clear examples of highly skilled well-trained 
operators, fully equipped with warning and automated systems still making fundamental errors as an 
inseparable part of the technological system. 
 
 
THE RISK PROBABILITY AND THE RATE OF ERRORS 
 
Given the outcome rate, now we need to determine the outcome (error) probability, or the chance of failure. 
The hazard function is equivalent to the failure or outcome rate at any experience, λ(ε), being the relative 
rate of change in the reliability, R, with experience, 1/R(ε) (dR(ε)/dε). The CDF or outcome fraction, F(ε), is 
just the observed frequency of prior outcomes, the ratio n/N, where we have recorded n, out of a total 
possible of N outcomes. The frequency of prior outcomes is identical to the observed cumulative prior 
probability, p(ε), and hence is the CDF, so F(ε) = p(ε) = (n/N) = 1 - R(ε), where R(ε) is the reliability, 1-n/N, 
a probability measure of how many outcomes or failures did not occur out of the total. 
 
The future (or Posterior) probability, p(P) is proportional to the Prior probability, p(ε) times the Likelihood, 
p(L), of future outcomes. The chance of an outcome in any small observation interval, is the PDF f(ε), which 
is just the rate of change of the failure or outcome fraction with experience, dp(ε)/dε. The Likelihood, p(L) is 
the ratio, f(ε)/F(ε), being the probability that an outcome will occur in some interval of experience, the PDF, 
to the total probability of occurrence, the CDF; and we can write the PDF as related to the failure rate 
integrated between limits from the beginning with no experience up to any experience, ε, as in equation (1). 
 
We can also determine the maximum and minimum risk likelihoods, which are useful to know, by 
differentiating the resulting probability expression. The result shows how the risk rate systematically varies 
with experience and that the most likely trend is indeed given by the learning curve. In other words, we learn 
as we gain experience, and then reach a region of essentially no decrease, in rate or in probability, and hence 
in likelihood. It is easy to obtain the first decrease in rates or probabilities but harder to proceed any lower. 
This is exactly what is observed in transport, manufacturing, medical, industrial and other accident, death 
and injury data [1]. 
 
From the analysis of many millions of data points that include human error in the outcomes, we have been 
able to derive the key quantities that dominate current technological systems. These now include commercial 
air, road, ship and rail transport accidents; near-misses and events; chemical, nuclear and industrial injuries; 
mining injuries and manufacturing defects; general aviation events; medical misadministration and 
misdiagnoses; pressure vessel and piping component failures; and office paperwork and quality management 
systems.  
   
From all these data, and many more, we have estimated the minimum failure rate or error interval, initial 
rate, λ0, of 1/ε, or a typical initial error interval, initial rate, at small experience of about one per 20,000 to 
30,000 hours (λ0 ~ 5.10-5 per hour of experience); and a minimum attainable rate, λm, at large experience, ε, 
of about one per 100,000 to 200,000 hours (λm ~ 5.10-6 per hour of experience);  
The learning rate constant for the ULC, k ~ 3, is derived from the fit of a mass of available data worldwide 
for accidents, injuries, events, near misses and misadministrations. The following numerical dynamic form 
for the risk rate is our “best” available estimate from equation (2), adopting λ0 = (n/ε), with n = 1 for the 
initial outcome [1,2], 
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λ = 5.10-6  + (1/ε - 5.10-6) e-3ε (3) 
 
The risk rate, λ, can be evaluated numerically, as well as the probability, p(ε), and the differential PDF, f(ε). 
The result of these calculations is shown in Figure 1, where ε ≡ τ units in order to represent the accumulated 
experience scale. 
 

MERE Failure Rate, Probability and PDF
( Learning rate k=3, Initial rate= 1/tau, Minimum rate= 0.000005)
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Figure 1. The best risk estimate with learning. 
 
 
It is evident that for k>0 the probability is a classic “bathtub” shape, being just under near unity at the start 
(Figure 1), and then falling with the lowering of error rates with increasing experience. After falling to a low 
of about one in a hundred “chance” due to learning, it rises when the experience is ε > 1000 tau units, and 
becomes a near certainty again by a million tau units of experience as failures re-accumulate, since λm~5.10-6 
per experience tau unit. The importance of learning is evident, since without learning there is no achievable 
minimum, which is the goal of management. 
 
Our maximum risk is dominated by our inexperience at first, and then by lack of learning, and decreasing our 
risk rate largely depends on attaining experience. Our most likely risk rate is extremely sensitive to our 
learning rate, or k value, for a given experience. 
 
So, as might be logically expected, the maximum likelihood for outcomes occurs at or near the initial event 
rate when we are least experienced. This is also a common sense check on our results: we are most at risk at 
the very beginning. Therefore, as could have been expected, the most likely and the least risks are reduced 
only by attaining increasing experience and with increased learning rates.  
This approach to reduce and manage risk should come as no surprise to those in the education community, 
and in executive and line management positions. A learning environment has the least risk. 
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ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING AND SAFETY CULTURE: THE “H-FACTOR” 
 
Having examined the data and methodologies used to establish SMS, let us now return to the definition of 
“safety culture”, which is where we started, and how it can be quantified. 
 
Recall that the desiderata for the creation of a “safety culture”, coupled to an organizational structure, places 
unending emphasis on safety at every level. But there is always a probability of error, a near- miss or of an 
event from which we must learn. We propose and prefer the use of the term and the objective of sustaining a 
“Learning Environment”, where mistakes, outcomes and errors are used as learning vehicles to improve, and 
we can now define why that is true. We can manage and quantify safety effectively tracking and analyzing 
outcomes, using the trends to guide our needed organizational behaviors. 
 
In the Statistical Error State Theory (SEST) [5] we found the variation in outcomes varied exponentially with 
depth of experience. Also the degree of order attained in a HTS was defined by “information entropy”, or H-
factor, the summation being a function of the probabilities of error state occupation. 
 
The H-factor is well known in statistical mechanics where it is called the “uncertainty function”, e.g., Greiner 
et al. (1997) [6], and in Information Theory where it is called the Shannon “information entropy”, e.g., Pierce 
(1980) [7]. It has some key properties, namely: “as a fundamental measure of the predictability of a random 
event, which also enables intercomparison between different kinds of events”. The H-factor is an objective 
measure of the uncertainty, and hence of the risk. This property is exactly what we would require to assess a 
SMS’s effectiveness in reducing outcomes; and in assessing the risk in any given “safety culture”. 
 
In addition, the H-factor has the useful and necessary properties that for equally possible outcomes, p(P) ~ 
1/N, and the (Laplace-Bernoulli) uniform prior presents the largest uncertainty, as we would expect. For a 
“sure thing” the H-factor is independent of the probability; and also satisfies the condition of additive 
probabilities for independent events. Its obvious application to safety management measurement is however 
totally new as presented here in Duffey and Saull [8], and arises quite naturally from the need for 
management to create order from disorder, and reduce uncertainty.  
 
In terms of probabilities based on the frequency of microstate occupation, ni = pi Nj and using Stirling’s 
approximation we have the classic result for the Information Entropy: 
 
Hj = - Σ pi ln pi (4) 

  
and the maximum uncertainty value occurs for a uniform distribution of outcomes.  The corresponding 
probability of occupation as a function of experience: 
 
pi = p0 exp(α - βεi) (5) 
 
We note that since we have observed the outcomes, the usual normalization condition for all the Nj outcomes 
to exist is, summing the probabilities over all the j observation ranges, Σj pi = 1. For the probability 
distribution of a continuous random variable, we can transform the sum to an integral. This normalization 
says simply that whatever outcomes happened must occur. The risk always exists, somewhere in 
observational space.  
 
In practice, the probability of occupation according to the SEST is approximated by a fit to the available 
outcome data [8] given by: 
 
pi = p0 exp – aN*,  (6)  
 
where, a, is a constant, and N*, the non-dimensional measure of the depth of experience, ε/εM. Thus, for our 
continuous probability function, we can evaluate the (so-called grand) partition function, and write the 
probability of error state occupancy as: 
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pi = p0 exp(–aN*)/∫0∞ p0 exp(-aN*) (7)  
or,  
 
pi = (a/εM) exp(–aN*), (8) 

 
and hence the probability decreases as the learning rate and experience depth increases. Since the outcomes 
are represented by a continuous random variable learning curve, the Information Entropy, H, in any jth 
observation interval is also given by the integral:  
 
Hj = - ∫pi ln pi dp 
 = pi

2 (1/4 - ½ ln pi) (9)  
So, substituting in the expression for the Information Entropy, H, which we term the “H-factor”: 
 
Hj = ½ {p0 e-aN*}2{aN* + ½) (10) 
 
where, on a relative basis, p0 = 1, and then H → 0.25 as experience decreases as N*→0. This parameter is a 
measure of the uncertainty, and hence of the risk. 
 
As either the learning rate or depth of experience increases (N* ↑or a↑), or the zeroth order occupancy 
decreases (p0 ↓), so does the value of the H-factor decline, meaning a more uniform distribution and 
increased order. We illustrate the variation in the relative information entropy, H, with non-dimensional 
experience depth, N*, in Figure 3, taking the zeroth probability as unity (p0 = 1) for a range of learning rates. 
The range chosen varies around the “best” value of a = 3.5, which is as derived from the USA aircraft near-
miss and Australian auto death data so that: 
 
Pi = p0 e – 3.5N* (11) 
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Figure 3: Organizational Learning and Experience 
 
Clearly, the relative value of the information entropy H-factor at any experience depth is a direct measure of 
any cultural aspect of modern technologies called “organizational learning”. This terminology is meant to 
describe the attributes of a HTS, and its ability to respond effectively to the demands for continuous 
improvement, as reflected in internal organizational and communication aspects.  
 
The faster decline and decrease in the H-factor with increasing depth of experience and increasing learning 
constant is a reflection of increasing HTS organizational order. This is to be expected, and makes sense: it is 
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exactly what safety management intends. This relational effect is also exactly what we mean by maintaining 
a Learning Environment, and has been derived from the new SEST analysis. 
 
Before this discovery, all one could conduct were semi-empirical, qualitative and highly subjective 
comparative surveys of “organizational attitudes and beliefs”. These would review opinions and attitudes to 
management, training and personnel systems without having a truly objective measure. 
 
 
MANAGING INFORMATION AND SAFETY CULTURE 
 
We can now argue that this purely theoretical concept of degree of order, the H factor, is actually a true 
practical and quantitative measure of the elusive quality termed “safety culture” by sociologists, human 
factors experts and industrial psychologists. Safety culture is therefore a reflection of the degree of order, and 
reduced uncertainty, attained in and by any HTS; and creating order is equivalent to reducing the risk 
probability of any outcome. 
 
As we stated in the very beginning of this paper, it is management’s expressed aim and intent in any 
technological system to create order from disorder, which it can only achieve by decreasing the information 
entropy. Unfortunately, most safety managers who are trained in traditional industrial safety methods, and 
corporate officers familiar to the world of business and accounting decisions and risks, would not recognize 
the concept of entropy, let alone information entropy, if they saw it. However, it is so simple to communicate 
the concept of the learning hypothesis and the impact on organizational learning, that it should be possible to 
obtain the management buy-in needed to adopt this approach to assess risk and safety.  
 
Equally important to this quantification is the realization that this H-factor uses the actual outcomes as an 
explicit function of organizational learning and management effectiveness. We indeed do and can “manage 
what we can measure”. This is simply common sense. 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS: IMPLICATIONS FOR RISK MANAGEMENT AND PREDICTION 
 
The implications of using this new approach for estimating risk are profound. This new probability estimate 
is based on the failure rate describing the ULC, which is derived from the Learning Hypothesis; and utilizes 
the validation from the outcome data of the world’s homo-technological systems. For the first time, we are 
also able to make predictions of the probability of errors and outcomes for any assumed experience interval 
in any homo-technological system. 
 
In addition the results implies a finite lower bound probability of based on the best calculations and all the 
available data. Analysis of failure rates due to human error and the rate of learning allow a new 
determination of the risk due to dynamic human error in technological systems, consistent with and derived 
from the available world data. The basis for the analysis is the “learning hypothesis” that humans learn from 
experience, and consequently the accumulated experience defines the failure rate.  
The extension of the concept to “safety culture” shows this risk can be interpreted as uncertainty, and that 
uncertainty can be quantified by the Information Entropy, or H-factor. Management wish to emphasize 
“safety culture”, which actually corresponds to a sustained Learning environment, managing risk creates 
order, reduces uncertainty and ensures predictability. Based on our theory and practical data, we have shown 
how to quantify order, reduce uncertainty and predict risk. The risk probability is based on experience. 
 
The results demonstrate that the risk is dynamic, and that it may be predicted using the learning hypothesis 
and the minimum failure rate, and can be utilized for predictive risk management purposes. 
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ABSTRACT 
This article analyses the traffic accident rate on roads and highways and possibilities of risk evaluation related to traffic 
accident occurrence based on factors that were the causes of accidents. A new term – risk of traffic accident occurrence 
is a product of probability of accident occurrence and its impacts. The results are presented by way of example that uses 
selected statistical data of the Czech Republic traffic accident rate between 1993 - 2001. The article provides a brief 
methodological procedure of evaluation of the traffic accident rate using the risk of traffic accident occurrence.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Recently, the safety of road traffic has become a very serious problem for nearly all countries. A 

growing density of the traffic causes an increasing amount of accidents associated with heavy losses of 
property and injuries or fatalities. That is way national and international authorities pay an exceptional 
attention to this problem and try to mitigate the negative trends in the time development of safety of road 
traffic, for example by modifications of traffic regulations. To be rational and effective, the measures taken 
by the authorities have to result from a detailed analysis of the causes of accidents. For these reason usually 
the authorities in the developed countries maintain the national accident databases that gather the information 
on the consequences of each road accident.  
 
 
2. TRAFFIC ACCIDENT STATISTICS  

 
Data from accident databases enable to carry out the required analyses and establish the trends of the 

traffic safety. An analysis of time development of absolute or relative number of accidents and their 
consequences is the most common way of evaluation of the trends of the traffic safety. Examples of such a 
kind of evaluation for the Czech Republic are presented in tab.1 – 4, and fig.1 - 3. The time development of 
number of accidents with a certain cause or number of injuries, fatalities and amount of property damages 
associated with this certain kind of accident is beyond any despite useful indicator of development of safety, 
but sometimes the results of the above-mentioned analysis can be quite controversial. A certain weakness of 
this system is the fact that it employs absolute numbers that prevent comparison between the individual 
periods of month/day/year, causes, etc., and inaccuracy due to changes resulting from individual data 
changes. Substantial disadvantage of this system consists in a non-existence of a measure of severity, or 
acceptability of the traffic accident impacts. That is why it is not possible to determine whether the traffic 
accident is or is not socially acceptable, or, it is at least satisfactory. 
 
 
3. RISK, AND DEGREE OF RISK 

 
The given evaluation obviously lacks a common feature of risk level that consists in: 

• Simultaneous consideration of features (risk factors) of each traffic accident, 
• Probability of a certain traffic accident occurrence, 
• Appropriate expression (evaluation) of traffic accident consequences, 
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• etc. 
 

Table 1: Accidents and their consequences in the Czech Republic in the last 10 years 

 

Year Number of 
accidents 

Number of 
fatalities 

Number of 
severe injuries 

Number of 
slight injuries 

Damage 
(millions of €) 

1993 152,157 1,355 5,629 26,821 93.4 
1994 156,242 1,473 6,232 29,590 133.2 
1995 175,520 1,384 6,298 30,866 152.4 
1996 201,697 1,386 6,621 31,296 189.2 
1997 198,431 1,411 6,632 30,155 186.9 
1998 210,138 1,204 6,152 29,225 213.6 
1999 225,690 1,322 6,093 28,747 223.4 
2000 211,516 1,336 5,525 27,063 221.7 
2001 185,666 1,219 5,493 28,297 257.6 
2002 190,718 1,314 5,492 29,013 277.9 
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Figure 1: Statistics of accidents in the Czech Republic 
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Figure 2: Main causes of accidents of drivers 

 

Table 2: Magnitude of accidents caused by engine displacement 

Fatalities 
Car engine 

displacement 
year 2002 

Participation 
in number of  

accidents    (in 
%) 

Numb
% 

Difference in number 
of fatalities  

(in comparison with 
year 2001) 

Magnitude of 
accidents 

(Fatalities per 
1,000 accidents) 

Up to 1 liter 4.8 49 5.6 -3 8.0 
1.1 – 1.4 l 44.8 354 40.6 37 6.3 
1.5 – 1.9 l 30.8 276 31.7 9 7.1 

2 - 3 l 15.7 188 21.6 26 9.5 
Over 3 l 0.7 4 0.5 -7 4.5 

Undiscovered 3.2 0 0.0 -2 0.0 
 

Table 3: Places of accident 

Places of accidents 
year 2002 

Number of 
accidents 

Number of 
fatalities 

Number of 
severe 

injuries 

Number of 
slight 

injuries 

Damage 
(millions of €) 

In Municipality 139,345 501 2,886 17,689 171.5 
Index  
(year 2000 = 100%) 103.0 110.1 102.9 103.7 108.2 

Off Municipality 51,373 813 2,606 11,324 106.3 
Index  
(year 2000 = 100%) 102.1 106.4 96.9 100.8 107.3 

Motor Way 4,293 51 120 525 15.9 
Index     
(year 2000 = 100%) 102.8 127.5 114.3 107.8 109.5 
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Figure 3: Annual number of kilometers covered by all vehicles in Czech Republic in one year 
 

 
Table 4: Evolution of number of accidents, fatalities and injures in the last 10 years 

Numb
er of 

accidents 

Numb
er of 

fatalities 

Fatalit
ies per 1 
accident 

Numb
er of 

severe 
injures 

Number 
of severe 

injures per 1 
accident 

Num
ber of 
slight 

injures 

Numbe
r of slight 

injures per 1 
accident 

Y
ear 

  10-3  10-3  10-3 

2002 190,718 1,314 6.89 5,492 28.8 29,013 152.13 
2001 185,666 1,219 6.57 5,493 29.59 28,297 152.41 
2000 211,516 1,336 6.32 5,525 26.12 27,063 127.95 
1999 225,690 1,322 5.86 6,093 27.00 28,747 127.37 
1998 210,138 1,202 5.72 6,152 29.28 29,225 139.08 
1997 198,431 1,411 7.11 6,632 33.42 30,155 151.97 
1996 201,697 1,386 6.87 6,621 32.83 31,296 155.16 
1995 175,520 1,384 7.89 6,298 35.88 30,866 175.85 
1994 156,242 1,473 9.43 6,232 39.89 29,540 189.07 
1993 152,157 1,355 8.91 5,629 36.99 26,821 176.27 
 

 
It is evident that there exists a more complex evaluation using the institute of risk R in the following form:          

R  =  P  ×  C , 
where  R … risk of traffic accident,  P … probability of traffic accident occurrence, C … consequence of 
traffic accident.  
 

A risk defined in this way is a non-dimensional parameter and it provides mutual comparison of 
various groups of causes of traffic accidents, their characteristics and it also enables mutual comparison of 
individual types of traffic accidents. To enumerate the risk of traffic accident according to this equation it is 
necessary to quantify probability of accident occurrence P and consequences of traffic accident C. 
Possibilities of that are presented in paragraph 4 and 5.  

The second way in which it is possible to evaluate risks associated with traffic accident is usage of 
rate of accidents that represent probability of accident per one kilometer with respect to fatalities, severe 
injuries, and slight injuries. In the case of evaluation of damage caused by accident it is suitable to use co 
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called specific damage that represents average damage per one kilometer. Equations for rate of accident and 
specific damage enumeration are presented in table 5. 
  

Table 5: Equations for evaluation of rate of accidents and specific damage 

Rate of accidents  Rate   
of fatalities 

Rate   
of severe injuries 

Rate of slight 
injuries Specific  damage 

RA = 
CD

NΣ  RF = 
C

F

D
N

 RSEI = 
C

IS

D
N

 RSLI = 
C

ISL

D
N

 RD = 
C

D

D
N

 

 
where DC  …  distance covered in the Czech Republic in calendar year,  NF  …  number of fatalities in 
calendar year, NIS  …  number of severely injured people in calendar year,  NISL … number of slightly injured 
people in calendar year, ND …  sum of damages. 
 

Next possibility of risk evaluation is usage of so called degree of risk DR that can be expressed by the 
following equation: 

DR  = 
iA

Ai

NC
NC

Σ

Σ  , 

 
where CAi … number of consequences by given cause of accident,  CAΣ … number of consequences by all 
accidents, NΣ   … number of all accidents,  Ni    … number of accidents by given cause of accident. 
 

Degree of risk DR indicates how many times the given cause of accident is more risky than 
statistically significant average cause of an accident. 
 
 
4. PROBABILITY OF TRAFFIC ACCIDENT OCCURRENCE 
 

Probability of traffic accident occurrence encompasses a complete system of phenomena and, using a 
classical definition, equals to the probability share of frequency of specific type of traffic accident and total 
amount of traffic accidents in the period under survey. Probability of traffic accident P can be expressed in 
the following equation: 

P = 
ΣN

Ni  , 

where Ni   … number of accidents of evaluated i-th type in calendar year , NΣ … total number of accidents in 
calendar year. 
 

To determine this probability we can use sufficient credible data in the statistics of the traffic 
accident rate. Classical probability defined in this way shall be valid exactly in two-status model and its 
constraints rest in a necessity or assumption of similar possibilities of occurrence of random events – e.g. 
types of traffic accident. In practice, it may often happen that random event– type of traffic accident is not 
definite and may not happen anyway. There are possibilities of more generally approach to a probability, 
in practice - an axiomatic, or, in our case - statistic approaches are used. 
 
 
5. IMPACT OF TRAFFIC ACCIDENT 

 

The impact can be considered a measure of the traffic accident severity. It is a significant part of 
magnitude of risk. Here exists a general inversion principle based on the fact that an accident with a high 
level of probability of occurrence, but with non-serious impacts has also a low level of risk rate. And vice 
versa, an accident even very improbable but with serious impacts is considered as highly risky. To date, no 
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transport standards provide a unique method of evaluation of the impacts of traffic accidents. In general, the 
impact of traffic accident can be established using two methods: 

1) Use of expert methods when a severity level can be attributed to each accident as a relative value of 
accident impact with a meaning of weight, e.g., within the range of values from the interval: 10 ≤≤ C , 
with possible interpretation: with no impacts 0→minC , catastrophic impacts 1→maxC .  

2) Use of international standards when severity of single categories of accidents is established by a scale - 
Minor, Major, Critical, Catastrophic, with exact definition of severity of individual categories. In some 
domains (e.g. aviation, etc.) for each category there exists a maximum value of socially acceptable 
probability of accident occurrence (Table 6). 

3) Expressed impact is a tool with similar meaning as probability; to assess the impact of traffic accident it 
is possible to use a probability when the traffic accident impact is expressed, for example, by the 
number of persons killed at the type of traffic accident examined against the total number of persons 
killed in all accidents in the period under survey. Thus, a severity of a given type of traffic accident if 
„weighted" relative to other accidents by the weight of number of persons killed, or by other „weight", 
e.g., a property damage as a proportion of the magnitude of resulting property damage of the 
participants of the accident at the type of traffic accident relative to the total property damage of the 
participants of all traffic accidents in the period under survey. 

 
 

Table 6: Hazard Severity Categories 

Description Category Definition 
Catastrophic I Death and/or vehicle loss. 
Critical II Severe injury, and/or major vehicle damage. 

Marginal (major) III Minor injury, and/or minor vehicle damage. 
Negligible (minor) IV Less than minor injury, and/or vehicle damage. 

 
 
 
6. EXAMPLE OF APPLICATION 

 
Some results of calculation are given in table 7 and figure 4. Figure 5 show forecast of number of 

fatalities in the course of accidents per one million inhabitants and compare the Czech Republic and Great 
Britain, the Netherlands and Sweden.   

Resulting from statistical data the rate of accident, fatalities, severe and slight injuries, specific 
damages, and degree of risk were evaluated. From results presented it is evident that the most risky factors in 
the Czech Republic are as follows: 

• hitting the oncoming vehicle during overtaking, 

• riding a motorcycle, 

• pedestrian on the road, 

• excessive speed. 
 
Resulting from the analysis there can be stated that are the following most hazardous factors: wrong 
overtaking, higher than permissible driving speed, riding a motorcycle, and pedestrian behavior. Analyses 
showed that low level of alcohol in blood does not significantly increase the traffic accident risk. 
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Table 7: Rate of accidents, fatalities, injuries, and specific damage 

Rate of  
Accidents Fatalities Severe injuries Slight injuries 

Specific damageYear 
10-6 ⋅ km-1 10-8 ⋅ km-1 10-8 ⋅ km-1 10-7 ⋅ km-1 € ⋅ km-1 

2002 2.3 1.6 6.6 3.5 0.0034 
2001 2.2 1.5 6.6 3.4 0.0031 
2000 2.5 1.6 6.6 3.2 0.0026 
1999 2.8 1.6 7.4 3.5 0.0027 
1998 2.6 1.5 7.6 3.6 0.0026 
1997 2.4 1.7 8.2 3.7 0.0023 
1996 2.6 1.8 8.4 4.0 0.0024 
1995 2.3 1.8 8.1 4.0 0.0019 
1994 2.0 1.9 8.1 3.8 0.0018 
1993 2.0 1.8 7.5 3.6 0.0012 
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Fig. 4: Degree of risk due to blame 
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Figure 5: Forecast of number of fatalities in the course of accidents per  

one million inhabitants 
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Description of Figure 5: 
A  - Great Britain,  
NL  - the Netherlands 
S  - Sweden   
CZ1  - Zero variant is the extrapolation of accident frequency development as in progress in  
               the last seven years       
CZ3  - Desirable variant, i. e., the accident level in the Czech Republic striving for the  
               situation in the developed EU countries in the real-time horizon.  
CZ2  - Hypothetical variant expresses the compromise between two above mentioned  
               variants.  
 
 
7. CONCLUSION 
 

The Police of the Czech Republic maintain annual detailed statistics of the traffic accidents in the 
form of summary numbers and figure surveys divided by various criteria. This system provides important 
information that may serve as the grounds for creation of new and effective preventive measures. However, 
this information system does not use the institute of risk in the road traffic. And at the same time it is evident 
that trends in development of risk provide relatively objective and complex information to solve these traffic 
accidents as serious all-society phenomena. It refers mainly to the causes and consequences of traffic 
accidents and influence of various factors that determine the traffic accident rate. 

Described methodology defines selected terms as objective tools for the systems analysis of causes 
and impacts of the traffic accidents. Risk of traffic accident rate is a non-dimensional parameter that can 
enable comparison of various effects and circumstances otherwise incommensurable. The advantage is that 
we can use existing statistical surveys and alternatively evaluate the safety of the road traffic. A certain 
disadvantage is the fact that in  road traffic field there are no generally binding criteria of social or individual 
acceptability of the magnitude of risk related to the traffic accident. That is why the information system of 
the traffic accident rate cannot be used to establish whether the Czech Republic traffic accident rate is at an 
acceptable level, or whether it is necessary to reduce it. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
The Council of the European Communities adopted the first so-called Seveso Directive, Directive 

82/501/EEC in 1982. This Directive aimed at controlling major-accident hazards of industrial activities in the 
member states of the European Community, following the serious accidents at Flixborough, United Kingdom 
in 1974 (an hydrocarbon explosion in an refinery) and at Seveso, Italy in 1976 (release of dioxin following a 
runaway reaction in a chemical plant). This Directive was replaced by Directive 96/82/EC [1], called the 
Seveso II-Directive, on the control of major accident hazards, and adopted by the Council of the European  
Union in 1996.  

The aim of the Seveso Directives is the prevention of major accidents involving dangerous substances 
and limitation of the consequences of such accidents, however limited to establishments having dangerous 
substances in excess of fixed threshold quantities. The Seveso II Directive is a legislative document that all 
the members of the EU must fulfil through implementation of national legislation 

The Directive in addition to the European Union is also adopted by Norway, Iceland and Switzerland 
and countries intending to join the EU in addition as a condition have to introduce Legislation fulfilling the 
Directive. 

At present, following the changes of the political scene in Europe and growing concern of the public 
about prevention of the consequences of major accidents, not least transboundary accidents such as the resent 
Baia Mare accident (Rumania) has lead to a proposals on broadening the scope of the Directive and the 
UNECE Convention on the Transboundary Effects of Industrial Accidents.The Seveso II Directive is based 
on the experiences accumulated during the implementation of Seveso I, in particular lessons learnt from 
accidents, which have occurred within the European Union since the adoption of Seveso I. The main changes 
are:  

 
• The scope of Seveso II has been broadened and simplified, referring to the presence of dangerous 

substances at establishments in excess of threshold quantities, while Seveso I referred either to 
substances in connection with certain industrial activities or to separate storage of substances. 

• The measures to be taken by the Operators of the Establishments to prevent and limit the consequences 
of major-accidents have been redefined and now include the setting up of a "Major-Accident Prevention 
Policy". The intention is to emphasise the commitment of the Operators of Establishments and the setting 
up of safety management systems as important elements to promote high levels of protection throughout 
the Community in an effective and consistent manner. 

• Increased emphasis on measures to minimise environmental impacts of major-accidents including 
emergency preparedness and land-use planning, identification of possible domino effects, information to 
the public and where relevant to neighbouring countries (UNECE Convention on the Transboundary 
Effects of Industrial Accidents).  

• To obtain uniform levels of protection throughout the European Union, the Member States are required 
to ensure that the Competent Authorities assess the Safety Reports and in particular are required to 
organise a system of ongoing inspections. 

• Based on the Rome Treaty, the purpose of the Directive is the prevention of major accidents and to 
harmonise the efforts in this field within the EU to avoid that disparity in measures to prevent major 
accidents should affect the functioning of the common market.  
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• Seveso II is related to the new EU legislation on the protection of safety and health of workers, the 
Directive 89/391//EEC [2] in particular, which have come into force since Seveso I was adopted. 

 

OBLIGATIONS ACCORDING TO THE SEVESO II DIRECTIVE 

 
Operators of establishments, where substances in excess of certain threshold quantities given in the 

Seveso II Directive are present, are required to produce a Safety Report, demonstrating that: 
 

• A major accident prevention policy and a safety management system for implementing it are in effect. 

• Major accident hazards have been identified and necessary measures have been taken to prevent such 
accidents and limit their consequences for man and the environment. 

• Adequate safety and reliability have been incorporated into the design, construction, operation and 
maintenance linked to major accident hazards. 

• Internal emergency plans have been drawn up and information has been supplied to the Authorities 
enabling an external emergency plan to be drawn up. 

To fulfil these obligations the Operators shall adopt and implement procedures for systematic 
identification of major hazards arising from normal and abnormal operations and to assess their likelihood 
and severity. It is important to carry in mind, that hazard identification and risk assessment are more or less 
universally required in other EU Directives such as the Machinery Directive, the Framework Directive on 
worker protection and the Directive on equipment and protective systems intended for use in potentially 
explosive atmospheres. The requirements on risk assessment included in these Directives may be limited to 
the safety or safe use of machines, explosion prevention and protection, while the Seveso II Directive has a 
wider scope covering the protection of man and the environment as a whole. The outcome of risk 
assessments as required by these Directives may however be useful in support of the risk assessment to be 
carried out by the Operator to demonstrate the adequacy of the measures taken to prevent major accidents - 
not least to avoid duplication of work. 

Risk assessment always includes a final judgement, by the Operators as well as the Authorities, 
whether the measures taken are adequate or additional measures have to be taken. This judgement may in 
most cases be based on technical and managerial expertise, supported by comparison with the results of 
quantitative or qualitative risk analysis, use of recognised Standards, Codes of Practices and lessons learnt 
from accidents. It is important to note that no commonly agreed acceptance criteria have been laid down in 
support of these judgements at Community level. 

The Seveso II Directive emphasise the responsibility of the Operators to take all necessary measures to 
prevent major accidents and limit the consequences if such accidents should occur. The obligations to 
provide the persons working on the site with information, training and equipment in order to ensure their 
safety, which were included in Seveso I, are now covered through other Directives. 

The Competent Authorities are obliged as a minimum to receive and assess the Safety Reports and 
communicate the conclusions of the examinations to the Operator. The examination of the Safety Reports 
and the conclusions drawn must be seen in context with the requirements for setting up an inspection system.  

It is important to have in mind, that the role of the Authorities in the Member States may be increased 
significantly, when the Seveso II Directive is fully implemented. Hopefully this may lead to a constructive 
dialog with the Operators and the employees to achieve the aim of the Directive and not result in more or less 
useless bureaucracy. 
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ACTIVITIES BY THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION TO SUPPORT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF 

THE SEVESO DIRECTIVES 

 
To support uniform implementation of the Directive the Commission organises periodic meetings of 

the Competent Authorities covering interpretation of the content of the directive and exchange of 
information on the implementation. 

In addition the Major Accident Hazards Bureau (MAHB) has been established at the Joint Research 
Centre in Ispra Italy. One of the tasks of MAHB is to collect, classify and distribute relevant information on 
the prevention of major accidents such as lessons learnt from accidents, Safety Reports and Codes of 
Practice. 

In addition, the Commission and the MAHB have developed guidance documents to support the 
implementation of Seveso II, comprising: 

 
• Guidance on the preparation of a Safety Report [3] 
• Guidelines on a Major Accident Prevention Policy and Safety Management System [4] 
• Explanations and Guidelines on harmonised criteria for dispensations [5] 
• Guidance on Land-use Planning [6] 
• General Guidance for the content of information to the public [7] 
• Guidance on Inspections [8] 
 

 

COURSES IN EASTERN EUROPE 

 
The Danish Ministry of Labour in collaboration with the Danish Ministry of the Environment supports 

the adoption of Major Hazard Legislation in Eastern-European countries. In addition to other activities, it has 
funded projects to promote the use of hazard identification and risk assessment in connection with the 
implementation of Seveso II. These projects emphasise the promotion of the collaboration between the 
Competent Authorities, which is necessary due to the broad scope of the Directive. 

As part of these projects, training courses were held for Polish, Czech, Slovak, and Estonian experts 
representing authorities, research institutes as well as the industry. These courses addressed the obligations 
of the Seveso-II Directive, the contents of the safety report, and a variety of risk analysis methods, from 
hazard identification to risk communication. Participants were actively involved in the course by analysing 
and discussing case studies. During all courses, there were vivid discussions about the national 
implementation (at different stages in the different countries) of the Directive, especially between authority 
and industry representatives.  

 
 

COACHING IN SELECTED EXERCISES 

 
In Poland and Estonia, as part of these projects, Danish experts were/are involved in coaching the 

formulation of safety reports for two selected companies in Poland (concluded) and one in Estonia 
(ongoing). The coaching aims at transferring practical experience in the preparation of Safety Reports and 
the assessment by the Competent Authorities. 

The selected companies provides a first draft of a risk analysis study and a safety report, which is 
discussed and improvements are suggested a first meeting between local staff and Danish experts. This leads 
to a final report, established by the company and an assessment report by the Competent Authorities. 

The Safety Report and the assessment report are in turn presented and discussed at a Workshop, with 
representatives from other relevant companies and authorities. 

Finally, following the workshop a Polish group of experts visited Denmark to gain information on 
Danish major hazard installations, in particular related to the introduction of additional safety measures 
adopted as a consequence of lessons learnt and technical developments since the Directive was adopted.  
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CONCLUSION 

 
In the atmosphere of growing mutual understanding of the necessity of preventing major industrial 

accidents in Europe including Russia, it is important to share experiences in providing safe process and 
procedures in handling hazardous substances and not least to establish networks for future exchange of 
information. 

Major Hazard Legislation fulfilling the requirements of the Seveso II Directive are implemented in 
Eastern-European countries that wish to join the European Union and the necessary co-operation between the 
authorities has been initiated  

The Seveso II Directive put obligations to industry, employees and authorities in order to control the 
risks related to the handling and storage of hazardous substances. It is required that the industry operators 
establish and implement a safety management policy, identify hazards at their plants, document that safety 
aspects are duly included in the design and operation of their plants and that emergency plans are in place.  

The authorities are to verify that this has been done by assessment of safety reports and inspection, and 
to set up external emergency plans. 

Danish experts have for several years supported the implementation of the Seveso II Directive in 
Eastern Europe through exchange of information and experience at meetings, courses, coaching and visits to 
Denmark. These activities have met a wish from these countries to transfer experience and practical methods 
necessary to live up to the requirements of Seveso II. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Quantitative Risk Assessment (QRA) aims at the modelling of stochastic uncertainties associated with 

the occurrence and circumstances of a major accident. But the process itself of carrying out a QRA implies 
several uncertainties. For the implementation of the risk assessment procedure a variety of techniques and 
models must be used, and uncertainties are introduced due to imperfect knowledge and expert judgement. 
Because QRA is used as input in many decisions related to the control of major accident hazards and the 
need for accuracy in the results increases, the adequate management of these uncertainties gains increased 
importance. 

This paper presents the scope and some main results of a European project on the ASSessment of 
Uncertainties in Risk ANalysis of Chemical Establishments (ASSURANCE). The project aims at identifying 
the uncertainties associated with risk analysis of major industrial hazards and assessing the way these 
uncertainties can affect the final outcome of risk studies and of the relevant decisions based on that outcome. 
In order to achieve this goal, a number of benchmark exercises/case studies have been performed by the 
partners and the results were analysed in a modular and structured way. A reference plant served as the basis 
for a realistic description of these case studies. For this particular project an ammonia storage plant was 
selected, consisting of cryogenic and pressurised storage tanks, together with import loading/unloading 
facilities and the relevant piping. This installation was analysed independently by each partner, using 
common input data and boundary conditions, but different methods, tools and assumptions. The results were 
then compared and discrepancies identified, discussed and explained. 

In order to permit the step-wise comparison of the results and to assess the contribution of each factor 
and each phase of Risk Assessment to the overall discrepancy, the analysis was divided in the various phases 
(Hazard identification, frequency estimation, consequence assessment, and overall risk assessment), and the 
results of each phase were compared. Moreover, detailed exercises addressing particular issues within each 
phase (e.g. source-term definition, dispersion modelling, vulnerability modelling, etc.) were performed, in 
order to give more insights on the factors affecting the overall discrepancies in the results. 

Concerning the quantification of risk, a structured procedure was followed in reporting and 
comparison of results. This procedure required not only the assessment of the risk profile, i.e. estimate of the 
level of risk at each point in the area around the plant, expressed in the form of isorisk curves for individual 
risk and F-N curves for societal risk, but also the assessment of intermediate results. These included: 

• Assessment of the frequencies associated to accident scenarios,  
• calculation of release/evaporation rates and conditions,  
• modelling of dispersion (including detailed results of selected scenarios), and 
• dose-response calculations. 
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FINDINGS CONCERNING HAZARD IDENTIFICATION 

 
Comparison of the approaches to hazard identification showed that the partners had used many 

different methods. As a matter of fact, no two partners had used exactly the same method, although some of 
the methods, of course, are of similar nature. The methods used were: 

• HAZard and OPerability analysis (HAZOP) 
• Master Logic Diagram (MLD) 
• Structured What-IF Technique (SWIFT) 
• Hazard Identification by Area Audit (HIAA) 
• Function analysis and Hazard and Consequences Analysis 
• HAZardous SCenario ANalysis (HAZSCAN) 
• Use of (national) standard checklists based on accumulated experience from past accidents and past 

(detailed) studies. 
 

These methods can be grouped into three general types of approach: 
 

• Methods based on a top-down analysis, mainly represented by the Master Logic Diagram, which has 
a form similar to Fault Trees, starting from a top event and going down to combinations of basic 
events that can initiate an accident 

• Methods based on a bottom-up analysis, like HAZOP, SWIFT and HAZSCAN, which investigate 
whether deviations of the process variables and failures of individual devices can initiate an accident 

• Methods based on the systematic use of standard checklists, after division of the plant into areas. 
Here, the accumulated experience from past accidents and studies is combined with systematic rules 
to identify the areas that deserve a more detailed analysis. 

 
Even though the partners had used different methods for the hazard identification they had all 

identified the accident scenarios that must be considered the most severe. But, due partly to the use of 
different methods, each partner had some scenarios that other partners did not have in their list of selected 
scenarios. Therefore, in order to have a common basis for comparison of the methods used in the following 
quantified risk analysis phase, 11 reference scenarios were agreed for further analysis by everybody together 
with possible additional scenarios identified by the individual participants. Examples of the reference 
scenarios are: 

• Full section rupture of an 8" import pipeline 
• Full section rupture of a specific 4" pipeline 
• Full section rupture or disconnection of the loading/unloading arm to a ship 
• Catastrophic rupture of the cryogenic tank 
• Catastrophic rupture of a pressurised tank 

 
 
 
FINDINGS CONCERNING THE QUANTIFICATION OF RISK 

 
One of the ways the participants were requested to present the results of their quantitative risk analyses 

was by means of iso-risk curves for the individual risk, i.e. curves on a map where the risk is the same for all 
points on the curve. The individual risk is the probability that a person staying unprotected in the same 
location around the clock during one year will die as a consequence of an accident in the facility considered. 
The two curves in the example shown in Figure 1 are the maximum and minimum distances found by the 
participants for an annual fatality risk of 10-5. As can be seen, there are rather large differences; the diameter 
of the outer curve is roughly 2 km. 
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Figure 1 Iso-risk curves for annual individual risk of 10-5 

 
 

Although care was taken to specify reference scenarios well, major differences were seen in the 
partners' risk results for these scenarios. Some causes that could easily be identified were: 

• some remaining misunderstandings concerning plant data and specification of the reference 
scenarios 

• differences in data used for failure probabilities 
• different assumptions used concerning release duration. 

 
The uncertainty assessment for the quantitative analysis phase was carried out separately for the 

frequency assessments and consequence modelling of hazardous scenarios. This separation allowed the 
identification of root causes of the deviation in risk assessments and their range among the research teams. 
 

Frequency assessment 
Uncertainty analysis in frequency assessment was based on the understanding that there were three 

different types of uncertainty: modelling, completeness and parameter uncertainty. Modelling uncertainty 
results from the use of different analysis models (fault trees, event trees and simplified generic-based 
models). Completeness uncertainty is due to differences in the number and nomenclature of 
basic/intermediate and initiating events included in the modelling. And parameter uncertainty is due to 
different numerical inputs (basic/initiating event frequencies, in particular) used to assess the net frequency 
of a hazard. 

Not all types of uncertainty can be analysed quantitatively. Thus, modelling uncertainty in principle 
allows quantification only if the input data are the same. Having the same inputs for modelling would reveal 
the variability in outputs. If inputs cannot be made the same, it is impossible to distinguish whether the 
variability in final assessments is caused by different inputs or the models themselves. After having analysed 
all the approaches for frequency assessments it became obvious that the inputs could not be made the same 
because the sets of basic and initiating events are very different and overlap only to some extent. It was 
concluded that for risk analysis studies it is hardly possible to split up completeness and modelling 
uncertainty analysis and to perform their quantitative categorisation. Yet, these two kinds of uncertainty can 
be analysed in a descriptive way through the review of different approaches and basic and intermediate 
events included in the analyses. 

Figure 2 illustrates the deviation in frequencies found by six research teams for one scenario. As can 
be seen, there are deviations of more than one order of magnitude between some teams in this case. An 
investigation into the root causes of these deviations revealed differences in data sources, in the use of data 
from the same source and in the interpretation of plant data. 
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Figure 2 Frequencies of the rupture of a pressurised ammonia tank 

 
 
Consequence assessment 
The consequence assessment included four phases: (i) outflow calculations; (ii) pool formation and 

evaporation (whenever applicable); (iii) dispersion; and (iv) dose/response modelling. Since the assessment 
of the implications of differences in dose/response (vulnerability) models is straightforward, the project 
focused on the first three phases, and the final results reported were in most cases concentration- and dose 
endpoints. In particular, three concentration endpoints were used, corresponding to concentration levels of 
6200, 1000 and 500 ppm, and three dose endpoints, corresponding to dose levels equivalent to 30 minutes 
exposure to a constant concentration of ammonia equal to the above values. 

In addition to these endpoints, a number of intermediate results were calculated and reported (e.g. 
outflow rates and conditions, pool dimension and characteristics, percentage of droplets, evaporation rates 
and behaviour of the cloud). 

The comparison of the calculated endpoints for the reference scenarios revealed again noteworthy 
discrepancies. In general, the sources of uncertainty in the consequence assessment can be divided in the 
following categories: 

• Scenario completeness and correctness 
• Uncertainty in definition of scenarios/ambiguity 
• Modelling uncertainty, including the description of physical phenomena and the detailed model 

characteristics, constants and parameters 
• Input assumptions/boundary conditions/interface between models 
• Simplifications made throughout the analysis 
• Overall level of “conservatism” of the analyst. 

 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

The findings mentioned above and other observations during the project led to the identification of the 
following types of uncertainty and variability that influence the results of risk analyses and for which an 
effort is needed in order to minimise their influence: 

• Misunderstandings or lack of knowledge about plant layout and operation 
• Completeness of hazard identification 
• Modelling uncertainty (failure modelling and consequence modelling) 
• Data uncertainty 
• Variability in, for instance, weather conditions or plant operational state 
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• Variability due to the fact that probabilities are not fixed numbers but distributions. 
 

The first one, lack of knowledge/misunderstandings about plant layout and operation, may have had a 
particularly great influence in this project because the interaction between the individual risk analyst and the 
plant staff was not typical for a normal risk analysis. Due to the geographical diversity of the consortium it 
was not possible to visit the plant more than once, and in order to give all partners equal conditions all 
communication with the plant staff went through the co-ordinators of the exercise. 

The differences experienced between the partners' results suggest the need for: 
• Recommendations concerning the use of standardised approaches to risk analysis in Europe 
• Recommendations for common data sources for failure rates of components. 

 
In any case it will be necessary to ascertain that risk analyses performed in different EU countries by 

different analysts are comparable and lead to similar results. 
After the project has finished results from it will be made available at the JRC's MAHB server 

(http://mahbsrv.jrc.it/) in order to secure their availability to the international community of risk analysts. 
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Abstract. Inherent safety of the new generation airships, based on some fundamental laws of Space, is discussed 
in some detail. An algorithm is proposed to analyze risks, resulting from hazards not compensated by “inherent 
safety”. Then a thoroughly verified statistical model of learning is used to evaluate results of airship flight 
testing-the probability of mission success and its confidence limit. The results can be used as a part of evidence 
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It looks like as if helium airships were on the threshold of the Renaissance. For the new generation 
airships niches have been found, where they are, and in the predictable future will remain, second to none. 
Their unique features and capabilities will find increasing application in the future particularly as fossil fuels 
become less acceptable in the coming decades [1,4-6,11,12]. 

 
Among these traces airships’ inherent safety is of paramount importance. As we’ve shown in [11,12] 

it is a consequence of three fundamental laws of Space, acting simultaneously: 
- the Law of Archimedes; 
- the Principle of Le Chatelier-Brown (the Principle of Adaptation); 
- the Principle of Rhythm and Periodicity. 

 
2nd generation airships are safer than heavier-than-air vehicles of any type due to: 
- using helium as lifting gas, 
- independence of aerostatic lift of flight velocity and, hence-of the power plant used; 
- non-zero metacentric height. 
 
These three factors determine the main contribution to airships’ inherent safety. 
A helium airship with an autopilot, parametric and topological redundancy, embraced with 

degenerative feedback loops, becomes a system of mobile, dynamic equilibrium, where Le Chatelier- Brown 
Principle is valid. Yet the Principle has its feasibility limits: it holds true unless destabilizing factor exceeds a 
certain predetermined threshold. Its knowledge is essential for airships’ safe operation, especially with 
respect to risk factors, associated with vehicles’ statics and dynamics. 
 Any object possessing a certain amount of stored energy of any kind isn’t absolutely safe. And 
helium airships aren’t an exception. Inherent safety doesn’t imply the vehicle’s immunity from all possible 
hazards. 
 An appropriate algorithm to analyze risks, resulting from hazards, not covered by the feature, called 
“inherent safety”, is given in figure below. Special safety assurance facilities are inevitable in this case. 
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Figure. Block-diagram of risk analysis & safety assurance algorithm.  
Hazards consequence categories: minor, severe, major, catastrophic [17]. 
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Some comments don’t seem senseless in this connection. Risks analysis has to answer three 
questions: what can go wrong? (by hazard identification; how likely is this to happen? (by frequency 
analysis); what are the consequences?  (by consequence analysis). 

“The moment of truth” of an airship in any way comes during ground & flight tests. 
For self-evident reasons vehicle testing is accompanied with corrective action The latter can produce 

one of the 3 issues:  
-the vehicle’s reliability is enhanced; 
-it remains unchanged; 
-it is deteriorated because of erroneous actions. 
For a vehicle’s reliability estimate the following indices can be used:  
a) non-stationary probability of mission success; 
b) non-stationary mean-time-between failures (MTBF); 
c) non-stationary failure rate [3,7-9,12]. 
Practically for all reliability growth models of the (a) class the following mathematical structure is 

characteristic: 
 

)ˆ,(ˆˆ
00 PnPPn ϕ+=  (1) 

 
where  

nP̂  - a statistical estimate of probability of mission success after the n-th test (or test phase);  

0̂P  - a probability estimate before the testing began; 

)ˆ,( 0Pnϕ  - a learning nucleus - a cumulative term, characterizing mission success probability 

increment at the n-th test phase, 1),ˆ,(0 <≤ oPnϕ  

A model design is to concretize )ˆ,( 0Pnϕ , while model application is to define its unknown 
parameters on the basis of non-homogeneous test record. In the simplest case 
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where iPΔ  - reliability increment as a result of i-th corrective action; 0><Δ iP ; 0=Δ iP . 

Over 20 statistical models of learning and reliability growth were built. 
Efforts to construct new ones can still be observed. Analytical surveys of the models have been 

published in USA, USSR and elsewhere. 
The most successful representative of the second and third classes is the Duane model [3]. It was 

constructed on the basis of comprehensive testing experience of aerospace digital and analog systems. The 
Duane relationship is: 

 
α−

Σ ==Λ KT
T
Td )(

, (3) 

 
where ΣΛ  – an accumulated failure rate, 
d(T) – a number of failures in all tests; 
T – general number of hours (cycles) of testing; 
K – an experimentally determined constant value, 
α – index of reliability growth speed. 
If the perfection (reliability growth) is not attained, α = 0 and in this case 
 

K
T
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From (3) one can obtain, as a result of trivial transformations, instantaneous MTBF 
 

1
0 ])1[( −−−= αα KTT , (5) 

 
If a vehicle is not perfected during testing, then α = 0, and MTBF becomes a constant value, 

independent of the time of learning, i.e. 
ΣΛ== 11

0 KT . 

If the reliability criterion is non-stationary probability of mission success a growth model with 
degenerative feedback is recommended  

 
)ˆ/exp(ˆ

ˆˆˆ ana
cbPn −−= , (6) 

 
where cba ˆ,ˆ,ˆ  - estimates of unknown parametres a, b, c; the latter being functions of two independent 

variables: i - the number of trials, Ki – accumulated number of successes; nn
Pb ˆlimˆ

∞→
= ; â

1  characterizes the 

effectiveness of feedback [13]. 
The model deals with catastrophic failures (both in hardware and software); trials, proved 

unsuccessful due to human operator errors, are not taken into account. 
The algorithm for estimating the unknown parameters:  
 

58)4(
5724ˆ

2 SSS
SSSSb

−
−

= , (7) 
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7428ˆ
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−
−

= . (8) 

 
Parametr â  is the root value – a nontrivial solution of an equation f(a) = 0, where 
f(a) = S1(S7S5 – S2S4) + (S8S2 – S7S4)S6 + S3((S4)2 – S5S8).                                  (9) 
 
Here 
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  ( )aiy ˆexp1 −−= . 
 

(10)

When 1ˆ ≥b  b̂  is assumed to equal 1, and â , ĉ  are calculated according to 
5)24(ˆ SSSc −= ,  

 
f(a) = S5(S7 – S3) + (S4 – S6)(S4 – S2) – S5(S8-S1) (11)

 
The root â of the transcendental equation f(a) = 0 is calculated by introducing test values aj to 

(9),(11), where  
aj+1 = aj + 1, j = 0, 1, 2, … . 
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Formulas (7–11) were derived by using least squares method and provide likelihood function 
maximum. 

Comprehensive numerical experiments conducted with the growth model assert that the test values aj 
belong to a closed interval [0.001, …, 25] for a number of trials not exceeding 100. 

In the course of calculations the signs of f(aj) and f(aj+1) are compared. When the signs change for the 
first time the corresponding values of  aj,  aj+1,  f(aj),  f(aj+1)  are stored and used in the interpolation formula 

 

)()(
)()(

ˆ
1

11

+

++

−

−
=

jj

jjjj

afaf
afaafa

a . 

 
The found value of â  is used in (7-9) to determine b̂ , ĉ , nP . 

The confidence interval for nP̂  estimate is determined by using the Clopper – Pearson formula. 
Reliability growth is established by checking up the validity of the following inequality 

87 SSnKn > . 
If 87 SSnKn ≤ , learning (perfection) of the vehicle was not attained and 

nKP nn =  [13]. 
And now we’ll consider a concrete example of an airship flight test record. 
There were altogether one hundred trials, alas not all of them proved successful. 
 

№ of a trial, i 1 – 10, 11, 12 – 21, 22, 23 - 100 
An accumulated № of successes Ki 98 
№ of test stages M 3 

 
The first ten trials were succesful; then a failure in the empennage occurred. The reasons were 

investigated, found and the rudder was perfected to meet specifications. It was decided to carry on testing, 
partially to get convinced that the corrective action was sufficient. The next 10 flights were OK, but the 22-
nd landing wasn’t all right. We omit listing physical reasons of that failure. They were scrutinized and 
eventually compensated. The following 78 trials proved successful. 

This airship flight test experience with corrective action was used in an original PC-program to 
estimate the nonstationary probability of mission success and the corresponding confidence interval for 90% 
confidence level 

 
0,99313<0,99981<1. (12)

 
Hadn’t we taken into account corrective actions (i.e. neglected reliability growth and regarded the 

sequence of trials as homogeneous) the result would have been different, namely 
 

P100 = 98/100 .  
 
In the case of independent homogeneous tests (the Bernoulli distribution) 2303 trials, all of them 

successful, would be required to confirm the probability of success as in (12) for the same confidence level. 
The model is sensitive to the stage the failure occurs. Common sense prompts that an earlier failure 

detection and compensation are more advantageous than those conducted at a later flight test phase. 
The result of other flight test records (not given here for brevity) demonstrated a remarkable 

coincidence of common sense and the mathematical model sensitivity. 
 
 

THE SUMMING UP 

The recently proclaimed “airships inherent safety” is based on three fundamental laws of Space - the 
Law of Archimedes, the Principle of Le Chatelier-Brown and Principle of Rhythm and Periodicity, acting 
together. Still it should be made clear that nothing and nobody liberate us, anyone involved in aeronautics, 
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from responsibility for our own conduct. The notion implies not only the quality of the vehicle itself but also 
meteorologists’, ground crews’, airpilots’ ability to predict and adequately meet challenges of our evolving 
Universe. 

Global atmospheric warming and other solar-terrestrial links provoked hazards, to mention just a 
few, continue to produce more stormy conditions [4-6]. 

Airships flight schedule and envelope should cohere to rhythms of the Earth and the Solar system to 
retain significant variations of geophysical fields within admissible limits. 

We must confess at last that we can no longer permit ourselves flying whenever and wherever we 
want. For our safety sake our plans, likes and dislikes, our partialities should be made compatible with 
fundamental laws of Space. At least, with those we know and understand. 

Inherent safety doesn’t imply the vehicle’s immunity from all possible hazards. Hence special safety 
assurance facilities should be provided for hazards, not covered by airships inherent safety feature. 

In fact all that has been lost, missed and/or misunderstood inevitably reveals itself during tests. If the 
aim of airship testing assessment is probability of mission success, the thoroughly verified statistical model 
of learning (6) is recommended for use [13]. 

If the aim is different – evaluating MTBF, the Duane growth model should be preferred, the latter 
being the core of the latest IEC International Standard [14]. 

Airship reliability and hence – safety growth is a natural product of degenerative feedback – 
corrective actions undertaken at all stages: R&D, production and testing. 

In any way application of the growth models considerably reduces the number of trials (duration of 
testing), required to confirm specifications and consequently results in a notable saving of time, space and 
money. 

The experimentally confirmed probability of mission success, as well as other results outlined, can 
be used as a part of evidence for airship airworthiness certification. 
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Abstract. To keep the fatigue ageing failure probability of an aircraft fleet on or below the certain level an inspection 
program is appointed to discover fatigue cracks before they decrease the residual strength of the airframe lower the 
level allowed by regulations. In this article the Minimax approach with the use one- and two-parametric Monte Carlo 
modelling for calculating failure probability in the interval between inspections is offered. 
Keywords: failure probability, Minimax approach, inspection program, approval test  
 
 
INTRODUCTION  
 

Inspection program development should be made on the base of processing of approval lifetime test 
result, when we should make some redesign of the tested system if any requirement is not met. Here we 
consider some example of p-set function application to the problem of development and control of inspection 
program. We make assumption that some Structural Significant Item (SSI), the failure of which is the failure 
of the whole system, is characterized by a random vector (r.v.) ( dT , cT ), where cT  is critical lifetime (up to 
failure), dT  is service time, when some damage (fatigue crack) can be detected. So we have some time 
interval, such that if in this interval some inspection will be fulfilled, then we can eliminate the failure of the 
SSI. We suppose also that a required operational life of the system is limited by so-called Specified Life 
(SL), tSL, when system is discarded from service. P-set function for random vector is a special statistical 
decision function, which is defined in following way. Let Z and X are random vectors of m and n dimensions 
and we suppose that it is known the class {Pθ, θ∈ Ω} to which the probability distribution of the random 
vector W=(Z,X) is assumed to belong. The only thing we assume to be known about the parameter θ is that it 
lies in a certain set Ω, the parameter space. If )()( , xSxS

i
iZZ U=  is such set of disjoint sets of z values as 

function of x that ∑ ≤∈
i

iZ pxSZP ))((sup ,
θ

 then statistical decision function Sz(x) is p-set function for r.v. 

Z on the base of a sample x=(x1,...,xn). 
Later on the value x, observation of the vector X, would be interpreted as estimate θ̂  of parameter θ, Z 

would be interpreted as some random vector-characteristic of some SSI in service: ),( cd TTZ = .  
 
 
FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH MODEL 
 

The fatigue crack growth process flows in accordance with quite complicated rules, which depend on a 
big number of factors. An analytical approach describing that process could be considered as almost 
impossible. Nevertheless, it can be shown, that in general case crack growth process could be well enough 
approximated with the formula: 

Qteta ⋅= α)( , 1. 
where a(t) is a fatigue crack size at time t (the number of flight blocks); α  is so called equivalent initial 
crack size (as if the airframe has been initially produced with the crack of such small size; α  corresponds to 
the best fit of test data); and parameter Q defines the speed of growth of fatigue crack and depends on the 
loading mode (on the stress range in case of cycling loading). 

For further needs, let us take a logarithm of both left and right sides of equation 1: 
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Qtta += αln)(ln . 2. 
Thus, 

Q
tat αln)(ln −

= , 3. 

so the time when crack becomes detectable and the time when crack reaches its critical size can be calculated 
as 

Q
C

Q
a

T d
d =

−
=

αlnln det ,     Q
C

Q
a

T ccrit
c =

−
=

αlnln
, 4. 

where adet is a crack size, at which chances to discover it tends to unit, acrit is a crack size, which corresponds 
to the minimum residual strength of an aircraft component allowed by regulations, Td is a time for crack to 
grow to its detectable size and Tc is a time for crack to grow to its critical size, Cc and Cd are appropriate 
constants. 

Let us define failure as the situation, when we were unable to discover cracks with the size 
critaaa <≤det , or, in other words, if there are no inspections performed in [Td; Tc] time interval. 

It is clear, that varying the number of inspections sinspectionn  in the service interval [ ]SLt,0  we will 
discover a different number of cracks; therefore, the estimate of failure probability will vary as well. 
Unfortunately, we don’t know the real values of parameters, so we are using theirs estimates from a small 
number (one, seldom two) of available observations (fatigue cracks during fatigue test) instead.  
 
 
USING MONTE CARLO MODELLING TO ESTIMATE FAILURE PROBABILITY 
 

We use the Monte Carlo method to generate a set of cracks to be processed in accordance with 
procedure, described in Section 0. The parameters for modelling can be derived from the full-scale fatigue 
tests or from other real crack observations.  

We can never know how the certain fatigue crack curve will look like. Thus, performing 
approximation of that fatigue crack curve with a certain model, the fatigue crack growth model parameters 
(FCGMP) – we have two FCGM parameters QX ln=  and CCY ln=  – will vary as well, so they are 
random values, and these random values have theirs own parameters of distribution. To perform Monte Carlo 
modelling of the fatigue crack growth process we have to know FCGMPs’ distribution types and parameters, 
i.e. c.d.f. of each FCGMP. From the analysis of the fatigue test data it can be assumed, that the logarithm of 
time required the crack to grow to its critical size is distributed normally: 

),(~ln 2
cLTcLTc NT σμ . 5. 

From formulas 2 and 4 follows: 
QCT cc lnlnln −= . 6. 

From additive property of normal distribution comes that cTln  could be normally distributed either if 
both cCln  and Qln  are normally distributed: 

),(~ln 2
XXNQX σμ= ,       ),(~ln 2

YYc NCY σμ= , 7. 
or if one of them is normally distributed while another one is a constant. Thus, the value of logarithm of our 
FCGM parameters is distributed normally or, on other words, FCGM parameters have a log-normal 
distribution. 

To get estimates of FCGMP distribution parameters ( μ̂  and σ̂ ) we consider statistics of several crack 
observations. For each of those cracks we calculate estimates of distribution parameters lnQ and lnCc, and 
then gather all data together into the table with two columns: lnQ and lnCc. From that table we then derive 
estimates of mean value and standard deviation for each column, as well as estimate of correlation between 
lnQ and lnCc. 

The Monte Carlo modelling in fact means the process of getting a big number of pairs [Td; Tc] with 
upper mentioned specific distribution parameters. Having the array of [Td; Tc] pairs we apply an inspection 
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program looking for failures – situations, when both Td and Tc are located between two consequent 
inspections. For each interval between inspections [ti-1;ti] failure probability will be 

)( 1 icdif tTTtPP
i

<≤<= − , 8. 
and for the entire inspection program 

∑=
i

ff i
PP . 9. 

 
 
MINIMAX DECISION MAKING APPROACH 
 

As it was stated above, the goal is to develop an inspection program, defined by the vector of 
inspection time moments  

),,( 21 TIPntttt L
r
= , 10. 

i.e. to find a vector function )ˆ(θt
r

 (θ̂  is the estimate of FCGMP distribution parameters, TIPn  is the total 
number of inspections per inspection program, so SLn tt

TIP
= ) that limits aircraft failure probability at the 

required level 
requiredfP  with the minimum inspections TIPn  undertaken in service interval [ ]SLt,0  

( SLn tt
TIP

= ). In mathematical terms that can be presented as:  

( )( )
requiredff PtP ≤

r
,sup θ

θ
, 11. 

where 

( ) ( )∑
=

− <≤≤=
TIPn

i
icdif TTTTPtP

1
1,

r
θ . 12. 

In expression 12 
TIPnTTT ,,, 21 K  are time moments of inspections: random value 

( ) )ˆ(,,, 21 θtTTTT
TIPn

r
L == , 13. 

where 00 =T , SLn tT
TIP

= , and K,2,1,0=TIPn . The expression ∞=TIPn  symbolically means that 
the aircraft must be returned for redesign to the design office. 

The inspection program definition vector ( )θ̂t
r

 is a function, where both number of inspections during 
service interval TIPn  and disposition of inspection time moments 

TIPnTTT ,,, 21 K  during [ ]SLt,0  are to be 

chosen as a function of θ̂  and some limitations. It is clear, that there might be many ways how to position 
inspection time moments on [ ]SLt,0  for a particular TIPn . Let us apply the following inspection time 

moment disposition rule DR : the time of the first inspection 1T  ( 1T  is a random value because it is a 

function of θ̂ ) will be defined by procedure similar to the safe life approach (probability of failure without 
inspections is less than some small value 1fP ), while all remaining inspections are distributed evenly in the 

interval [ ]SLtT ,1 . Of course, this rule DR  in general case does not minimise the total required number of 

inspections TIPn ; there are other rules that are more optimal, but our choice of rule DR  is caused by its 
simplicity for further applications; inspection programs created by this rule are currently used in practice for 
commercial jet aircrafts. 

To apply a particular rule DR  we have to find the total required number of inspections TIPn , which 
depends on the limiting value of the failure probability requiredf RP

required
−=1 , where required reliability 

requiredR  is mandated, for example, by JAR regulations. 
As it was shown above, the failure probability is a function of the number of inspections n  and 

parameter θ ; let us denote it as ( )nPf ,θ . We also suppose that ( )nPf ,θ  monotonically decreases when the 
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number of inspections n  increases (at least when n  is large enough) and ( ) 0,lim =
∞→

nPfn
θ  for all θ . Let 

TIPn  is a solution of the equation 
( )

requiredff PnP =,θ . 14. 

Then let us denote 

( ) ( )
requiredrequired fffTIP PnPPn ,,1 θθ == −  15. 

as the minimal inspection number at which failure probability ( )
requiredfTIPf PnP ≤,θ . But the true value of 

the θ  in unknown, so ( )
requiredfTIP Pnn ,ˆˆ θ=  and ( )TIPff nPP ˆ,ˆ θ=  are random values. We suppose that we 

begin the commercial production and operation of aircrafts only if some specific requirements to reliability 
are met. For the simplest case there is a limitation for the maximum allowed number of inspections maxn : we 
will return airframe project for redesign as unprofitable in case, when the required number of inspections in 
the inspection program TIPn  exceeds maxn  (we need to inspect aircraft too often to ensure required 
reliability). It can be assumed, that the probability of failure for the returned projects is equal to zero, i.e. 

( )
⎩
⎨
⎧

>
≤

=
max

max

ˆ,0
ˆ,ˆ,ˆ

nn
nnnP

P
TIP

TIPTIPf
fcorrected

θ
. 16. 

In the more complex case there is a set of limitations. For example, in addition to limitation on the 
expected number of inspections TIPcalculated nn ˆ=  we will return airframe project for redesign if estimate of 
expectation value of cT  (

calculatedcT ) is too small in comparison with SLt  (breaking minimum threshold 
mincT ); 

if estimate of time between two consequent inspections calculatedtΔ  is smaller than a threshold mintΔ ; if 
estimate of initial equivalent crack size calculatedα  exceeds crack detectable size deta  and so on. Let us denote 

the vector of calculated values of limiting values ( )θ̂LL dd
rr

=  as 

⎪
⎪
⎩

⎪
⎪
⎨

⎧
Δ

=

calculated

c

calculated

calculated

L
calculated

T
t

n

d

α

r
, 17. 

and the set of its allowed values LD  as 
( ]
[ )
[ )
[ ]⎪

⎪
⎩

⎪
⎪
⎨

⎧

∞
∞Δ

=

det

min

max

,0
,
,

,0

min

a
T
t

n

D
c

L . 18. 

Actually, the number of elements in Ld
r

 and, therefore, the number of dimensions in the set of the 
allowed values LD  may vary depending on modelling situation and specific requirements. For example, for 
inspection programs with the equal time between inspections in the whole service interval [ ]SLt,0  the time 
between two consequent inspections ntt SL /=Δ , so it can be excluded from the set of limitations, but it is 
important in programs when the time between inspections may vary. 

If vector of limiting values Ld
r

 does not match the set of its allowed values LD , then the project is 
considered as unprofitably and is returned back for redesign in the design office. As we stated above, the 
probability of failure for returned projects is equal to zero, thus 

( )
⎩
⎨
⎧

∉
∈

=
LL

LLLf
f Dd

DddPP
corrected

r

rr

,0
,,ˆ θ

. 19. 
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The parameter θ , which defines the c.d.f. of vector ( )cd TT , , is a vector parameter. For considered 
case in this work, if both crack model parameters are random and have normal distribution, it consists of five 
components: 

[ ],,,,,
lnlnlnln 1010 r

QQCcCc
θθθθθ =  20. 

where 0θ  stands for a location and 1θ  stands for a scale parameter of the appropriate crack growth model 
parameter cCln  or Qln ; r is a coefficient of correlation between cCln  and Qln , and 

( ) [ ) ( ) [ ) [ ]
⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧ ∞∞∞−∞∞∞−=Θ∈ 1,0;,0;,;,0;,θ . As it was shown before, we don’t know the real 

value of θ , thus we use its estimate θ̂ . A part of elements of θ̂  may be assumed as known. For example, 

Ccln1θ ,  
Qln1θ  and correlation coefficient r can be considered as constants, so processing fatigue crack growth 

data we should estimate only two remaining parameters 
Ccln0θ  and 

Qln0θ . 

It can be shown that for considered decision making procedure random variable 
correctedfP̂  has 

expectation value, which is a function of θ , and this function has a maximum value for Θ∈θ . To prove 
that let us fix one of two crack model parameters and look how the probability of failure depends on another 
one. Let us consider that the equivalent initial crack size is a constant: const=α , i.e. const== αμθ

α0 , 

01 == ασθ
α

. 
In accordance with upper defined rules the probability of failure tends to zero when the crack growth 

speed representing parameter { }Q
Q

ln
ln0 Ε=θ  tends to zero: this is a case when the item is extremely reliable 

and cracks are growing so slowly, that have no chance to grow up to crita  in interval [ ]SLt,0 , thus there are 
no inspections required. The failure probability without inspections is defined by formula: 

⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛ −
Φ=≤=

c

c

wi
T

TSL
SLcf

t
tTPP

ln

lnln
)(

σ
μ

, 21. 

 or, in terms of reliability, 

⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛ −
Φ−=≤−=>=

c

c

T

TSL
SLcSLcwi

t
tTPtTPR

ln

lnln
1)(1)(

σ
μ

, 22. 

where cTln  is distributed normally as );(~ln 2
lnln cc TTc NT σμ . 

From other side, if the 
Qln0θ  is high, then the probability of failure tends to zero as well: with high 

probability we return for redesign all items due to the break of limiting rules, i.e. LL Dd ∉
r

 (see formulas 17, 

18 and 19). Between these zero values of { }
correctedfPΕ there can be non-zero values somewhere in between, 

when the fatigue cracks maybe can reach theirs critical size during the time between inspections, maybe not, 
but there are no sufficient reasons to return project for redesign so far. Let us call a value of failure 
probability used for calculations (at the choice of the number of inspections required, or choosing vector-
function t

r
) as 

calcfP . The following conclusion can be made from the upper mentioned: the dependence of 

the probability of failure as a function of θ  is a function which has a maximum, the value of that maximal 
value is unknown, but somehow depends on the value of failure probability 

calcfP  used for calculations. 

Let us call the value of expectation of failure probability for all allowable θ  as { }
correctedfP̂Ε . We have 

named it as “corrected” to distinguish it from 
calcfP , because we take into consideration some limitations. The 

goal is to find such a maximum value of failure probability for calculations *
calcfP  that the corrected value of 
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failure probability 
correctedfP  does not exceed the required limiting value of failure probability 

requiredf RP
required

−=1 : 

( )
requiredcalccalc fff PPPP ≤~:* , 23. 

where 

( ) ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛

⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧

Ε=
correctedcalc ff PPP ˆmax~

θθ
. 24. 

Graphically this approach for a two-dimensional case (when either const=α  or constQ = ) is 
presented in Figure 3: 

 
Figure 3. Minimax approach example ( const=α  or constQ =ln ) 

 
For the more complex case we get a three-dimensional picture like in  
 
Figure 4: 

 

 
 

 
Figure 4. Minimax approach example (general case) 

 
Depending on parameters the shapes of these two- or three-dimensional failure probability curves may 

vary, but this does not affect our conclusions. 
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NUMERICAL EXAMPLE AND CONCLUSION 
 
The upper mentioned approach lets us to ensure reliability of the airframe on or above the required 

level by developing appropriate inspection program for the case of lack of the initial fatigue test data. There 
are examples of numerical modelling for one- and two-parametric models shown in Figure 5 and  

Figure 6 below (please note: in pictures LQ=LN(Q)=
Qln0θ , LC=LN(Cc)=

Cc0θ ). 
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Figure 5. One-parametric numerical example ( const=α ) 

     
 
 

 
 

 
Figure 6. Two-parametric numerical example (3D and projection) 
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Abstract. A general approach for analysing spatial survival in the plane is suggested. Two types of harmful random 
events are considered: points with fixed coordinates and moving points. A small normally or tangentially oriented 
interval is moving along a fixed route in the plane, crossing points of initial Poisson random processes. Each crossing 
leads to termination of the process with a given probability. The probability of passing the route without termination is 
derived. A safety at sea application is discussed.  
 
Keywords: Spatial point process, Survival probability, Random field, Rate of occurrence.     
  
        
1. INTRODUCTION: ONE-DIMENSIONAL CASE 
     
   A model of survival in the plane is presented in, based on the following simple reasoning used in the one-
dimensional case. Consider a system subject to stochastic point influences (shocks). Each shock can lead 
with a given probability to a fatal failure of a system, resulting in termination of the process, and this will be 
called an “accident”.  The probability of performance without accidents in the time interval ],0( t  is of 
interest. It is natural to describe the situation in terms of stochastic point processes. 
     Denote by )(th  the rate of occurrence or just the rate function of the corresponding point process of 
shocks }0);({ >ttN . It is well known ( [2, p.31]) that for orderly processes, assuming the limits exist, 
  

{ } [ ]
t

tttNE
t

tttNth
tt Δ

Δ+
=

Δ
=Δ+

=
→Δ→Δ

),(lim1),(Prlim)(
00

.                                            (1) 

     Assume now that a shock occurring in ],( dttt +  independently of the previous shocks leads to an 
accident with probability )(tθ , and does not cause any changes in the system with probability )(1 tθ− . 
Denote by aT  a random time to an accident and by }Pr{)( tTtF aa ≤=  the corresponding distribution 
function (DF). If )(tFa  is absolutely continuous, then  

  
⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧
−=−= ∫

t

aa dxxtFtP
0

)(exp)(1)( λ  ,                                                       (2) 

where )(taλ  is  a hazard rate, corresponding to )(tFa  and )(tP  is the survival function: probability of 
performance without accidents in ],0( t . Assuming that }0);({ >ttN  is the nonhmogeneous Poisson 
processes: 

)()()( thtta θλ = .                                                                          (3) 
For the time-dependent case this result was proved in Block et al. [1]. Considering the Poisson point 
processes in the plane, we shall construct the corresponding hazard rate “along the fixed curve”. An obvious 
application of this model is assessing the probability of a safe performance of a ship moving along a fixed 
route [4].  
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2. OBSTACLES WITH FIXED COORDINATES 
 
     Denote by )}({ BN  the nomhomogeneous Poisson point process in the plane (the random number of 
points in 2ℜ⊂B , where B  belongs to the Borel σ -algebra in 2ℜ ). We shall consider points as 
prospective point influences on our system (shallows for the ship, for instance). Similar to the one-
dimensional definition (1) the rate )(ξfh  can be formally defined as 

( )

( )[ ]
( ))(

)(lim)(
0)( ξδ

ξδξ
ξδ S

NEh
Sf →

=  ,                                                    (4) 

where )(ξδ=B  is the neighborhood of ξ  with area ( ))(ξδS  and diameter tending to zero.  

     Assume for simplicity that )(ξfh  is a continuous function of ξ  in an arbitrary closed circle in 2ℜ . Let 

21 ,ξξR  be a fixed continuous curve connecting 1ξ  and 2ξ  - two distinct points in the plane. We shall call 

21 ,ξξR  a route. A point (a ship in our application) is moving in one direction along the route. Every time it 
“crosses the point” of process )}({ BN  an accident can happen with a given probability. We are interested in 
assessing probability of moving along 

21 ,ξξR  without accidents. Let r  be the distance from 1ξ  to the current 

point of the route (coordinate) and )(rh f  denote the rate in ],( drrr + (a one-dimensional 
parameterization).  

Let ( ))(),( rr nn
−+ γγ  be a small interval of length )()()( rrr nnn

−+ += γγγ  in a normal to 
21 ,ξξR  in the 

point with coordinate r , where upper indexes denote the corresponding direction Let R  be the length of 

21 ,ξξR : ||
21ξξ

RR ≡  and assume that: ],0[),( RrrR n ∈∀>> γ . The interval ( ))(),( rr nn
−+ γγ  is moving along 

21 ,ξξR , crossing points of a random field. (For our application it is reasonable to assume the following model 

for the symmetrical ( ))()( rr nn
−+ = γγ  equivalent interval )(22)(: rr osn δδγ += , where )(2,2 ros δδ  are 

the diameters of a ship and of an obstacle, respectively, and for simplicity it is assumed that all obstacles 
have the same diameter. There can be other models as well).  Using definition (4), the equivalent rate of 
occurrence of points, )(, rh fe  along the route can be defined as  

( )[ ]
r

rrrBNE
rh n

rfe Δ
Δ

=
→Δ

)(,,(
lim)(

0

γ
 ,                                               (5) 

where ( ))(,,( rrrBN nγΔ  is the random number of points crossed by the interval )(rnγ , moving from r  to 
rr Δ+ . 

     It can be easily seen, as in Finkelstein [4], that for 0→Δr  and )(rnγ  sufficiently small:  

( )[ ] ( )
( )

[ ], )1(1)()(  )()()(,,(            
0

)(,,

odrrhrdShrrrBNE fn

r

rrrB
fn

n

+==Δ
→Δ

Δ
∫ γξδξγ
γ

 

which leads to the expected relation for the equivalent rate of the corresponding one-dimensional  point 
process  (which is obviously  also nonhomogeneous Poisson): 

[ ])1(1)()()( orhrrh fnfe += γ .                                                   (6) 
Hence, r -parameterization along the fixed route reduces the problem to the one-dimensional setting of 
Section 1. 
     As in the one-dimensional case, assume that crossing of a point with a coordinate r  leads to an accident 
with probability )(rfθ  (and is survived with probability )(1)( rr ff θθ −= ). Denote by R  a random 

distance from the initial point of the route 1ξ  till a point on the route where an accident had occurred. Similar 
to (2)-(3), probability of passing the route 

21 ,ξξR  without accidents can be derived in the following way:  

=−=≡> )(1)(}Pr{ RFRPRR fa
⎪⎭

⎪
⎬
⎫

⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧
− ∫

R

fa drr
0

)(exp λ                           (7) 
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)()()( rhrr feffa θλ ≡                                                                (8) 

     Assume that the hazard rate )(rfaλ  is now a stochastic process defined, for instance, as in Yashin and 

Manton [8] by an unobserved covariate stochastic process 0, ≥= rYY r . Denote the corresponding hazard 
rate process by ),( rYafλ . It is well known (see, e.g. Kebir [7]) that under certain assumptions in this the 
following equation holds:  

⎥
⎥
⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎣

⎡

⎪⎭

⎪
⎬
⎫

⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧
−= ∫

R

fa drrYERP
0

),(exp)( λ  ,                                                        (9) 

which can be written via the conditional hazard rate process [8] as 

[ ]
⎪⎭

⎪
⎬
⎫

⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧
−=

⎪⎭

⎪
⎬
⎫

⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

>−= ∫∫
R

fa

R

fa drrdrrRrYERP
00

)(exp|),(exp)( λλ ,                              (10) 

where )(rafλ  is the corresponding  equivalent or observed hazard rate: 

[ ]rRrYEr fafa >= |),()( λλ .                                                             (11) 

As follows from (10), equation (11) can constitute a reasonable tool for obtaining )(RP , but the 
corresponding explicit derivations can be performed only in some simplest specific cases. On the other hand, 
it can help to analyze some important properties. Assume, for instance, that probability )(rfθ  is indexed by 

a parameter Y : ),( rYfθ . Let Y  be interpreted as a non-negative random variable with support in ),0[ ∞  
and the probability density function )( yπ . In the sea safety application this randomization can be due to the 
unknown characteristics of the navigation (or (and) collision avoidance) onboard system, for instance (we are 
pooling from the population of ships). There can be other interpretations as well. Thus, the specific case, 
when Y  in relations (9) and (10) is a random variable, is considered. The observed failure rate )(rfaλ  then 
is the corresponding mixture failure rate: 

dyryryr fafa )|(),()(
0

πλλ ∫
∞

= ,                                                         (12) 

where )|( ryπ  is the conditional probability density function of Y  given that rR > [5]  

∫
∞=

0

)(),(

),()()|(
dyyryP

ryPyry
π

ππ ,                                                                (13) 

and ),( ryP  is defined similar to (7), where )(rfaλ  is substituted by  )(),( rhry fefθ . 

     Relations (12) and (13) constitute a tool for analyzing the shape of the observed failure rate )(rafλ . As 

shown in [5,6], the shape of )(rfaλ  can differ dramatically from the shape of the conditional failure rate 

),( ryfaλ  and this fact should be taken into consideration in applications. Assume, for example, a specific 
multiplicative form of parameterization: 

)()()(),( rhrYrhrY feffef θθ = . 

It is well known that, if )()( rhr ffθ  is constant in this case, than the observed failure rate is decreasing. But 

it turns out that even, if )()( rhr fefθ is sharply increasing, )(rafλ  can still decrease at least for sufficiently 
large r ! [6]. Thus, the random parameter changes the aging properties of the corresponding distribution 
functions. 
     For the “highly reliable systems” when, for instance, 0)( →rh f  uniformly in ],0[ Rr ∈ , one can easily 
obtain obvious approximations. On the other hand, applying Jensen’s inequality to the right hand side of (9), 
a simple lower bound for )(RP  can be also derived: 
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⎪⎭

⎪
⎬
⎫

⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧
−=

⎪⎭

⎪
⎬
⎫

⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

⎥
⎥
⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎣

⎡
−≥ ∫∫

R

af

R

af drrYEdrrYERP
00

)],([exp),(exp)( λλ .                          (14)                     

 
 
3. CROSSING THE LINE PROCESS 
 
     Consider a random process of continuous curves in the plane to be called paths. We shall keep in mind an 
application when ships’ routes on a chart represent paths, while the rate of the stochastic processes to be 
defined represents the intensity of navigation in the given sea area. The specific case of stationary random 
lines in the plane is called a stationary line process.  
     It is convenient to characterize a line in the plane by its ),( ψρ  coordinates, where ρ  is the 
perpendicular distance from the line to a fixed origin, and ψ  is the angle between this perpendicular line and 
a fixed reference direction. A random process of undirected lines can be defined as a point process on the 
cylinder S×ℜ+ , where ),0( ∞=ℜ+  and S  denote both the circle group and its representations as ]2,0( π . 
Thus each point on the cylinder is equivalent to the line in 2ℜ  and for the finite case the point process (and 
associated stationary line process) can be described. The following result is stated in Daley and Vere-Jones 
[5, p.389].  Let V  be a fixed line in 2ℜ  with coordinates ),( αρv  and let VN  be the point process on V  
generated by its intersections with the stationary line process. Then VN  is a stationary point process on V  
with rate Vh  given by 

)()cos( ψαψ dPhh
S

V ∫ −= ,                                                  (15) 

where h  is the constant rate of the stationary line process and )( ψdP  is the probability that an arbitrary line 
has orientation ψ  (first order directional rose on S ). If the line process is isotropic, then π/2hhV = . The 
rate h  is induced by the random measure defined by the total length of lines inside any closed bounded 
convex set in 2ℜ . Assume that the line process is (homogeneous) Poisson in the sense that the point process 

VN  generated by its intersections with an arbitrary V  is a Poisson point process.  
     Consider now a stationary temporal Poisson line process in the plane. Similar to VN , the Poisson point 
process }0);({ >ttNV of its intersections with V  in time can be defined. The constant rate of this process, 

)1(Vh , as usual, defines the probability of intersection (by a line from a temporal line process) of an interval 

of a unit length in V and in a unit interval of time given these units are substantially small. 
     Let 

21 ,ξξV  be a finite line route, connecting 1ξ  and 2ξ  in 2ℜ  and r , as in the previous section, is the 

distance from 1ξ  to the current point of 
21 ,ξξV . Then drdthV )1(  is the probability of intersecting Vξ ξ1 2,  by 

the temporal line process in .0),,0();,(),( >∈∀+×+ tRrdtttdrrr  
     A point (a ship) starts moving along 

21 ,ξξV  at 0 ,1 =tξ  with a given speed )(tv . We assume that an 
accident happens with a given probability when “it intersects” the line from the (initial) temporal line 
process. A regularization procedure, involving dimensions (of a ship, in particular) can be performed in the 
following way: an attraction interval 

RrrrVrr tatatatatatata <<+=≥⊂+− −+++− )()()( ,0, ,),( -
, 21

γγγγγγγ ξξ , 
where the subscript “ ta ” stands for tangential, is introduced. The attraction interval (which can be defined 
by the ship’s dimensions) is moving along the route, attached to the point itself with changing in time 
coordinate: 

R

t

ttdsstr ≤= ∫ ,)()(
0

ν  ,                                                  (16) 
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where Rt  is the total time on the route. Similar to (5), we can construct the equivalent rate of intersections, 

)(, rh me , assuming for simplicity constant speed 0)( vtv =  and taγ : 

( )[ ] trhtrrrNE VV ΔΔ=ΔΔ+ )1(),,( .                                              (17) 
Thus the equivalent rate is also constant 

),1()1(
0

V
ta

Vme h
v

hth
γ

=Δ=                                                          (18) 

where 
0v

t taγ
=Δ  is the time needed for the moving attraction interval to pass the interval ),( rrr Δ+ as 

0→Δr . As assumed earlier, the intersection can lead to an accident. Let the corresponding probability of 
an accident mθ  be also constant. Then, using results of sections 1 and 2, the probability of moving along the 
route 

21 ,ξξV  without accidents is:  

}exp{)( , RhRP memθ−=  ,                                                           (19)  

     The non-linear generalization is rather straightforward. The line route 
21 ,ξξV  turns into the continuous 

curve 
21 ,ξξR  and lines of the stochastic line process turn also into continuous curves. Eventually 

⎪⎭

⎪
⎬
⎫

⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧
−= ∫

R

mem drrhrRP
0

)()(exp)( θ                                                    (20) 

and assuming independence of fixed and moving obstacles, relations (7) and (20) can be combined in an 
obvious way. 
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Abstract. Problem of representation of human preferences among uncertain outcomes by functionals (risk measures) is 
being considered in the paper. Some known risk measures are presented: expected utility, distorted probability and 
value-at-risk. Properties of the measures are stated and interrelations between them are established. A number of 
methods for obtaining new risk measures from known ones are also proposed: calculating mixtures and extremal values 
over given families of risk measures. 
 
Keywords: risk, risk measure, preference, expected utility, distorted probability, value-at-risk, mixture transform, 
extremal transforms. 
 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 

Quantifying risk is one of central problems in risk theory [1,2]. Risk measures are commonly used for 
the purpose. As of now there is a vast amount of different risk measures, including simple probability of an 
adverse event, second order measures (variance or standard deviation, beta) [3], quantile measures such as 
value-at-risk and its derivatives: conditional value-at-risk [4], expected shortfall [5] and some modifications. 

A classic expected utility [6] is used more and more intensively in financial markets and other 
decision-making applications. Expected utility measures do form a wide class of risk measures, thus 
providing a flexible tool for decision-making under uncertainty. However any measure in this class is linear 
with respect to mixture of probability distributions, that may be undesirable in some cases. 

Another wide class of risk measures was introdiced in [7]; these are the so called distorted probability 
measures. Fortunately they turned out to be nonlinear with respect to mixtures, so that they can represent 
human preferences in a more reliable fashion. One more attractive feature of risk measures in this class is 
that they are closely connected with other measures by some natural transforms. The latter provokes rigorous 
studying of the measures as possibly most appropriate tool for risk theory applications. 

In the present paper we briefly describe properties of risk measures mentioned above and point out to 
interrelations among them. The following notation will be used throughout the paper. ),,( PAΩ  denotes a 
probability space with σ -algebra A  and probability measure P ; the latter may vary in some cases. Risks 
are represented by random variables, that is, measurable mappings from Ω  to the measurable space ),( BR , 
where R  is the set of real numbers and B  is a σ -algebra of its Borel subsets. Risks will be denoted by 

YX , ,… while their distribution functions by YX FF , , etc. Denote also X  the set of all risks and F  the set 
of all distribution functions. Risk measure is any functional on F . Introduce also partial orderings on F  
known as stochastic dominance of different orders. For a distribution function F∈F  let FF =1  and )(kF  
for ,...3,2=k  are defined iteratively by 

∫
∞−

−=
x

kk dttFxF )()( )1()( , R∈x . 

For F∈GF ,  we say that F  preceeds G  in the sense of stochastic dominance of order k  ( GF k≤ ) 

if )()( )()( xGxF kk ≥ , R∈x . For future reference denote aW  a degenerate (at a point R∈a ) distribution 
function and pB  a Bernoulli (with parameter )1,0(∈p ) distribution function. Let also },{ RW ∈= aWa  

be the class of all degenerate distribution functions, and )}1,0(,{ ∈= pBpBe  be the class of all Bernoulli 
distribution functions. 
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RISK MEASURES AND PREFERENCE 
 

Let p  be a preference relation on F , that is, a complete and transitive binary relation. We say that 
risk measure RF →:μ  represents the preference relation if for F∈GF ,  

)()( GFGF μμ ≤⇔p                                                              (1) 
A perfect risk measure should represent preferences of specific individual or decision-maker. Since it 

is very unlikely that preference relation is known completely, representation theorems are usually based on 
reasonable assumptions that restrict the collection of available preferences to a rather narrow class, and 
provide an analytical form for risk measures representing preferences from that class. 
 
 
EXPECTED UTILITY MEASURE 
 

Perhaps the first representation theorem of the sort is due to von Neumann and Morgenstern [6]. It 
states that under some assumptions (that actually mean linearity of preference with respect to mixture of 
distributions) there exists the unique (up to positive affine transforms) risk measure representing the relation. 
The resulting risk measure turns out to be the so called expected utility, that was well known for about 3 
hundred years already. It has the form 

∫
∞

∞−

= )()()( xdFxUFρ , F∈F , (2) 

where U  stands for utility function. Different preferences correspond to different utility functions. A 
disadvantage of risk measure (2) is that it is always linear with respect to mixture of distributions, that is, for 
any F∈GF ,  and any ]1,0[∈α  the following is always true: 

)()1()())1(( GFGF ρααρααρ −+=−+ . 
Experiments (eg. [8]) show that in many cases human preferences do not possess linearity, so risk 

measure (2) might be a very rough approximation to what is actually needed. 
Let us state some properties of expected utility here. The following theorem may be found e.g. in [9]. 
 
Theorem 1. Expected utility ρ  is monotone with respect to stochastic dominance of the 1st order if 

and only if the utility function U  is nondecreasing. Expected utility ρ  is monotone with respect to 
stochastic dominance of the 2nd order if and only if the utility function U  is nondecreasing and concave. 

A question of great practical importance is: how much additional information do one need to identify 
the utility function U  that generate expected utility representing a specific linear preference relation? In 
other words, what is the characteristic class FG ⊆  of distribution functions such that there exists the unique 
continuation of expected utility from G  to F ? The final answer is contained in the following 

 
Theorem 2. Let p  be a linear preference relation on F . To specify the utility function representing 

p  it is necessary and sufficient to know values of ρ  for all degenerate distributions R∈aWa , , except for 
any two of them that may be chosen arbitrarily. This means that W  is essentially the characteristic class for 
expected utility measure. 

It is sometimes more convenient to use the so called certainty equivalent instead of expected utility, 
The new functional c  on F  is defined as a real number posessing the same utility as a distribution, that is: 

 
)),(()( 1 FUFc ρ−=    F∈F . 

 
The functional is well defined if utility function is strictly monotone, that is often the case for 

preferences monotone with respect to stochastic dominance. 
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DISTORTED PROBABILITY MEASURE 
 

 
Let ]1,0[]1,0[: →g  be a nondecreasing real function with 1)1(,0)0( == gg . A distorted 

probability measure 

∫∫
∞

∞−

−+−−=
0

0

))(1(]1))(1([)( dxxFgdxxFgFπ ,    F∈F             (3) 

was introduced in [7], [10]. A function g  is called a distortion function. In the special case 
]1,0[,)( ∈= xxxg  this measure coincides with expectation: FEF =)(π , and in all other cases it is 

essentially nonlinear in distribution. Note that aWa =)(π , R∈a  for any parameter function g , and state 
the representation family theorem for the risk measure. 
 

Theorem 3. Let p  be a preference relation on F  corresponding to a distorted probability measure. To 
specify the parameter function g  representing p  it is necessary and sufficient to know values of π  for all 
nondegenerate Bernoulli distributions )1,0(, ∈pBp . This means that Be  is essentially the characteristic 
class for distorted probability measure. 

Note that distorted probability measure may be represented in the form 

∫ −−= −
1

0

1 )1()()( vdgvFFπ ,    F∈F                                             (4) 

Simple consequences of (4) are monotonicity of distorted probability measure with respect to first 
order stochastic dominance, and the fact that Value-at-risk measure 
 

)()( 1 λτ λ
−= FF , F∈F                                                        (5) 

is a special case of (3) with 
 

⎩
⎨
⎧

−≥
−<

=
λ
λ

λ 1,1
1,0

)(
v
v

vg  

where )1,0(∈λ  is a parameter. 
 
 
 
FAMILY-GENERATED RISK MEASURES 
 

Since risk measures are used to represent individual preference among probability distributions, they 
should catch attitude of an individual to risk. Constructing new risk measures may provide flexible tool for 
the purpose. In the present section several ways of obtaining new risk measures from given families are 
presented and studied to some extent. 

Let Λ  be a parameter set endowed with a structure of probability space ),,( QCΛ . Next, let 
},{ Λ∈= λμλΛ  be a family of risk measures, id est, functionals RF →:λμ . Consider the following 

functionals generated using this family. 
 
Mixture risk measure RFM →Λ : . 
 

∫ΛΛ = )()()( λμλ dQFFM ,     F∈F . (6) 

 
Maximal risk measure RF →Λ :M . 
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)(sup)( FFM λ
λ

μ
Λ∈

Λ = ,     F∈F . (7) 

 
Minimal risk measure RF →Λ :M . 
 

)(inf)( FFM λλ
μ

Λ∈Λ = ,     F∈F . (8) 

 
Now let us state some results for these derivative measures. 
 
Theorem 4. Let Λ  be a family of risk measures such that each Λ∈λμλ ,  is expected utility measure 

with utility function λU . Then mixture risk measure (6) is also an expected utility measure with utility 

function R∈= ∫Λ xdQxUxU ,)()()( λλ . 

However extremal measures (7) and (8) for a family of expected utilities do not in general constitute 
an expected utility. Informally the class of expected utilities is closed with respect to mixtures and is not 
closed with respect to taking exprema. 

 
Theorem 5. Let Λ  be a family of risk measures such that each Λ∈λμλ ,  is distorted probability 

measure with distortion function λg . Then mixture risk measure (6) is also a distorted probability measure 

with distortion function ]1,0[,)()()( ∈= ∫Λ vdQvgvg λλ . 

So the class of distorted probability measures of risk is also closed with respect to mixtures. The 
following fact is somewhat surprising: any distorted probability measure may be represented by a mixture of 
Value-at-risk measures, a very special case of distorted probability measures. 

 
Theorem 6. Let )1,0(=Λ  be endowed with a probability space structure by σ -algebra of Borel 

subsets and a distribution function G . Let further Λ  be a family of Value-at-risk measures (5). Then the 
mixture risk measure (6) is a distorted probability measure with distortion function 

)1,0(),1(1)( ∈−−= vvGvg . 
Clearly any distortion function g  may be obtained by appropriate choice of mixing distribution 

function )1,0(),1(1)( ∈−−= vvgvG . Note that a similar spectral representation of distorted probability 
measures via expected shortfall family was presented in [5]. 
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Abstract:  In this paper  the  results of  the  researches in  identification   of the   logical and probabilistic (LP) risk 
models with groups of incompatible events are presented. The  dependence of the criterion function on several  
parameters has been investigated. The  parameters include: the total  number of optimisations, the  amplitude of 
parameters increments, the  initial value of the criterion function (CF), the choice of identical or different amplitudes of 
increments for different parameters,  objects risks distribution. An effective technology of  defining  the  global extreme  
in the identification of LP-risk model for the calculation  time, appreciable   to practice has been suggested.     

Key  words:  risk, logic, probability, model, identification, incompatible events 

 
     The logical and probabilistic risk  models are   almost  twice as  accurate  and have seven times better  

robustness  than other known classification methods [1,2]. However the task of  multi-parameter and  multi-
criteria optimisation for training LP-models  is  characterised  by  exclusive difficulty [1-3]. In  the  process  
of  identification of   LP-risk models in business according to  statistical data there arise  a number  of  
additional  features  and difficulties [1,2]: 

• The criterion function Fmax (CF)   is a number   of  correctly recognised good and bad objects, i.e. it 
accepts the integer values and it is stepped;  

• CF has some local extrema, and depends on  the high number of  real  positive arguments;  
• The derivatives of  the criterion function with respect to probabilities P1jr  cannot be computed. 

 
 

 
 
For each event-grade in GIE we  consider three probabilities: Wjr is the relative frequency of the 

grade  in the objects of the “object-signs” table,  P1jr is the probability of the event-grade in GIE, Pjr is the 
probability of the event-grade to be substituted into the probability formula. The sums of the probabilities 
both  Wjr  and P1jr in GIE equal 1. Connection of these probabilities are considered in [1]. 

Fig.1. The  stepped changing  of  the  criterion  function Fmax  from  parameters  P1 and  P2 
 

Fmax 

P2 

P1 
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  The criterion function Fmax ,  presented in  Fig.1, depends only  on  two arguments and changes  with 
steps equal to 2. The platforms  have different sizes. The arguments P11 and P12 belong to the  interval [0,1], 
but their sizes  can differ  substantially. While approaching the  extreme  the platforms decrease in size. 

  The optimisation can get «stick» at any «platform»,  not  reaching  the  maximum  or crossing  the 
maximum. The character of  changing   the criterion function in  the multivariate space remains the same. Let 
us  remind  that the optimisation arguments  space  dimension for  the credit risk LP-model   equals  94   [1]. 

 
 

1.  IDENTIFICATION OF  LP-RISK MODELS 
 
  The  risk object   is  described by  a  large  number  of signs, every  sign  has  several  grades. These  

signs and grades  correspond to   random events, which  lead to a failure  [1,2].  The events-signs  (j=1,n) 
have  logical connections and  events-grades for each  event-sign  ( r=1,Nj)  form  groups of incompatible 
events (GIE).  

  The identification of the P-risk model consists   in  the determination of optimal probabilities Pjr , 
njNjr ,1;,1 == , corresponding to  events-grades. Let  us  formulate the identification (training) problem 

for   a B- risk model  [1,2 ]. 
Available data: the ‘object-signs’ table with  Ng  good  and  Nb  bad objects and the risk B-model; 
Expected results: to determine the  probabilities of  Pjr , njNjr ,1;,1 ==  for events-grades and  the 
acceptable risk Pad,  dividing  the  objects into  good and bad  according the  amount  of  risk.  
We need: to maximise the criterion function, which is the number of correctly  classified  objects:  

 
(1) ,MAXNNF gsbs ⇒+=  
 

where Ngs and  Nbs  are  the  numbers of objects  classified as good  and  bad  using both by  statistics and the 
P- risk model (both estimates should coincide ). From  (1)  it follows, that the  errors or accuracy indicators 
of the  P-risk model  in the classification of good  Eg  and bad  Eb objects and in the  classification  of  the  
whole set   Em   are   equal: 

(2) ./)(;/)(;/)( NFNENNNENNNE mbbsbbggsgg −=−=−=  
Assumed  restrictions: 
1)  probabilities Pjr   and  P1jr  must   satisfy  the  stipulation: 
(3)                    .,1;,1,10 NjrnjPjr ==<<  
2) the average risks of objects  Pm  based on the P- risk model  and on  the table Pav  must be equal; while  

training  the P- risk model  we  must  correct  the Pjr probabilities on every step of iterative  training under 
the formula 

(4)             .,1;,1);/(* NjrnjPPPP mavjrjr ===    
3) the acceptable  risk Pad  must be  determined with  the given  ratio of incorrectly classified good and 

bad objects,  because of  non-equivalence losses at their  wrong  classification: 
(5)                         E gb  = (Ng - Ngs ) / (Nb - N bs ). 

 
 
 
2. OPTIMISATION  IN THE IDENTIFICATION TASK  

 
  Identification of  the   LP- risk model by  the  random search  method is based on the ideas  used in the training of 

neural networks [4]. With reference to the identification task  of the LP- risk model,   the following formula for the 
calculation of the changes of events-grades probabilities may be put  down: 

(6) ,,1;,1);(*)/1(*1 31 NjrnjKtgNKdP tjr ===  
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where: K1  is  a  coefficient; Nt  is the  current  number of optimisation; K3  is  a random number from      [-
π /2, + π /2], n is a number of events-signs, Nj is a number of events-grades in  each GIE, i.a. for  every  
event–sign. 

In  the formula (6)  the CF  is  a current  error in  training. The number of optimisations Nt, before the end 
of the training process, can be very big. The «tangent» operation is  the consequence  of the  training error  
distribution  recording  to Cauchy. Theoretically, this error is distributed according to the normal  law,  but  
not spend a lot of  time on  tabulated values calculation, we  use the distribution of  the  training  error under 
the  Cauchy’s law. It allows to reduce  in 100  times   the   calculation time, which  otherwise, for real 
problems, would continue  for  days and weeks.  

For   failure risk  LP-model training  the following modification of the formula (6) is  suggested [1]: 
(7)                                  ),(*)(*1 31 KtgNNKdP toptjr −= ,,1;,1 Njrnj ==  
 

where: Nopt  is  the   given number of optimisations. The new values of  P1jr  and Pjr, obtained  at F > Fmax  on   
every  step Nt   of optimisation  are considered optimal and  saved. 

 In  the  LP-risk model  identification  task,   the criterion function  cannot exceed  the total number of 
objects in the statistical data. The formula (7) is  quite  applicable,  but the time  of calculation  is   too big  
(about 10 hours  for  a   session of optimisation). 

To reduce the time of  calculation,  in the formula (7)   the "tangent" operation  is  eliminated. As a result  
the following expression is  obtained [3]:   

 
(8)                 ,*)(*1 31 KNNKdP toptjr −= .,1;,1 Njrnj ==  

 
     Using  (7,8) the  optimization  happens  so: if   F>Fmax, then  we  remember   the  new  P1jr  and    Pjr. If  
the  criterion function  does  not  strictly  increase  after  the  chosen  number  of  trials Nmc  in   Monte-Karlo,  
then Fmax  is  reduced  by  2-4  units   and  optimisation continues.    

In spite of  the  investigation  in  optimisation,   carried out before,    where   the formulas (7) and (8)  
were used [1,2],  the problem of optimisation in  the   identification task  of   LP-risk models   is far from the 
final solution. The following fact proves it. In one  of  the  research    with  the  huge   number of 
optimisations Nopt=245 000   and  with  the constant, almost  optimal,  value of  the  increment dP1jr , we 
obtained   Fmax =  824  instead of Fmax = 810   at  the  usual number of optimisations Nopt ≈245.  We  had   to  
carry out special investigations, the results of which  are  adduced below.  
 
 
 
3. INVESTIGATIONS  IN  IDENTIFICATION / OPTIMISATION 

 
If we generate a random number K3    in  the  interval [-1, +1], then the absolute values of increments of 

probabilities dP1jr,  multiplied  by  100,  are transformed    in percents (%). It is  convenient,  for practically  
it solves the problem of  the  evaluation of probabilities P1jr  accuracy. For example, if  the increment is  
dP1jr=0.0005,   it  equals  0.05 % . We can say that the probability P1jr with  the  accuracy  0.05 %   is  
evaluated . 

Using  the formula (8),   in the beginning of optimisation we  have  the  following  maximum amplitude 
of  probabilities  increments :   

(9)                                                        AP1max  = K1*Nopt . 
 
In  the end  of optimisation the maximum amplitude of probabilities  increments   equals   0. Let us   

designate the current  amplitude of  probabilities increments as AP1. There is an optimal interval OPT  of  
the amplitudes increments AP1,  which  position and  width  are unknown (Fig. 2). For  the big values of   
AP1   there is  a small probability  of  increasing   Fmax,  and for  small values of AP1 there is a high 
probability to stop  at  the   local extreme  of  the  reached  value  Fmax  (see  Fig.1).  
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Fig.2. Graphs of relation between  the  number of optimisations Nopt 
and  increments amplitudes AP1 

 
 
The optimisation process ( of training the  LP-risk model)  should be long enough in  the optimal OPT 

interval . The value  of  dNopt   duration in  the  optimal OPT  interval is  equal 
 
(10)                                                   dNopt   =  (OPT * Nopt  ) / AP1max .                            

                          
It  also depends on  the  number of optimisations  Nopt  and the  maximum amplitude of the  increment 

dP1max. The  more  Nopt is  and  the  less  AP1max   is ,  the  longer  is  the   duration  of  dNopt. The  purpose of 
this work  is  the investigation  of    the dependence of  the criterion function (accuracy of LP- risk model)  
on  the  following parameters   in the  training formula (8): 
1. The  number of optimisations Nopt; 
2. The  increment  minimum amplitude  AP1min, at which the optimisation is still possible; 
3. The  initial value of the criterion function Fbeg ;   
4. The  choice  of  identical or different amplitudes AP1   for different grades; 
5. The increment maximum amplitude  AP1max; 
6. Objects risk distribution  in the statistical data.  

  Let us  illustrate it. A question arises,  whether  to choose the   identical or different   values of  
increments amplitudes AP1  for all events-grades ? In other words, whether the amplitudes AP1jr  should 
depend   on the  values  of probabilities P1jr ? In the  training formulas of  the  LP-risk model (7) and (8)  the  
increments  amplitudes  AP1jr  are identical  for  all events-grades and  do  not  depend on the values  of their 
probabilities P1jr. The increments dP1jr   differ only because of the  random simulation of  the  K3   
coefficient. 

The model investigations for  the LP-model of the credit risk were made on  the  PC. The  credit risk 
structural LP-model has 20 events-signs (correspondingly GIE) and 94 events-grades. The  credit risk L-
function   is  [1,2] :  

(11)                                          2021 XXXY UKUU=  
Verbally  it can be formulated as follows: a failure occurs, if  any one, or any two, … or all initiating  

events happen. After the  orthogonalization  of  the L-function (11) the following P-risk model  for   the 
evaluation of the credit  risk  has been  obtained: 

(12)                          K+++= 213121 QQPQPPP . 
The investigations  were  carried out   in   a set of 1000 credits, 700 of which were good and 300 - bad 

[5].  For calculation investigations   we  used the   Software , designed in the  object-oriented languages  
Visual  C+++  and  Java.  

 

1optN 3optN2optN

3optdN
2optdN

1optdN

max1dP

0

1dP

OPT 
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3.1  The   choice   of  parameters Nopt   , AP1min   , Fbeg 
 
 In comparison with the optimal variant  Fmax = 824,    the  initial variant  had  the probabilities P1jr  

without the  last four  signs. So the   optimisation starts  at  Fbeg = 690-760. Such solution allowed to reduce   
calculation  time.  

The calculations  were  made for two values of   increments maximum amplitudes: 1) AP1max =0.05    (5 
%) , 2)  AP1max = 0.1  (10 %)  . We  used  the  following numbers of optimisations Nopt: 150, 300, 500, 750, 
1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000, 6000, 7000, 8000. 

       The results of investigations presented   in  Table 1 (Var.2-21) and  Fig.3 , allow to make the 
following conclusions:  

1) The criterion function Fmax (column 6  in Table 1 and  Fig.3 ) asymptotically increases    with the 
growth of  the  number of Nopt  optimisation ; 

2) The minimum amplitude AP1 min  (column 9) equals approximately 0.0025 ( 0.25 %); at the smaller 
values of  AP1min   the optimisation does  not happen   and the  number of the last optimisation Nend  
(column 10) is  less, than the given number of Nopt optimisations. It is necessary to modify the law  of   
the change  of  AP1  during the training  process ,  adding  the  constant  line  AP1min  (Fig.4). It 
increases   the chance  to get the greater value of Fmax; 

3) The big value of  Nopt can  lead   to the disappearance of   the B-C line (Fig. 4), which  undoubtedly 
will  deteriorate    the process of optimisation.    

4) The initial value  of  Fbeg  (column 5) should not be  lowered, as  it often leads  to  low  final values of 
Fmax (Fig. 5) because of  the  unsuccessful trajectory of optimisation process; in the considered case  it 
is possible  to accept  Fbeg =750-760. 

Taking  into  consideration  the  just  made  conclusions , instead of the formula (8) the following 
formula for training the  LP-risk model  is suggested: 

 

(13)                    If  AP1  <  AP1min  ,  then  dP1jr = AP1 min  * K3  ,     
                         If AP1  >  AP1min  , then  .31 *)(*1 KNNKdP toptjr −=  
 The optimisation  results   using  the formula (13)  under   AP1min = 0.0025 (0.25 %),   different  AP1max 

= 0.098, 0.09, 0.03 (9.8 %, 9 %, 3 %), a  rather large number of optimisations Nopt=5000-12000  and the 
high Fbeg =745  in  Table 1 ( var. 22-24) are shown. In all variants  high values of  Fmax =812-822 have  been  
obtained. 

 
Table 1. The  investigations results  in   the  choice of optimisation parameters 

 
N Nopt K1 AP1ma Fbeg Fmax dPc AP1min Nend Notes
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 2000 0.0001 0.2 776 786 0.204 0.1987 20  
2 300 0.000165 0.05 756 794 0.1969 0.00198 289 (3)
3 300 0.00033 0.1 712 790 0.221 0.00429 288 (3)
4 750 0.0000665 0.05 756 802 0.1641 0.00545 669 (3)
5 750 0.000133 0.1 692 790 0.2052 0.01316 652 (3)
6 1000 0.00005 0.05 750 802 0.1867 0.00350 931 (3)
7 1000 0.0001 0.1 708 792 0.2174 0.01580 843 (3)
8 2000 0.000025 0.05 776 808 0.1595 0.00747 1702 (3)
9 2000 0.00005 0.1 724 798 0.1802 0.01405 1720 (3)
10 3000 0.0000166 0.05 748 806 0.1867 0.00699 2581 (3)
11 3000 0.000033 0.1 708 806 0.1867 0.00501 2849 (3)
12 4000 0.0000125 0.05 744 812 0.1945 0.00791 3368 (3)
13 4000 0.000025 0.1 740 802 0.2121 0.00862 3656 (3)
14 5000 0.00001 0.05 754 806 0.1663 0.00556 4445 (3)
15 5000 0.00002 0.1 738 803 0.1586 0.00400 4801 (3)
16 6000 0.000016 0.1 710 810 0.1598 0.00625 5610 (3)
17 6000 0.0000183 0.109 736 810 0.1618 0.00495 5730 (3)
18 7000 0.0000071 0.05 764 810 0.2096 0.00407 6430 (3)
19 7000 0.0000142 0.1 734 810 0.1692 0.00745 6479 (3)
20 8000 0.0000062 0.05 764 810 0.1755 0.00985 6425 (3)
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N Nopt K1 AP1ma Fbeg Fmax dPc AP1min Nend Notes
21 8000 0.0000125 0.1 718 814 0.1802 0.00286 7772 (3)
22 12000 0.0000075 0.09 772 812 0.1737 0.0025 11754 (10)
23 8000 0.00000375 0.03 780 820 0.1526 0.0025 7662 (10)
24 8000 0.00000875 0.07 744 814 0.1733 0.0025 7801 (10)
25 5000 0.0000043 0.0215 812 820 0.1462 0.0025 23 (13)
26 5000 0.00000043  0.0025 810 824 0.1511 0.0025 34 (13)
27 8000 0.00000002 0.0025 810 826 0.1538 0.0025 678 (13)
28 8000 0.0000025 0.00458 806 822 0.1604 0.00609 507 (13)
29 8000 0.00000312 0.00572 806 822 0.1677 0.00452 1757 (13)
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3.2 Different amplitudes AP1jr  of   increments for different grades  
 
It  should  be  noted, that the probabilities P1jr  depend  on:  a number of grades in GIE, the frequencies  of 

Wjr grades in objects  and  the grades contributions in  the classification  errors of objects. In the formula of 
training the  LP-risk model (8) the  increments  amplitudes AP1jr  are identical for  all events-grades  and  do  
not  depend on  the   magnitude of their probabilities P1jr. 

Let us  change the formula of  the training  LP-risk model  so that  it   takes into account the value of 
probability for each grade  

(14)                                     .1**)(*1 31 jrtoptjr PKNNKdP −= . 
Here  the  amplitudes  for every  event grade are   equal 
 (15)                                    AP1jr =  K1*(Nopt  - Nt)*P1jr   
and the formula (14) can be  the   following: 
(16)                                      .*11 3KjrAPdP jr =  
Let us   also  put   down  the formula (14)  with the following modification: 

(17)                                             31 *)1*)1((*)(*1 KPaaNNKdP jrtoptjr +−−= ,     
where  a  is   a coefficient   from  the  interval [0 < a < 1].  It  determines the formula (8) at a=0, the formula 
(14)  at  a=1  and  all  the modifications  at   other   values  of  a. 

 In  the  formula (13)   let  us take into account  the limitations, introduced  earlier in the formula (8), and  
we  shall get   the  following expression for   training   the  LP-risk model:   

(18)                  If  AP1jr  <   AP1min  ,  then  dP1jr = AP1min ,     
                        If AP1jr  > AP1min  , then 31 *)1*)1((*)(*1 KPaaNNKdP jrtoptjr +−−= , 

     The investigations results   in optimisation   using the formula (18)  at  a=1 (AP1max = 2.15 % , 0.25 % ,  
0.45 % , 0.57%)   are represented in Table 1 (Var.25-29). They show  that the high values of the   Fmax =822-
826  can  be  obtained  at  the limited number of  optimisation  attempts Nend (column 10). Actually the  first 
optimisation  already gives  the high value of   СF (Fbeg=806-810). The  optimisation process ends at   Nend = 
23-1750  instead of the given  numbers of optimisations  Nopt=5000-8000 (column 6). It  seems, that the 
number of optimisations  Nopt can be essentially reduced. To verify this hypothesis some extra investigations 
have been  carried out. 

The investigations were carried  out   at  small numbers of optimisations Nopt  = 600, 450, 300, 150, 100, 
50 and K1=0.00033, 0.00025, 0.00015, 0.0001. The  increments maximum amplitude AP1max varied  in an 
interval 0.5%  - 20%  from P1jr. In Table 2  the CF values  and the difference between  maximum and 
minimum risks of objects in the statistics Fmax / APc are shown. The results of the investigations should be 
considered as good (Fmax =810-822) and completely confirming the effectiveness of the formulas (14), (17) 
and (18).  

Also the investigations  of the  influence  of  a  parameter  on the  optimisation results  have been  carried 
out.  It  was done   at the small numbers of optimisations  Nopt=150  and K1=0.00015. The maximum 
amplitude of  an  increment AP1max   equals   0.0225* P1jr. 

 
Table 2. Values of   Fmax  / APc   at   the  small number of optimisations Nopt  and  a=1 
 

Number of 
optimizations,  Nopt 

 
K1=0.00033   

 
 K1=0.00025 

 
 K1=0.00015 

 
K1=0.0001 

600 798 / 0.248 796 / 0.225 810 / 0.180 810 / 0.149 
450 802 / 0.217 804 / 0.187 814 / 0.162 819 / 0.161 
300 810 / 0.146 810 / 0.174 816 / 0.147 820 / 0.162 
225 810 / 0.154 811 / 0.152 818  / 0.148 821 / 0.146 
150 816 / 0.145 820 / 0.156 822 / 0.148  822 / 0.147 
100 818 / 0.146 820 / 0.149 820 / 0.151 820 / 0.153 
50 822 / 0.151 820 / 0.146 820 / 0.152 820 / 0.148 

 
The investigations results,  represented in  Table 3, also confirm the effectiveness of  the formulas 

(14),(17) and (18) at a=1. Really, at  a=1  Fmax equals 820, and at a=0 Fmax equals  802. 
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Table 3. Values  Fmax   at     different values  of  a 
Value   a  0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 1.0 
Value   Fmax 802 800 798 804 808 810 808 810 818 820 
 
 
3.3  Determination  of  the amplitude  AP1max  and  the  global  extreme  Fmax 

 
Let us  consider again  the choice of  the increment maximum amplitude of probabilities AP1max. The 

results of  the change of Fmax  at  the change of  AP1max=K1*Nopt  in  the interval 0.5-20 %  of  P1jr are  
represented  in Table  2. They demonstrate  that the higher is  AP1max  the less is  Fmax. In  Fig.6  the dynamics 
and the results of optimisation for five  variants, having Nopt =2000, are shown:  

• Variant 1: AP1max=0.05(5%), Fmax =808 (Var.8 in Table1), training under the formula (3);               
• Variant 2: AP1max =0.1(10%), Fmax =798(Var.9 in Table1), training under the formula (3);               
• Variant 3: AP1max =0.05 (5%), Fmax = 820, training under the formula (14) with a=1;             
• Variant 4: AP1max =0.1 (10%), Fmax = 804,  training under the formula (14) with a=1; 
• Variant 5: AP1max=0.2 (20%),Fmax =786(Var.1 in Table1),training under the formula (14). 
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    Variants 4 and 5 with  high AP1max, despite  using  the effective formula (18)  and а=1, have bad 
training dynamics and  results. In these variants CF  are correspondingly 786 and 804. The optimisation 
process  finishes early, (Nend=1608 and Nend=20). Additional  optimisation  attempts    Nopt – Nend  have not 
increased  CF. This example confirms  that  the  increment amplitude AP1max  should not be  more than 0.02 - 
0.05 ( 2-5 % ).   

 We  check  the  calculation of the  global extreme of  the CF   by  the graph (Fig.7). The function   Fmax 
has an extreme   at    some  value  of  the  difference APc  between the  maximum risk and the minimum risk  
of objects in statistics [2 ]. This  difference, constructed for variants of computational  investigations , 
presented  in Table 1 and   2, demonstrates  the robustness (stability) of solutions at  a small dispersion of  
APc in  the  area  of  the  global extreme  of  CF. 

 
 
4. CONCLUSION  

 
 In the investigations   the following  main results have  been  obtained: 

1. The effective technology of  the criterion function  global extreme search in  the tasks  of 
identification of   LP-risk models under statistical data has been  offered .It permits to solve the 
task of   multi-parameter  multi-criteria optimisation  with  integer CF for the time, applicable to 
practice (less than  before).     

2. We suggest to generate in  the  training formula a random number K3  in the interval [-1, +1]. It 
permits  to  consider  the absolute values of  increments dP1jr, multiplied  by  100,  in percents (%) 
)  and  to estimate the  accuracy of  probabilities P1jr.  

3. In the technology of the CF global extreme search, the following  regularities of  changing   the  CF 
should  be  used:  
• The  CF   asymptotically increases with the growth of  Nopt  optimisation number ; 
• The   minimum amplitude  AP1min   of probabilities P1jr  increments  is established by 2-3 test  

calculations; at smaller values of AP1min  the optimisation does not happen (less than 0.25 %); 
• The  initial CF  Fbeg  should  not  be  lowered , as  low values   more often  result in   low final values 

of  Fmax because of  the unsuccessful  trajectory  of  the optimisation  process;  
• Maximum amplitude of increments of  AP1max  must  not  exceed  0.02 - 0.05  (2-5%), as the  training  

speed  lows  down and  the value of  the  CF  Fmax  becomes  less. 
4. For the criterion function global extreme search  new , more effective formulas of  training (14), (17), 

(18) have been suggested ;  they   use  different amplitudes of increments for probabilities of different 
events-grades.  

5. It has  been  confirmed that we can test  the  determination of the global extreme of CF Fmax by  the graph 
of change of  Fmax  in  the function of   difference APc between  maximum  and  minimum risks of 
objects  in statistics. The function  Fmax  has an extreme at a certain value  of  APc . 
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Abstract 
The application of RAMS techniques in all the phases of the lifecycle of each type of installation will surely 
guarantee its adequate exploitation in terms of production continuity and quality of the obtained products in 
the respect of prefixed constraints on the security of the working staff, safety and environment impact. In this 
frame, a particular importance must be attributed to the use of those techniques as support to quality 
assurance applied in the planning and building phases of the installation and of the products obtained by it. 
The present paper will include a short description of a method for the application of those techniques in this 
phase of the lifecycle and of the results that may be obtained by its application in shoes manufacturing, in 
particular those types where the technical requirements are higher, as it is the cases of certified products like 
“safety” footwear. 
 
Key Words 
Reliability, availability, quality assurance, risk assessment. 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Recently the discipline of Reliability, Availability, Maintainability and Safety (RAMS) techniques has 
changed from the traditional role of predicting reliability to that of involvement with the process of 
verification and validation of production lines and of their products. 
By this way, the application of RAMS techniques in all the phases of the lifecycle of the assets and their 
products should contribute to obtain an amelioration of their quality (in terms of their safety, reliability, 
maintainability and availability) and a decrease of the production costs with a consequent improvement of 
their competitiveness.  
In particular they should allow the achievement of the following main results: 
- improvement of the quality, reliability and safety of the considered asset by the application of a suitable 

quality assurance program during all its design, planning and building phases; 
- demonstration that the asset may be adequately exploited avoiding risks connected with working staff 

security, safety and environment impact; 
- decrease of the production costs by an improvement of the quality of the production lines and of their 

connection and by a correct definition and improvement of the maintenance planning to be applied on 
them involving a more efficient use of existing capacity; 

- make available advanced techniques allowing savings in the production by improving “lean 
manufacturing” and a “just-in-time adaptation” of the production lines to the quick changes of the 
market requests and trends. 
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2.  AN INNOVATIVE SOFTWARE TOOL FOR THE APPLICATION OF RAMS TECHNIQUES 
ON INDUSTRY 

 
In order to obtain the above results, ENEA (an important Italian Research Institute) is promoting, in 

collaboration with some industries, the development of a software tool for the application of RAMS 
techniques in normal industrial field besides the advanced ones (in fact, up to now, their use is limited to 
advanced fields such as nuclear, aerospace, etc. and for risk and safety analysis). 

To this aim it will be constituted by the following main software methods and devices: 
°  a database for the recording of exploitation and test data; 
° methods for the processing of reliability data on their basis;  
° methods for the selection of the components on which maintenance must be applied and for its 

preliminary definition; 
° methods for the system reliability analysis; 
° methods for the application of RAMS techniques as support to quality assurance. 

 
The database is a fundamental device in the application of all the software tool. In fact it must allow 

the achievement of important results such as a feedback of experience and the processing of meaningful and 
personalised reliability data.  

Concerning the experience feedback that may be obtained by the enquiry of the data recorded in it, as 
better explained in the following, it has a fundamental importance in order to improve so the quality of the 
asset taken into consideration as its exploitation especially referring to the maintenance to be applied in such 
phase of the lifecycle. An adequate reliability and/or availability analysis cannot be left apart of the 
availability of meaningful reliability data on the components constituting the system taken into 
consideration; those data may be found in the literature, but this type of data doesn’t take into consideration 
the particular exploitation conditions to which the interested components are submitted with the consequence 
that they don’t allow the obtaining of meaningful results in particular analyses such as maintenance 
improvement or quality assurance. This type of data may be only obtained by the processing of suitable 
exploitation data previously collected on the components or component piece parts constituting the system 
taken into consideration. 

To this aim a database component oriented will be developed. In order to obtain the results mentioned 
above it will be constituted by different files allowing the recording of the following information: 

- univocal identification of the component and of its constituting parts not only in terms of their 
initials but also of their engineering characteristics, normative applied in their planning, building 
and testing, environment and operating conditions; 

- recording of data on the results of possible tests carried-out on the component after its building; 
- recording of information on the failures occurred on each component during its exploitation; 
- recording of information on each maintenance (preventive programmed maintenance or failure 

repair) carried-out on the components so identified. 
The database will be interactively connected with suitable computer programs for the data entry and 

for the enquiry of the recorded data. Concerning the data entry, the set-up program will include the 
possibility so of a transfer of data from other databases as the manual recording by the operators who collect 
the information. The enquiry program will be developed so that the end-user may obtain datasets to be used 
for the reliability data processing or for a direct exploitation feedback on the basis of his necessities: details 
on the subjects will be reported in the following. 

In order to obtain meaningful reliability data starting from the rough data recorded in the database, 
suitable processing methods will be developed. In particular methods based on the classic so as on the 
bayesiam statistics will be set-up so that the processing will be possible also in the case that very few rough 
exploitation data are available. In this frame methods approximating the main statistics functions and 
allowing the processing of each type of reliability data (failure rates, repair times, etc.) will be developed. To 
this aim suitable homogeneous datasets obtained on a particular component type by the enquiry of the 
information recorded in the database (see above) will be used. At last further methods for the statistical 
analysis of imprecisely recorded data will be also set-up: they will meet the need arising from the practical 
observation that real field data very often cannot be precisely recorded; to this aim an original methodology 
linking mathematical statistics with the theory of fuzzy sets will be developed. 
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As better explained in the following, the reliability data so obtained will be used for different 
applications of RAMS techniques such as maintenance definition and improvement, support to quality 
assurance, risk assessment and system reliability analysis, etc. 

 The methods for the system reliability analysis included in the main software tool must allow the 
achievement of the following main results: 

- demonstrate, in the design and planning phase, that the product will surely satisfy requested 
quality and reliability requirements; 

- execution of a suitable safety analysis and risk assessment in order to demonstrate that the 
considered system (installation, equipment, etc.) will surely satisfy the requested requirements in 
terms of security of the operating staff, safety, environment impact, etc; 

- improvement of the maintenance planning at system level by the research of the best maintenance 
configuration corresponding to the minimum management costs and maximum availability. 

In order to obtain those results, two different methods, respectively based on Monte Carlo or analytical 
techniques have been developed. The first type of techniques allow a realistic simulation of the system also 
in presence of failure rates varying in the time and a consequent realistic evaluation of quantities such as 
availability or management costs, etc.: it follows that the code developed on their basis will be the best 
solution to face problems connected with the maintenance improvement. On the contrary the use of 
analytical techniques will allow a best evaluation of reliability: it follows that a code based on the use of 
such a type of techniques will constitute a valid support for the execution of safety and risk assessment or of 
other analyses in which the evaluation of reliability is a critical factor. 

Maintenance is a critical factor in the management of each type of industrial system in consideration 
of its influence on availability, safety and management costs. The introduction of reliability criteria in the 
maintenance definition and improvement may surely contribute to the amelioration of those quantities. To 
this aim, the software tool in reference will include a suitable method allowing the application of innovative 
criteria such as the selection of the only components on which maintenance must be applied on the basis of 
their importance in the system in which they operate and of the time trend of their total failure rate or the 
preliminary definition of the maintenance strategies to be applied on the components so selected on the basis 
of such time trend of the failure rate: by this way many useless and repeated maintenance operations will be 
eliminated with positive effects on the system availability and management costs. Besides, the maintenance 
strategies so defined component by component will be improved at system level by the methods for the 
system reliability analysis in order to find the best maintenance configuration corresponding to the minimum 
of the management costs and maximum availability in the respect of prefixed constraints on safety, 
environment impact, etc 

In fact maintenance must be carried-out on the components constituting a system in order to prevent 
the intervention of systematic failure causes which would surely generate the failure of the component (and 
the consequent increase of their failure rate) in a short time. On this basis it is a non-sense to apply 
preventive maintenance on components only having a decreasing and/or constant failure rate (their failure 
probability would not change after the maintenance execution). On the contrary maintenance must be surely 
applied on components having an increasing trend of the failure rate in their life in order to eliminate, before 
their intervention, the systematic failure causes generating such increase. Equally maintenance must not be 
carried-out on components not important in the system operation in order to avoid useless money 
consumption (in this case the waiting of the component failure and its repair is convenient). It follows that 
the code that will be developed will allow the automatic analysis of the time trend of the total failure rate of 
each component (previously processed by the methods described above on the basis of the exploitation data 
recorded in the database) and of its importance: on this basis the code will allow an automatic selection of 
the only components having an increasing total failure rate and important in the system operation as the only 
ones on which maintenance must be applied. In particular a suspension of the maintenance provided on 
components having only constant failure rate will be advised in order to wait for the time at which it 
becomes increasing because of the intervention of systematic failure causes. Once the components on which 
maintenance must be applied have been so selected, the developed method will allow the definition of the 
maintenance strategies to be applied on them on the basis of the operations necessary to eliminate, before 
their intervention, the systematic failure causes generating the increasing of the total failure rate and of the 
time trend of the correspondent failure rates: the time at which the increasing failure rate calculated for each 
systematic failure cause crosses the constant one corresponding to random failures is advised to apply the 
preventive maintenance operation necessary to eliminate such systematic failure cause. Besides, the code will 
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carry-out a comparison between the costs of each maintenance and of the failures to be avoided by it: such a 
comparison will allow to verify if the execution of maintenance is convenient in comparison with the waiting 
of the failure.  

In order to obtain the results described above, the data recorded in the database will be adequately enquired so 
obtaining a suitable experience feedback and the failure rates calculated for each failure cause (random causes 
included) will be exploited. By this way an innovative FMECA (Failure Mode Effect Cause Analysis) method will be 
developed. 

At last the main software tool will include the method described in details in the following chapter 
allowing the application of RAMS techniques as support to the quality assurance applied on the assets and 
on their products during their planning, building and first exploitation phases.  
 
 
3. THE METHOD FOR THE APPLICATION OF RAMS TECHNIQUES TO QUALITY 

ASSURANCE 
 

In the following figure 1 the main phases of the planning, building and first exploitation of each type 
of item are reported together with their possible interactions with RAMS. 

Usually ISO/CEN standards are applied to draw the specifications of the product to be obtained; 
besides, CAD/CAM tools are followed to plan and manufacture it. In those phases internationally tested 
norms and standards are strictly applied so that a prefixed quality of the product must be guaranteed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The method to be developed must allow the integration of RAMS techniques with those CAD/CAM 
systems: by its systematic application an amelioration of the design of the products, also including an 
adequate definition of trials, should be obtained. The final goal is the integration of RAMS techniques within 
design stages of products which are required to satisfy any technical requisites related to quality, safety, etc. 
Modules, to be considered in the proposed software are: materials requirements, performance requirements, 
design parameters, link with QA system. 

 
CAD tool 

Technical 
specification

ISO, CEN 
standards 

 
In service 
behaviour /User 

 
Manufacturing 
process

RAMs 

RAMs 

Figure 1. Areas of possible application of RAMs techniques
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In fact an adequate planning and building of each type of product cannot be left apart of statistics and 
reliability techniques.  

First of all the design of a product must be “robust”, where “robust design” means the obtaining of 
optimal performance of the product simultaneously with variation in manufacturing and field conditions. To 
this aim requested performance requirements of the product must be singled-out together with the factors 
which allow the achievement of those performances and, consequently, characterise them; the designers 
should specify target values of those factors and their possible tolerances so that the performance of the 
product in the field is not affected by variability in manufacturing or field conditions: suitable 
demonstrations must be carried-out to this aim. Besides, tests must be defined allowing the verification that 
the product has been realised respecting the nominal values of those factors with the consequence that the 
requested performances have been achieved. The execution of the above demonstrations, the interpretation of 
those tests and the verification that requested performances have been achieved necessarily involve the use 
of statistics techniques. 

In any case, the verification that the requested performance requirements have been achieved does not 
guarantee that the product will have a long service life with few failures: traditional efforts of design, 
although necessary for the reasons expressed above, are often not sufficient to achieve both the functional 
performance requirements and a low rate of failures with time. To prevent these failures (i. e., to achieve a 
high reliability of the product), a specific “reliability program” must be applied during all the life-cycle of 
the product with particular reference to its planning and manufacturing. Such reliability program typically 
includes the following activities: setting overall reliability goals, apportionment of the reliability goals, stress 
analysis, identification of critical parts, failure mode and effect analysis, reliability prediction, design review, 
selection of suppliers, control of reliability during manufacturing, reliability testing, failure reporting and 
corrective action system. 

On the basis of what reported above, referring to the design and manufacturing phases (see the part on 
the left of the fig. 1), RAMS techniques should allow the achievement of the following main results: first, an 
“a priori” verification that the target values of the factors characterising the performances of the product and 
the tolerance range around such a target value allow the achievement of those performances; besides, 
activities such as a setting of overall reliability goals, an identification of critical parts, a failure mode and 
effect analysis and a reliability prediction (consisting of an evaluation of the reliability of the product so 
demonstrating that prefixed requirements of the item to be produced will be guaranteed) should be carried-
out in such a phase. To this aim the different methods and devices constituting the main software tool and 
described in the previous paragraph will be exploited: concerning the first results summarised above, the 
statistics methods will be applied; reliability data found in literature (or otherwise) on components similar to 
the ones constituting the item in reference, and the system reliability analysis codes will be used to “predict” 
the reliability and availability of the produced item. If safety requirements must be respected in its utilisation, 
a suitable safety analysis and risk assessment will be also carried-out by those codes during the planning 
phase. 

Once the item has been manufactured, suitable tests will be carried-out on it to verify if the prefixed 
quality and reliability requirements have been achieved. Suitable records will be provided in the database to 
store the results of those tests. Besides, the statistics methods summarised in the previous paragraph will be 
applied to interpret the results of those tests. Tests are usually carried-out on a sample of products of the 
same type in order to achieve the following main types of results: 

- control that prefixed quantities characterising the product are comprised within prefixed limits and 
that the results obtained may be extrapolated to the population that will be brought in the market; 

- demonstrate that prefixed performance requirements may be achieved if the measured values of the 
factors characterising such performances are included within prefixed tolerance ranges; 

- single-out possible failures due to “infant mortality”;  
- evaluate the reliability of the product on the basis of the failures occurred during the tests. 
While good results may be obtained by the tests in the carrying-out of the above controls and in the 

singling-out of defects generating infant mortality, only a preliminary evaluation of the product reliability 
may be obtained by them. 

On the contrary, more realistic results in the field of reliability evaluation may be obtained by a 
systematic recording of the results obtained during the exploitation or use of the product (see part on the 
right of fig.1) and by their interpretation on the basis of a systematic application of the above statistics 
methods (and system reliability analysis codes if the item is a complex system).  
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First of all, only the exploitation of the products allows a complete detection of failures usually known 
as infant mortality and due to defects generated by errors in the planning, inadequacy of the materials or of 
the techniques applied in the manufacturing: in fact, only partial information in the field may be obtained by 
the tests mentioned above. As better explained in the following, from a deep analysis of those failures, 
important suggestions may be obtained on modifications to be introduced into the various phases of the 
production in order to improve the quality and reliability of the obtained product. In such a frame, a 
fundamental importance is assumed by the evaluation of the time variation of the decreasing failure rate in 
the first phase of the exploitation (infant mortality) and by a qualified recording of the exploitation data into 
the database so that meaningful reliability data may be processed on their basis. The analysis of those failure 
rates and of the data recorded in the database (beginning from the information recorded on the techniques 
and materials used and applied in the manufacturing of the product up to the causes and modes of the 
failures) should allow the obtaining of suggestions on modifications to be introduced into the materials and 
into the design parameters in order to improve such a product. Obviously a first information will be obtained 
by its first exploitation but an iterative application of the methodology is advised: to this aim new data 
should be recorded (and successively processed and analysed) on the exploitation of the new product 
obtained after the introduction of those modifications so that the amelioration obtained by their introduction 
will be quantified; in this frame the different values of the failure rates obtained at each new application must 
be compared. The results so progressively obtained will also suggest important modifications to be 
introduced into the testing trials to be applied on the product so that it may be improved before its lunch into 
the market. In fact the presence of only a defect in few items of a stock involves the restitution of all the 
stock with consequent high loss of money.  

Besides, the processing of the exploitation data progressively recorded in the database allows the 
obtaining of realistic reliability data (failure rates, middle time to failure, etc.) on the product obtained and a 
consequent realistic evaluation of its reliability: to this aim the methods for the reliability data processing 
will be exploited together with the system reliability analysis codes if the product is complex and constituted 
by more components. 

A further method will be developed which will allow an automatic use of the methods and devices 
constituting the main software tool in order to obtain the results summarised above in the frame of the 
application of RAMS techniques as support to quality assurance. 

In particular such development will involve: 
- the verification that the available software methods and devices (database, statistics methods, 

methods for the system reliability analysis) constituting the main methodology and described in 
the previous chapter are enough for the achievement of the provided results. If they are not, 
singling-out of further methods that must be developed to this aim and their consequent 
development; 

- an arrangement of the files constituting the database so that it will allow an adequate recording of 
the data necessary for the execution of the analyses described above such as tests interpretation, 
identification of the modifications to be introduced into planning and building of the products in 
order to limit or avoid their infant mortality, and so on; 

- an adequate interface of the existing methods listed above so that their quick and end-user friendly 
application will be possible in order to allow the application of RAMS techniques to quality 
assurance in the terms summarised above; 

- an exact definition of the analyses to be carried-out for such application of RAMS techniques to 
quality assurance and of the procedures to be followed in order to realise the results of those 
analyses (modifications to be introduced into the planning and manufacturing of the product and 
into the constituting materials, etc.). In this frame an integration of those techniques with the 
project systems adopted (CAD/CAM, etc.) will be also developed, providing designers of new 
products a valuable tool which could be considered as a virtual tester. 

 
 

4. APPLICATION EXAMPLE ON SHOES MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY 
 

Once the development of the above method will be completed in the terms described in the previous 
chapter, it will be tested by its application on existing industrial systems. 
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In this frame it will be also applied on safety shoes manufacturing. As said, the sw tool described in 
the present paper is yet in a development phase: it follows the presentation of results on the subject is not yet 
possible. In any case it is interesting to analyse in this paper the results that should be obtained by the 
application of the method subject of the previous chapter also because the manufactory in reference will 
directly take part in its development. 

The final goal to be obtained should be the integration of RAMS techniques with CAD/CAM systems 
applied for shoes and components design in all the stages of such design with particular reference to safety 
shoes (i. e. a particular type of shoes used by workers and subject to European Directive of IPE - Individual 
Protective Equipment): by a systematic application of the method an amelioration of the design of the 
products also including an adequate definition of trials to be carried-out to this aim should be obtained. The 
importance of the use of such a technique relies in the fact that the legal responsibility of  any accident/injury 
to workers is automatically affecting any providing company (footwear maker) in certain cases: so the sale of 
a pair of safety shoes is just the beginning of a process of accepting responsibilities for which no tools are 
available in the market. 

The footwear design process, usually carried out by design specialists, is a complex process of several 
stages which requires detailed knowledge of footwear, both the shoe and the production, and the current 
fashion tendencies. Footwear design understands, apart from developing the design for a shoe, the 
development of the engineering drawings and the selection of the most appropriate last and the definition of 
technical specifications of the final product. The short lifecycle of a product such as a safety shoe (less than 
1 year in-service) and its character of “passive” element of relative low cost and mass produced, makes the 
application of sophisticated techniques such as RAMS quite complex and expansive today. Even more, after 
sales are done, no relevant information of the product feeds-back the manufacturer, once the shoes are “in 
use”. Anyway, in future markets where the “service and functionality” aspects of consumer goods (shoes) 
which have to fulfil very specific technical requirements during their use by consumers, RAMS or an 
evolution of them could support the product control along its lifecycle and a clear added value for the end 
users. 

RAMS concepts are intended to be incorporated inside or close to CAD tools, putting intelligence into 
a product which many times is only checked throughout trial-error processes. 

Referring to the diagram of figure 1, an area where actually lifecycle concepts are not really used is 
the use of the product by the consumer (in-service period, see the part on the right of the diagram), where no 
relevant information goes back to the manufacturer, except specific market complaints due to failure of the 
shoe. In any case, the presence of few defects rising in the first period of the life of a product involves the 
restitution of all the stock in which those few failed shoes were included. Independently of the money losses 
due to such restitution, the presence of those defects has a very negative effect on the image of the producer 
and on the competitiveness of his products. It follows that particular importance is assumed by a continuous 
contact between the producer and the customers so that the first one may take into account information on 
defects and failures found by the second ones, analyse them and introduce suitable modifications (in the 
planning, materials, etc.) and consequently improve his products. In this frame the RAMS techniques, 
applied as described in the previous chapter (see the database and the methods for the reliability data 
processing), could add value to shoes in generals and in particular to safety shoes, during the design-
manufacturing stage (singling-out of the causes of the defects, consequent intervention into the materials, 
manufacturing processes, etc. in order to avoid those defects and to improve the quality of the product).  

Problems caused by inadequate footwear are a significant cause of workplace absenteeism in 
companies. The cause-effect relationship is clear, but it is neither direct nor quantifiable. Although the 
prevention of foot problems and the use of the right footwear is fundamental, there is only one standard 
(UNE 23 087) that deals with safety footwear through impact studies. A few studies, like the “Safety 
footwear against mechanical risks: Guides for the election, use and maintenance” by the Spanish Workplace 
Health and Hygiene Institute (INSHT,) condense scattered information on this type of footwear.  

An additional element which justifies the application of RAMS, is the legal responsibility of the safety 
shoe manufacturer in case of worker accident, as safety shoe is a protective element which has to fulfil the 
functionality for which it was designed and manufactured. In this frame RAMS techniques may be used to 
carry-out suitable safety studies: starting from the singling-out of the failures with consequences to the user 
security that may occur, they should allow the singling-out of the protections or planning devices necessary 
to avoid them. Besides, the failure rates that may be processed on the basis of those occurred failures will 
allow an “a priori” evaluation of the reliability of the product obtained so contributing to its qualification. 
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At last RAMS techniques will also be applied in the terms described in the previous paragraph in order 
to improve the design parameters and their tolerances so that the provided performance requirements are 
achieved.  
 
 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
 

The main features of a method for the systematic use of RAMS techniques as support to quality 
assurance have been described in the previous chapters: it may be applied to each type of product 
contributing to the improvement of its quality and reliability. In particular, the results that may be obtained 
by its application on shoes manufacturing (with particular reference to “safety shoes”) demonstrate how the 
method may contribute not only to improve the quality of the product obtained but also to avoid its failures 
and the consequent risks; to this aim a fundamental importance is assumed by the application of RAMS 
techniques during all the planning and building phases so contributing to the obtaining of a robust design 
and, besides, in the execution of suitable safety and risk analysis also carried-out on the basis of the 
exploitation feedback supplied by the end-users. Obviously such logic may be applied on each type of asset, 
beginning from the products of a manufacturing industry up to each type of plant, installation, etc. 
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ABSTRACT 
Aspect-Oriented Approach to Software Development allows us effectively to effectively extract, evaluate and solve the 
main problem of contemporary tendency in Information Technology (particularly, in an Application Software) –  a 
unification is alternated by a personalization. Increasing customer concerns about Performance, Quality, Reliability and 
Security (PQRS concept) can be satisfied only by symbiosis synergy of adequate models, techniques and tools on all 
stages of the Software lifecycle. We propose original methodology, formal models and simple methods of Software 
Reliability Engineering based on our many years experience of concern separation and aspect orientation in Software 
Development for Specialized Computers, Business Application and Government Institutions.  
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Model Driven Architecture, Formal Foundations, Structure-Algorithmic System 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 

By the late 20th century, two main tendencies of Software Engineering (SE) – extensification and 
unification were alternated by intensification and personalization. The changing reflected on formulation and 
decision of optimization problems. Multi-years experience in SE make us strong supporters of the Aspect-
Oriented Software Development [12, 13] and allowed us to create and use the Customer-Oriented Approach 
(COA) to SE for Reliability (Performance, Quality, Security, Unification, etc.) [19]. The COA combines 
ideas of several directions in SE, requiring global (External-Internal, Behavior-Structure) and local 
(Property-Oriented) separation of concerns (Architecture Alternatives [1], Goal Patterns [2], Process Algebra 
[3, 11], Formal Languages [6, 11], Workflow [4, 14], Exception Handling [17, 21]), Application-Oriented 
Operating Systems [10], and Evolutionary Games [8, 9]). In this article, we limit our Software Reliability 
Engineering by the example of Checkpointing-Recovery System [5, 15, 16, 18, 20] widely accepted by 
developers.  

The Ontology of Software Reliability Engineering specifies External (Functions) and Internal 
(Aspects) any Software Application at different stages of Development by the quadruple of correspondent 
Structure, Behavior, Goal and Resource models and their decomposition (top-down approach). The Ontology 
uses unified Extended Algorithm Algebra Language (XAAL) for separation of Internal Behavior and 
Structure concerns in process of Analysis, Optimization and Synthesis with required or possible degree of 
detailed elaboration for every stage of Software lifecycle (starting from Customer Requirements and Formal 
Specification, and finishing with Deployment and Maintenance). The simple and fast optimization 
techniques make the adaptation of Software Internal Behavior possible in order to compensate restrictions of 
universal operating systems and personalize application properties.  

Aspect-Oriented Approach to Software Reliability Engineering was implemented for dozens of 
Aircraft, Spacecraft and Submarines Navigational Computers, for the Tax Modernization System, for Year 
2K Problem, for Search Engines, and for a Government (including the Personal DSS for a Country 
President). In this time, we are designing Safety Aspect-Oriented Software of the Emergency Loss 
Prevention System (ELPS) for local governments with severe Requirements and Restrictions to Performance, 
Reliability, and Security. The ELPS is based on the Safety Wireless Network for Incident Management.   

The proposed Software Model can specify any complex or simple software system being viewed as 
an object of design, at different stages of design, with the needed level of details Mi (t), i = 1, 2, … , K, in 
which the structure and behavior of the system, the goals and resources of its design are represented, i. e.  

Mi (t) = < MSi (t),  MBi (t),  MGi (t),  MRi (t) >,        i = 1, 2, … , K ,                    (1.1)                     
where MSi (t) – Structure Model, MBi (t) – Behavior Model, MGi (t) – Goal Model, MRi (t) – Resource 
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Model, and t – time. 
In process of design by stages, we accomplish that level of detailing, which allow us to develop the 

documentation needed for design and subsequent production of designed system. If  MBi (t) ,  i = 1, 2, … , K 
,   is a program, all functional and logical operators of which can be structurally interpreted in terms of 
models MSj (t) ,  i <= j <= K , then  Mi (t) ,  i = 1, 2, … , K,  will be called the Structure-Algorithmic System 
(STALS). The process of STALS development is the multistage sequential (in most cases, labor-intensive 
and time-consuming) approximation to the required (needed and sufficient) for implementation level of 
details. For example, in the design process of computer-aided control systems for technological processes the 
stages of feasibility study, technical design and functional coding are executed, in the special computer 
design – the stages of system, algorithmic, logic-functional and technical development, in the applied 
software package design – the stages of requirements, specification, design, programming, and testing.  
 
 

2. SOFTWARE RELIABILITY SYNTHESIS  
 

By the Software Reliability Synthesis Model of STALS we shall name the formal specification of 
the software for realization of the designed system’s external (functions) and internal (aspects) behavior 
containing information sufficient for the functionally equivalent additions to and transformations of the 
specification with the purpose to control reliability parameters of the system, i. e. sufficient for Formal 
Software Reliability Synthesis. As Reliability Synthesis Model of Structure-Algorithmic System, we shall 
use the submodel < MRSS, MRSB > of the model < MS, MB >, where MRSS – the Model for Reliability 
Synthesis of Structure, MRSS is a part of MS, and MRSB – the Model for Reliability Synthesis of Behavior, 
MRSB is a part of MB.  

Because, eventually the goal of Reliability Synthesis of control components and systems consists of 
giving the detecting and correcting features to the object functioning in real-time scale, we therefore can 
execute Reliability Synthesis to fit the MRSB, making the corresponding additions to and transformations of 
MRSS. In doing so, the working hypothesis is the statement that the level of abstraction can be chosen in 
such way that to every operator (logical condition) we can set in accordance with the structure component 
realizing this operator (logical condition).  

We shall add to and (or) transform of MRSB by governing relationships of the form: 
 

                            Α1 = Α2,                                                                       (2.1) 
 
where Α1 – an arbitrary Reliability Design Component (any operator or logical condition out of MRSB, any 
syntactically correct, i. e. canonically represented, part of MRSB, or the complete MRSB), and Α2 – an 
algorithm functionally equivalent to Α1, except that Α1 and Α2 vary in their detecting and correcting 
properties, or in probabilities of correct execution, or in levels of other particular parameter of the quality or 
cost.  

Let P (Α1)  ≠  P (Α2), where P (Α1) – a reliability parameter (in this case – the probability of correct 
execution) of Α1, and P (Α2) – a similar reliability parameter of Α2. In the majority of practically interesting 
cases of Reliability Synthesis P (Α1)  ‹  P (Α2), and the alternatives when P (Α1)  ›  P (Α2), can result from 
the Design for Reliability of objects with natural redundancy (for example, in process of Design for 
Reliability of the STALS, realizing on the basis of heterogeneous or homogeneous computer networks [5, 
14, 16]). Other quality parameters (timeliness, accuracy, etc.) and a cost of Α1 and Α2 can be different, but 
sometime can be the same. By the Formal Reliability Synthesis of programs, we shall name the sequence 
(may be one-component) functional equivalent additions to and (or) transformations of MRSB by the 
governing relationships of the form (2.1).  

For initial illustration of XAAL, a simple example may be useful. The exception handling pseudo 
code is from [17]: 

A = a3(a2(A1*a1(A2 V E) V A2) V A3*a4(a2(A1*a1(A2 V E) V A2) V E)), 
where A1 ::= call a local handler;  A2 ::= go to a higher (action) level handling; 
A3 ::= local error detection; a1 = 1, if “not handled”, else a1 = 0 
a2 = 1, if “local handler exist”, else a2 = 0 
a3 = 1, if  “exception is propagated from the component”, else a3 = 0 
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a4 = 1, if “exception is raised (error has been found)”, else a4 = 0  
or 

A = a3(A4 V A3*a4(A4 V E)), 
where A3 ::= local error detection; 
a3 = 1, if  “exception is propagated from the component”, else a3 = 0 
a4 = 1, if “exception is raised (error has been found)”, else a4 = 0 

A4 ::= a2(A1*a1(A2 V E) V A2), 
where A1 ::= call a local handler; A2 ::= go to a higher (action) level handling; 
a1 = 1, if “not handled”, else a1 = 0 
a2 = 1, if “local handler exists”, else a2 = 0 

The methodology of Formal Reliability Synthesis of Algorithms can be illustrated by an application 
example of the very common governing relationship:  

          A = ν{ K }· A ·ω{ π( E V K ·ν{ K })· A } ,                                        ( 2.2 ) 
where A – an arbitrary Component of the Design for Reliability, K – a restoration operator, 
ν – a logical condition “The realization of A is capable to work”, defined thus: 

  ν = 1 , if the realization of A is capable to work,   ν = 0 otherwise; 
ω – a logical condition “A executed correctly”,   
π – a logical condition “Malfunction”, defined in the same way as ν.  

It is known (for example, [7]) that nearly 90 % of computer errors are the input/output errors and 
nearly 90% of computer failures require halt/reboot activity. It corresponds universally recognized but not 
generally accepted concept of pre-operational testing and diagnosis and post-operational detecting and 
correcting. Let us notice that an operator K is, in general, complex operator representing, for example, the 
next sequence of operators K = K1 · K2 · K3 , where K1 – a procedure for search of an inoperative 
components in realization of A, K2 – a procedure for restoration of capability to work of the A realization, 
K3 – a procedure for testing of capability to work of the A realization.  

In different computer systems, most often the procedure K3 is realized by a hardware or hardware-
software composition, the procedure K1 – by a software, and the procedure K2 – by a peopleware. In 
essence, implementation of governing relationship (2.2) implies the next. Before an execution of A, the 
testing of capability of it is performed. If the A realization is capable, then operator A is executed, otherwise 
operator K has been executed until the capability of the A realization is completely restored, and then the A 
is executed.  

After execution of the A, the checking of correctness of its execution is performed. If the A was 
executed correctly, then in accordance with MRSB, an execution of next operator or checking of next logical 
condition is initiated. If the A is executed improperly, then a cause of its improper execution is clarified – 
“malfunction” or “fault”. In case of malfunction, the execution of operator A is repeated, and in case of fault, 
the operator K is executed until the capability of the A realization is completely restored, and then operator A 
is executed. After the repeated execution of A, again the checking of its correct execution is performed. If A 
is correctly executed, then in accordance with MRSB, an execution of next operator or checking of next 
logical condition is initiated, and so forth.  

Because different realization variants of ν, ω, π and K are feasible, the selection problem of the best 
their combination (optimization problem) for certain set of components of the Design for Reliability is 
complex and labor consuming (especially, taking the fixing a set of detecting and correcting means for one 
component restricts the selection of corresponding means for other components into account). However, in 
design of a data processing and management information systems on the base of unified computers and 
peripherals, and also in design of software packages for universal computers, we are forced to use the 
finished means of realization of ν, ω and π under restricted and regulated options of realization of K more 
frequently. Because of this, in the majority of cases we don’t need to use all options presented with 
realization of the governing relationship (2.2), and in process of Formal Reliability Synthesis of Algorithms 
we can use more simple governing relations, which are specific cases of relationship (2.2). One such formal 
technique to obtain these relationships is fixation of corresponding Boolean variables ν, ω and π identically 
equal to 1 (i. e., a fixation of the identical truth of corresponding logical conditions).  

Under the condition that ν = 1, we obtain 
A = A ·ω{ π( E V K ·)· A } .                                                 (2.3) 

Under the condition that  ω = 1, we obtain 
A = ν{ K }· A .                                                              (2.4)   
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Under the condition that  π = 1, we obtain  
A = ν{ K }· A ·ω{ A } .                                                       (2.5)  

Under the condition that  (ν = 1) &  (ω = 1) , we obtain  
A = A,                                                                       (2.6)  

which is degenerate, i. e. its application means that no detecting and correcting features are conferred to the 
operator A .  

Under the condition that  (ν = 1) &  (π = 1) , we obtain  
A = A ·ω{ A } ,                                                               (2.7)  

Under the condition that  (ω = 1) &  (π = 1) , we obtain the governing relationship ( 2.4 ), and under 
the condition that (ν = 1) &  (ω = 1)  &  (π = 1)  – the relationship ( 2.6 ). 

It is obvious that the governing relationship ( 2.3 ) is applied in the case when kA >> P ( Α ) (here, 
kA – availability coefficient of the A realization), the governing relationship ( 2.4 ) is applied in the case 
when kA << P ( Α ), etc. 
 

3. SOFTWARE RELIABILITY ANALYSIS 
 

In XAAL, the sequential execution of operators (any units of action) A1, A2, … , AN corresponds to 
the multiplying of these operators: 

A = A1 * A2 * … * AN.                                                          (3.1) 
Let us assume that PA (TA), PA1 (TA1), PA2 (TA2), … , PAN (TAN) – the correct execution 

probabilities of the operators A, A1, A2, … , AN in the execution times T, T1, T2, … , TN respectively. It is 
obvious that 

PA (TA) = [i = 1, N] Π PAi (Tai),                                                 (3.2) 
and  

TA = [i = 1, N] Σ Tai.                                                           (3.3) 
For simplicity of the program execution reliability analysis, we use the generalized (canonical) a-

disjunction operation instead of a-disjunction operation. The result A of its application to ordered operator 
sequence A1, A2, … , AN takes the form 

A = a1(A1 V a2(A2 V … V a[N-1](A[N-1] V A[N])) … ) ,                           (3.4) 
where a1, a2, … , a[N-1] – logical conditions.  

Let us assume that pai = Probability (ai = true). Then, supposing that logic conditions are checked 
momentarily and absolutely reliably, the correct execution probability of the disjunctive canonical program 
specified by the expression (3.4) is defined by formula 

PA (TA) = [i = 1, N] Σ pai * PAi (TAi) + (1 – pa[N-1]) * PAN (TAN),                    (3.5)  
where  

TA = [I = 1, N] Σ pai * TAi + (1 – pa[N-1]) *TAN.                                     (3.6) 
The expression 

B = a{ A }                                                                        (3.7) 
means that the operator B is the result of the a-iteration operation to the operator A.  

The correct execution probability of the operator B is defined by the formula 
PB (TB) = pa / (1 – (1 –pa) * PA (TA),                                              (3.8)  

where  
TB = ((1 – pa) / pa) * TA.                                                          (3.9) 

If operators A1, A2, … , AN are executed in parallel the case may be noted  
A = [A1, A2, … , AN]  ,                                                         (3.10) 

and we can use the formulas 
PA (TA) = [i = 1, N] Π PAi (TAi),                                                   (3.11) 
TA = max (TA1, TA2, … , TAN).                                                    (3.12) 

Because for modeling any program execution, it is enough to use operators (3.1), (3.4), (3.7) and 
(3.10), the probabilities of program correct execution and execution times can be evaluated by formulas 
(3.2), (3.3), (3.5), (3.6), (3.8), (3.9), (3.11) and (3.12).  

We are reminded that the Aspect-Oriented Approach allows us separately develop External and 
Internal Behavior of Software. In context of Design for Reliability, the External Behavior executes 
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functional data processing without taking into account the natural (unpremeditated) errors, malfunctions, 
faults, conflicts, etc., and the Internal Behavior realizes aspect data processing tolerated the program 
execution to conditions of above-mentioned interferences. In context of a Design for Security, the Internal 
Behavior realizes aspect data processing tolerated an access to and execution of programs to conditions of 
artificial (premeditated) interferences, without intervention in External Behavior.  

The common property for Design for Reliability and Design for Security is redundancy, which can 
be shared between them only in exceptional situations. It is why resources for Reliability and for Security 
must be separated in majority cases.  

The next technique of automated correction of Software execution uses the functional redundancy 
approach. Suppose some functional equivalent programs for the same A problem processing are ordered with 
accordance to their priority: A1, A2, … , AN. Suppose further that ν1, v2, … , vN – the conditions of 
potential possibility for correct execution (availability) of A1, A2, … , AN , correspondently. Formally, we 
can write 

A =  ν1(A1 V v2(A2 V … V vN(AN V W)) … ) ,                                 (3.13) 
where W – the signal about the potential impossibility for correct execution of A.  

A probability of correct execution of A is 
                          PA (TA) = [I = 1, N] Σ kAi * Pai (TAi) * [l = 1, N; l ≠ i ] Π (1 – kAl),  
where  
                                     T = [I = 1, N] Σ kAi ([l = 1, N; l ≠ i ] Π (1 – kAl)) TAi ,         

The availability levels kAi , i = 1, 2, … , N , are calculated by traditional structured reliability 
techniques.  

Example. The program SK with structure (hardware) error detection and behavior (software) 
execution correction (aspect K) looks like  

SK = S * φ(K * ε(S V W) V E),                                                   (3.14)  
where S – the functional equivalent of SK, but without detection and correction; φ – the logical 

condition of error detection in process of S execution; ε -- the logical condition of data renewal for S 
repetition; K – the correction code (aspect):     K = A * α( β{BC} χ( δ(F V D) V D) V F) ,  

where A – addition of the number of malfunctions to the malfunction counter, B – address forming for 
the type malfunction counter, C – increment of the type malfunction counter, D – restoration of data for 
functional code (in our case, for S program), F – transfer of control to emergency diagnostics, α -- logical 
condition “common number of malfunctions less than N”, β -- “the number of given type malfunctions has 
been counted”, χ -- “the current and foregoing malfunctions occurred in the same point of functional code”, 
and δ -- “the current and foregoing malfunctions have the same type”.  

Let us calculate change of the mean time and correct execution probability of S, realized by 
technique (3.14), if we know that TS = 100 sec., and PS (100) = 0.9. Also, PA (TA = 2 sec.) = 0.999, PB (2) 
= 0.999, PC (1) = 0.9995, PD (5) = 0.99, PF (2) = 0.999, pα = 0.8, pβ = 0.5, pχ = 0.1, and pδ = 0.1. First, we 
calculated, that TK = 8.776 sec., and PK (8.776) = 0.9896. Then, with help of (3.14): TSK = 110.8 sec., and 
P SK = 0.989. Thus, the mean time of functional program S execution, after addition the error detection and 
correction of aspect code, increased less than 11%, but the error probability decreased approximately 9 
times.       

Consideration is being given to the case, when the governing relationships being used in the 
Reliability Synthesis of the STALS are special cases of the relationship 

A = φ{ K } A ω{ π( L V K ) A } ,                                                 (3.15) 
where A – a component of the Design for Reliability [1], with τA (the execution time of A) – a random value 
with the distribution function FA(t), and the A execution process is accompanied by the Poisson stream of 
malfunctions with the intensity Λm and Poisson stream of faults with the intensity Λf; L – the operator of 
restoration of conditions sufficient for repeating of A after a supposed malfunction; ΤL (the execution time 
of L) – the random value with the distribution function: 

FL (t) = FLm\f (t) , if a malfunction happened, but a fault did not, 
FL (t) = FLf (t), if a fault happened, and FL (t) = FLmf (t) in all other cases. 
K – the operator of restoration of conditions sufficient for repeating of A after a supposed fault; 
ΤK (the execution time of K) – the random value with the distribution function: 

FK (t) = FKm\f (t) , if a fault happened,  
FK (t) = FKf (t), if a malfunction happened, but a fault did not and 
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FK (t) = FKmf (t) in all other cases; 
φ – the logical condition “realization of A is capable of working”;  
τφ (φ testing time) – a random value with the distribution function Fφ (t), 
Pφ1 – the probability of a first type mistake (i. e., the probability of mistaken verification of a capacity for 
work of A realization),  
Pφ2 – the probability of a second type mistake (i. e., the probability of mistaken verification of a unable to 
work of A realization),  
ω – the logical condition “A execution is correct”,  
τω -- the random value with the distribution function Fω(t), 
Pω1 – the probability of a first type mistake (i. e., the probability of mistaken verification of a correct 
execution of A realization),  
Pω2 – the probability of a second type mistake (i. e., the probability of mistaken verification of a incorrect 
execution of A realization), 
π – the logical condition “a malfunction is the cause of error”, 
Pπ1 and Pπ2 – the probabilities of corresponding mistakes of the first and second type (i. e., the probability 
of mistaken verification of a malfunction or fault). 

The state of SAS at the instant t is a pair (X(t), Y(t)), where 
X(t) Є {-1, 0, 1},    Y(t) Є { A, L, K, φ, ω, π, S, F }. 

X(t) – the parameter, characterized the Structure State of SAS and specified as follows: 
X(t) = -1 , if in the instant t  A realization is unable to work, 
X(t) = 0 , if at the last A execution, preceded the instant t, a malfunction happened, but a fault did not, X(t) = 
1 in all other cases; 

Y (t) – the parameter, characterizing the Algorithmic State of SAS and specifying by a operator 
(logical condition) execution (testing) in the instant t, and S (F) – an arbitrary component of the Design for 
Reliability, an ending (beginning) of its execution is interpreted as the beginning (ending) of execution of the 
right side of the relationship ( 1 ). 

The computational formulas are obtained for determination of the distribution function, mean time 
and dispersion of the execution time of the right side of relationship ( 1 ) and the probability of its correct 
execution in a given time. The application package is proposed for a statistical modeling of the STALS with 
purpose of a time-probability parameter estimation and optimization model stability testing. 

 

4. SOFTWARE RELIABILITY OPTIMIZATION 
 

Analysis of the accumulated experience in formulation and solution of optimization problems in 
design of algorithms and programs for computerized control and data processing systems can be useful for 
elaboration of profitable approach to formulation and solution of the appropriate optimization problems in 
conditions of a computer-aided design. Developers and customers of a developing object pursue the next 
prime (to a large degree, contradictory) goals.    

1. A customer takes an interest to obtain the optimal in some a sense control system. This is most 
commonly done by specifying one or more quality parameters (efficiency, performance, etc.) of the design 
object for setting up an optimization problem. As this takes place, a certain amount of design resources 
identified with the design object can be expressed by the generalized cost criterion of manufacturing, 
operation and evolution of the object. In each specific case, this criterion can have one or another 
interpretation, for example it can characterize the realization complexity, volume of r/w memory, overall 
dimensions, energy consumed by the control system, number and skill of maintenance personnel. The 
identical with those problems, aimed at optimization of a design object, will be named the Design Object 
Optimization (Optimization Design).  

2. Developers and customers of a control system take an interest to the Design Process Optimization. 
The interests of developers and customers coincide in an attempt to increase the productivity of a Computer-
Aided Design System: a developer endeavors to timely meet contractual obligations to create a control 
system, and a customer – to timely obtain a capable to work system complete with operational 
documentation. However, a customer is less interested in the generalized cost of the design system (although 
the design cost may reflect on the project price) than a developer. At the same time, the quality parameters of 
a project documentation (especially, its validity) are the governing factors for a customer, because poor 
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project quality manifests itself in the time of operation in the most unexpected and undesirable form. Notice 
that the pace of a moral aging of methods and means for control of technological and business processes are 
ahead of the pace of control system development.  

3. Neither the Design Object Optimization, nor the Design Process Optimization results the 
potentially possible effect of control automation without rational richness of control systems by models, 
algorithms, software and hardware for the Control Optimization. The realization volume of Control 
Optimization methods immediately not only causes on cost parameters of Control Systems, but it also 
influences on cost parameters of their Design Process. The interrelation between the realization volume of 
Control Optimization and many of quality parameters of Design and Control Systems is also obvious. 

To partly illustrate the foregoing, let us cite one example of decision of Design Problem 
Optimization. The object of Design Problem Optimization is the algorithm of single execution of the control 
program 

B = [A0, A4] α5{ α1( A1 V α2( A2 V α3( A3 V E )))} A5 . 
(Interpretation of functional operators and logical conditions of the algorithm are contained in [18]. There is 
also more information about the XAAL.) 

It needs to minimize the average time of the algorithm B execution under condition that a probability 
of its correct execution is no less than 0.995. The required accuracy of the problem solution is five decimal 
places. The initial data (the durations and correct execution probabilities of functional operators A0, A1, A2, 
A3, A4 and A5, true probabilities of logical conditions α1, α2, α3 and α5): 
t0 = 0.01 min.,             t1 = 1 min.,             t2 = 1 min.,  
t3 = 5.00 min.,             t4 = 0.001 min.,       t5 = 0.001  min., 
P0 = 0.999,                  P1 = 0.900,             P2 = 0.950,  
P3 = 0.950,                  P4 = 0.999,             P5 = 0.999, 

p1 = 0.800,       p2 = 0.150,       p3 = 0.999,     p5 = 0.100. 
For organization of error detection and correction of the system’s internal behavior, in efforts to 

enhance its reliability, we apply the next governing relationship 
Ai = Ai ωi(E V Ai ωi(E V ... Ai ωi(E V Ai)) ... ) , 
                                                                   ------- 

                                                                  Xi 
where ωi – logical condition of correct execution of the functional operator Ai, E – the identical operator. 

Let us presume  

Pi (Xis) >= 0.99999 ,      i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 ,     (s – sufficient) 
and calculate the vector of sufficient conditions for accomplishment of required reliability level: 

Xs = (1, 4, 3, 3, 1, 1). 
Algorithm B is a linear regular algorithm of the form 

B = L1 L2 L3 , 
where  

                                   L1 = [ A0, A4 ] ; 
                                   L2 = α5{ α1( A1 V α2( A2 V α3( A3 V E ))) } ; 
                                   L3 = L5 . 

The sufficient conditions for algorithms L1, L2 and L3:  
PL1 (XL1) >= 0.9983 ,   PL2 (XL2) >= 0.9983 ,          PL3 (XL3) >= 0.9983 . 

Let us test the conditions:  
PL1 (0) = P0 · P4 = 0.999 · 0.999 = 0.998 ; 

PL2 (0) = p5 / (1 - (1 – p5) (λ1·P1 + λ2·P2 + λ3·P3 + λ4·1)) = 
= 0.1 / (1 – 0.9(0.8·0.9 + 0.03·0.95 + 0.1698·0.95 + 0.00017)) = 

= 0.5525 ; 
PL3 (0) = P5 = 0.999 . 

Thus, only the algorithm  L3 = A5  meets the sufficient conditions, and because of this we can set  
X5 = 0 . Based on the known value of Xs, we select the initial values of the vector XL1, X0 = 1 and X4 = 1, 
i. e. XL1(0) = ( 1, 1 ). We solve the optimization problem for corresponding parallel algorithm by the 
coordinate hauling down technique starting from the sufficient value location  

X0 = 0   and   X4 = 1 ,  i. e.  X L1 = ( 0, 1 ). 
Now, let us define the accomplished probability of correct execution of algorithm L1: 
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PL1 (XL1) = P0 ( 1 – ( 1 – P4)**2 = 
= 0.999 ( 1 – ( 1 – 0.999)**2 ) = 0.99899 

and refine the sufficient conditions for algorithm L2:  
PL2 (XL2) >= P0 / ( PL3 (XL3) · PL1 (XL1) = 

= 0.995 / ( 0.999 · 0.99899 ) = 0.997. 
Algorithm L2 is iterative regular algorithm 

L2 = α5{ C } , 
where  

C = α1( A1 V α2( A2 V α3( A3 V E ))) , 
And based on this, we can define the restriction for algorithm C: 

PC (XC) >= ( PL2 (XL2) + q5 – 1 ) / ( PL2 (XL2) · q5 ) = 
= ( 0.997 + 0.9 – 1 ) / ( 0.997 + 0.9 ) = 0.99967 .  

After solution of optimization problem for the corresponding disjunctive regular algorithm, we obtain:  
x1 = 3,  x2 = 1,  x3 = 2,     i. e.   XL2 = ( 3, 1, 2 ). 

Thus, the necessary and sufficient conditions for optimal ensuring of the required reliability level of 
the algorithm B are: 

x0 = 0,  x1 = 3,  x2 = 1,  x3 = 2,  x4 = 1  and  x5 = 0, 
i. e .  X = ( 0, 3, 1, 2, 1, 0 ). 

After Reliability Synthesis, the control program takes the form:  
D = (α0 V α4){ [ A0, A4 · ω4( E V A4 ) ] · α5{ α1( A1 · ω1( E V  

A1 · ω1( E V A1 · ω1( E V A1 ))) V α2(A2 · ω2( E V A2 ) V  
α3(A3 · ω3( E V A3 · α3( E V A3 ))) V E ))) } A5 } . 

Appraising the average time of single execution of the control program before and after an 
optimization, we obtain correspondently: 

tB (0) = 15.123 min.   and   tB (X) = 16.002 min. 
Thus, we met required reliability level by an increase the average time of the algorithm execution less 

than 6 %. 
The problems of optimization for business automation and data processing specified by the XAAL 

are being solved for a variety of criteria. The most frequently used parameters are a time of algorithm 
execution, probability of correct execution, complexity, and price. Any from these parameters (and also the 
number of functional operator types) may be selected as the goal function F, and other parameters must fit 
the restrictions. We developed different techniques for the Software Aspect Optimization problem based on 
the Branch and Bound, Convex-Programming and Dynamic Programming Methods. 
 
 
5. CONCLUTIONS  
 

On base of the Aspect-Oriented Approach to Software Engineering, we developed and implemented 
the common methodology and set of techniques for Optimal Enhancement of Software Reliability. The 
techniques use unified for all stages of Software Development Extended Algorithm Algebra Language, 
simple probability models of Reliability Analysis, formal methods of Reliability Synthesis and effective 
methods of Reliability Optimization. The next step of this R&D is Aspect-Oriented Software Development 
for the Adaptive External (Market Intelligence) and Internal (Conflict Resolution) Corporate Governance, for 
the Decision Support Systems of City Governments in emergency situation, for Reliability and Security 
Optimization. 
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ABSTRACT. The article describes the problems and solutions in the field of safety enhancement in emergency 
situations of the complex urban agglomerations and analyses of  the most actual problem for all metropolises and 
megalopolises – terrorism, proposing the rational models and techniques of counterterrorism strategy, based on 
knowledge and experience.     
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Terrorism threats and terrorist activities became the most important factors of people troubles and 
government care ahead of traditional risk factors of nature, economic and technological characters. We are in 
need of tools and resources for engineering and management of safety in emergency situations for big cities 
in the most economically attractive way. The conceptions of Trust and Risk are at the focus of our attention. 

“Terrorism threatens us deeply because it puts into question our ordinary lives and the trust we need 
to conduct them. … Sociologists sometimes say that trust is the glue that holds society together. … You 
could say that terrorism poisons the social glue, inspiring fear that it just won’t stick any longer. When you 
stop to think about it, terrorists could operate nearly anywhere. A taxi? Didn’t one of those hijackers work 
for a while as a taxi driver? Your cup of tea? Who had access to the water used to make it? That polite young 
man at the Xerox machine? He might be making false documents to support somebody who wants to launch 
another attack.” [14]  

In the first part of the article we describe the problems and decisions in the field of safety 
enhancement in emergency situations for one of the complex urban agglomerations – Washington, the capital 
of the United States of America, the country located between two choppy oceans, achieved technological 
peaks, abused human possibilities, and attracted attention of terrorists.  The second part of article analyzes 
the most actual for all metropolises [22] and megalopolises problem – terrorism, proposes the most rational 
models and techniques of counterterrorism strategy, based on experience and common sense.    

There are known three kinds of Trust [13]: 1) Strategic Trust – trust that the organization is doing the 
right things (goal and strategies), 2) Organizational Trust – trust in the way things are being done (processes 
and decision making), 3) Personal Trust – trust in the people leading the organization (trust in you, trust in 
them). Analysis of these three kinds of trust shows us that we have a Goal, Behavior (strategies, processes, 
and decision making), and a Structure (you and them), but that we have not yet a Resource model. This 
means we cannot formulate and decide problems of Trust Engineering not only optimally, or even rationally. 
In a similar manner, we have the same incompleteness in Risk Management.  

Big cities – big troubles. Not only for regular people, but also for businesses. On November 26, 
2002, President Bush signed into law The Terrorism Risk Insurance Act of 2002 (TRIA). The primary 
objective of the TRIA is to mainly ensure the availability of commercial property and casualty insurance 
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coverage for losses resulting from acts of terrorism. The TRIA will also allow for a transitional period for the 
private markets to regain stability, resume pricing and build capability to absorb damages in the future. But 
companies at risk of a terrorist attack are rejecting the expensive premiums sought by insurers for required 
coverage, sending a signal that TRIA could fail to meet its targets. Several high-risk groups have recently 
rejected the TRIA policies because the quotes were either too expensive or they felt they would be able to 
negotiate with rival insurers.  

We propose the original decision of the problem using Anti-Terrorism Engineering and Management 
Approach (ATEMA), which is the part of Trust Engineering and Risk Management (TERM) approach and 
framework. The ATEMA problems, in contrast to more regular and traditional TERM problems, are 
characterized by the lack of understanding a terrorist processes, imperfect investigation of terrorist events, 
and not sufficiently developed models of decision making for loss prevention. Furthermore, the factor 
priorities are cardinally different. In this case, the immigration policies and technologies have become the 
subjects of care and study.  

There are three major areas in which changes in immigration policies and technologies may be able 
to counter future terrorist threats: visa issuance and entry inspections, border controls, and interior 
enforcement. Of course, in considering the problems highlighted by the terrorist attacks, and the options to 
head off future attack, it is important to reach a trade off between enhanced security and reliability of safety 
procedures and privacy and liberty in Open Society.   

The objects of our research and development are safety problems and procedures of megalopolis and 
metropolis citizens, partly based on one author experience in terrorism investigation and the Loss Prevention 
Program creation for Washington, DC Government, and on second author experience in cyber crime 
prevention technologies for governmental and corporate customers.  

In the procedural direction, we can investigate the real world problems of criminal activities, which 
can help terrorists and threat citizens of megalopolises and metropolises, on base of mournful experience of 
New York City, District of Columbia, Tokyo, London, Moscow, and other big cities of the World. We must 
concentrate our attention on fact and document falsification as one of the major factor of terrorism oriented 
frauds, provide the most typical case studies (personal and corporate identity thefts, criminal placement in 
banks and businesses), and propose recommendations and procedures of fraud prevention and detection 
based on optimal or rational use the available resources and restricted time. In the technological direction, we 
can analyze, compare and recommend devices, systems and technologies of document control and fraud 
detection for government and businesses, propose methodology of multicriteria selection of appropriate 
equipment, services and its vendors, and direct the way to improvements in the techniques and technologies. 
In a general way, we must propose models and tools of resources trade off between procedures and 
technologies of Safety Enhancement and Loss Prevention for citizens, businesses and governments of 
metropolises and megalopolises.  

A Loss Prevention Program (LPP) have been developed for prevention and elimination of human 
suffering, life and resource loss of the District of Columbia government, officers and employees in process of 
disaster events and emergency situations. Our problems were close, but no similar to problems of the District 
Response Plan (DRP) [10]: “The DRP provides a new framework for District Government entities to respond 
to public emergencies in the metropolitan Washington area. The DRP provides a unified structure for District 
emergency response operations to ensure a coordinated and effective operation. The plan describes how 
District agencies will work collaboratively within the District and with our regional and federal partners. The 
ultimate goal is to protect the public and respond efficiently and effectively to significant incidents that 
threaten life, property, public safety, and the environment in the District of Columbia.” 

If the DPR has orientation toward the external goals and behavior of DC Government, the LPP was 
directed toward the internal goals of DC Government, in particular to protect own officers and employees, 
structure and behavior in emergency situations. Therefore, the first steps of the LPP development were 
concentrated in the next areas: 

1. Reasons why the LPC is needed and what must be developed – employee motivation to participate 
in the LPC development and collaborate with the LPC developers. 

2. Efficient goal decomposition on personal and team objectives for effective loss prevention and 
limitation directed to create a safe working environment ready for disaster events and emergency situations.  

3. Complete (all functions and all employees) emergency responsibility distribution between all 
levels of job executors with rational redundancy for the LPP reliability.  
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4. Communication with and between top managers for information and knowledge feedback oriented 
on the LPP correction and adaptation with accordance with DC Government goals, it employee 
responsibilities, real circumstances and accessible resources. 
 

MOTIVATION. DC Government managers, officers and other employees are motivated, like all others 
members of the human species, by species-wide needs for food, etc.; needs for safety, protection, and care; 
needs for gregariousness and for affection-and-love relations; needs for respect, standing, and status, with 
consequent self-respect; and by need for self-actualization or self-fulfillment of the idiosyncratic and species-
wide potentialities of the individual person [18]. In emergency situations everything looks less important 
than safety and everybody may be characterized as living almost for safety alone.  

 
SAFETY RULES & PROCEDURES. The common safety rules and procedures in emergency situations 

are inherited from normal situations, but must be reengineered for emergency because obvious restrictions in 
accessible resources and limited time for making decisions. These rules and procedures will be analyzed in 
context of forecasting (modeling) emergency events and situations and modified for real emergency 
conditions. Following DRP definition, during the normal situations (Normal Operations) DC agencies, 
divisions, managers, officers and employees “should be engaging in preparedness, training, and exercise 
activities to ensure continual readiness.” [10]  

 
EMERGENCY RULES & PROCEDURES. The special safety rules and procedures in emergency 

situations must be created and developed on the base of world experience and DC peculiarity as a capitol of 
the USA. In this case, we need to take into account the next three operation levels of emergency proposed by 
the DPR: Operation Level 1 – a monitoring phase triggered by the potential threats for life, property, or the 
environment; Operation Level 2 – a partial activation of the CMT triggered by highly probable hazardous 
conditions and a strong potential for property damage and loss of life; Operation Level 3 – a full activation 
of the CMT triggered by extremely hazardous conditions that are imminent or occurring.  
 

MONITORING & INSPECTIONS. Following to the Federal Response Plan (FRP) [12], the DC has 
identified 15 Emergency Support Functions (ESF) as the priorities of emergency preparedness and loss 
prevention. These functions are our guiding lines for internal monitoring and for external inspections. Of 
course, the priorities must be established with taking into attention the DC peculiarity as a capitol of US and 
operation level of emergency. Also, we reserve the right to extend or (and) modify the ESF list:  

 
 1. Transportation                                                       2. Communications 
 3. Public Works and Engineering                             4. Firefighting 
 5. Information and Planning                                     6. Mass Care 
 7. Resource Support                                                  8. Health and Medical Services 
 9. Urban Search and Rescue                                   10. Hazardous Materials 
11. Food                               12. Energy                           
13. Law Enforcement 
14. Media Relations and Community Outreach 
15. Donations and Volunteer Management 

 
According to a vulnerability assessment of the District, there are five major categories of hazards 

that may pose a threat to the District: 1) Natural Hazard – sever weather, hurricanes, tornadoes, flooding, or 
earthquakes; 2) Infrastructure Disruptions – utility and power failures, water supply failures, critical resource 
shortages, or exploding manhole covers; 3) Human-caused Events and Hazards – urban fires, special events, 
civil disorder, or transportation accidents; 4) Technological Hazards – hazardous materials, radiological, 
biological, or computer-related incidents; and 5) Terrorist Incidents – bomb threads, sabotage, hijacking, or 
armed insurrection, which threaten life or property. Terrorist attacks can also be conduits through which 
biological, chemical, and radiological agents can be employed.  
 

REPORTING, INVESTIGATION, ANALYSIS & CORRECTION. All accidents and injuries must 
be reported immediately. Very important part of this activity is the performance management in conditions of 
emergency. The traditional performance management [1] is the systematic process of: planning work and 
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setting expectations, continually monitoring performance, developing the capacity to perform, periodically 
rating performance, and rewarding good performance. This systematic process is never happened in real life 
and even in a no-emergency case is subject to mistakes, malfunctions, and failures. The performance 
management becomes especially difficult in emergency cases, but composition of Trust Engineering and 
Risk Management means does the problem solvable.    
 

TRAINING & CONSULTING. Training and consulting are important components of the loss 
prevention and control process. Their importance cannot be overestimated. The training course must cover 
the basics of emergency management, the role of your department and your personal possibilities and 
responsibilities in case of emergency events and in process of emergency situation. Therefore, as you study 
our course and participate in training, think about adapting the information and knowledge to your particular 
job and to your personal safety. The format of our course is design to help DC managers, officers and 
employees learn and apply to team and person safety the principles, rules and procedures involve in 
emergency management and self-protection. First of all you will study the concept of Comprehensive 
Emergency Management (CEM) [34], which consist of three interrelated components: 1) All types of 
hazards, 2) An emergency management partnership, and 3) An emergency lifecycle. But before the detail 
explanation of these components, allow us to acquaint you with principal notions of the CEM. 

Emergency is defined as any event or (and) situation, which threatens (threaten) to, or actually does, 
inflict damage to property or people. Large disasters can range from hurricanes and floods, to explosions and 
toxic chemical releases. Management has a traditional definition as the coordination of an organized effort to 
attain specific goals or objectives. In our case, emergency management means an organized effort to mitigate 
against, prepare for, respond to, and recover from an emergency. Comprehensive clarifies “emergency” by 
including all forms of natural, technological, human-caused and infrastructure hazards which threaten or 
adversely affect lives and properties; by bringing together the proper mix of resources from the federal, state, 
and local governments, from business and industry, and from the public; by adding phases of disaster 
lifecycles. The four phases of CEM are: 1) Mitigation, 2) Preparedness, 3) Response, and 4) Recovery.  

Mitigation: Any activities that actually eliminate or reduce the occurrence of a disaster. It also 
includes long-term activities that reduce the effects of unavoidable disasters.  

Preparedness: The activities are necessary to the extent that mitigation measures have not, or cannot, 
prevent disasters. In the phase, government, organizations, and individuals develop plans to save lives and 
minimize disaster damage. Preparedness measures also seek to enhance disaster response operations. 

Response: The activities follow an emergency of disaster. Generally, they are designed to provide 
emergency assistance for casualties. They also seek to reduce the probability of secondary damage and to 
speed recovery operations.  

Recovery: The activities continue until all systems return to normal or better state. Short-term 
recovery returns vital life support systems to minimum operating standards. Long-term recovery may 
continue for a numbers of years after a disaster. Their purpose is to return life to normal, or improved levels. 

In our course, we recommended the DC government employees to recognize and share the basic 
philosophy of promoting safe and secure urban planning [20]: 
1. To assume their respective roles, help each other, and liaise with each other in order to promote the 
realization of safe families, teams, and themselves.  
2. To foster a wide range of department, team and community emergency activities and good relations with 
other employees for ensuring the safety and security. 
3. The lessons, experience, and knowledge gained from living through disaster, crime, and accident will be 
put to good effect if everyday life and duty in order that we may be prepared for emergencies, and in order 
that we may hand our wisdom down to future generations. 
 
 HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE. The consulting services in case of emergency are oriented on future 
support by the Integrated Transportation and Public Safety Wireless Information Network (CapWIN) – the 
common project of DC and the States of Maryland and Virginia [4]. In the Washington Metropolitan Region 
– MD, VA, and DC, more than one hundred various fire, transportation, police and emergency medical 
services agencies are available to respond to emergency and life threatening incidents that impact public 
safety. These emergency services agencies utilize individual, proprietary communications systems that limit 
the user’s ability to quickly share vital information with other responding agencies.  
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The CapWIN project will integrate transportation (ESF # 1) and public safety data and voice communication 
(ESF # 2) systems in two states and the DC and will be the first multi-state transportation and public safety 
integrated wireless network in the US.  

Potential benefits of CapWIN for emergency events’ and situations’ consulting are: 1) “Real time” 
information to improve decision making and resource allocation; 2) Improve response to natural, 
technological and man-made disasters; 3) Increased accuracy and reliability of reports, investigations and 
analysis; 4) Direct communications between mobile units of departments and agencies; 5) Enhanced safety 
for government employees and their families. 
                   

PERSONNEL SELECTION & PLACEMENT FOR EMERGENCY ACTIVITY. Traditionally, this 
is to insure, that the best-qualified person is hired and placed based on job qualification standards, but in our 
case we need to orient all managers, officers and employees on very special conditions of emergency. Good 
personnel are the most valuable assets of an operation. Poorly performing workers can severely constrain and 
hamper a program. So it follows that personnel evaluation is a critical function of disaster managers.  

The selection of the right person for a specific job is crucial in both normal and emergency 
situations. In pre-disaster situations, such as disaster mitigation and preparedness programs, the staff size is 
constant and usually small. A manager must be able to evaluate each person and assign him or her to the 
right task. In post-disaster environments, a program staff expands quickly for the emergency, and then 
contracts as rehabilitation and reconstruction phases occur. For this reason, the manager must constantly 
assess the staff to ensure that each project is being properly executed. When the size of the organization is 
reduced, the manager must carefully evaluate the staff to determine whom to let go. In disaster management, 
there are two purposes for personnel evaluation: to provide the basis for making staffing decisions during the 
transition between phases of a disaster and to help improve the performance of the operation by determining 
what aspects of an individual person's work need improvement. Thus, personnel evaluation is an important 
control technique.  

The task of fairly, thoroughly and regularly evaluating the performance of others is a difficult one, 
but is indispensable to smooth operations. Subordinates need to know how they are doing; managers need to 
know how their subordinates are performing; and organizations need to know if personnel are being used 
effectively. Personnel evaluations must be approached carefully. If conducted poorly or with disregard of 
people's emotions, the evaluation will be disruptive, and it will serve little, if any, purpose. A manager's task 
is to develop a systematic evaluation process that is meaningful, fair and comprehensive. In modern 
management, the term "performance appraisal" is often used instead of "personnel evaluation," as it is 
considered to be less threatening. 

 
WHAT & HOW. Information Technologies (IT) not only had absorbed a lot of scientific and 

empirical results from different fields of human activity, but also received a lot of own results, which can be 
feasibly implemented into other technologies. We hope to actively use the IT (primary, methodological) 
results for loss prevention (engineering) and control (management) programs. One of our approaches based 
on concern separation and aspect engineering. The approach is grounded on principal difference between 
External and Internal Behavior of any object what help us to separate goal functions and their aspects for 
more convenient implementation of system engineering and management.  

The functions of external behavior are regular, but the functions of internal behavior are casual. Yet, 
if the functions of external behavior are goal (objective) determined, the functions of internal behavior are 
common for different goals (objectives). Absolute different departments or employees have a lot of common 
internal functions (for safety, performance, reliability, security, quality, etc.). Separation of concerns 
(particularly, in software engineering) has always been a very natural means to handle complexity of 
(software) development. However, modularizing concerns can be a very tricky task for the developer and 
raise some issues such as performance, crosscutting, or redesigning when the software is used in a context 
that is quite different from the overseen one. By handling crosscutting within the language or system, the 
recent approach of Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) seems to be a very promising way for helping 
developers to handle separation of concerns and to overcome the drawbacks of traditional design approaches.  

However, if AOP introduces a new programming paradigm that complements existing ones, it is 
clear that it brings a new bunch of difficult but solvable problems, which can not be practically solved in 
Object-Oriented Programming. The main of them is an optimization. We developed a lot of different models 
and techniques algorithm and program optimization, which can be used in Trust Engineering for Emergency 
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Availability Support and in Risk Management for Emergency Loss Prevention. In order to define problems 
and generate novel courses of action, we need to draw on our experience to make judgment about [17]: 
reasonable goals and their attributes; the appearance of the anomaly; the urgency of solving a problem 
(whether to take anomalies seriously or treat them as transient that will go away); what constitutes an 
opportunity worth pursuing? Which analogues best fit the situation, and how to apply them? The solvability 
of a problem. It seems, as there are two primary sources of power for individuals in emergency situation 
problem solving:  

Pattern matching (the power of intuition) provides us with a sense of reasonable goals and their 
attributes. It gives a basis for detecting anomalies and treating them with appropriate seriousness. It helps us 
to notice opportunities and leverage points, discover relevant analogies, and get a sense of how solvable a 
problem is. The judgment of solvability is also responsible for letting us recognize when we are unlikely to 
make more progress and that it is time to stop.    

Mental simulation (the power of imagination) is the engine for diagnosing the causes of the problem, 
along with their trends. It plays a role in coalescing fragmentary actions to find a way to put them together. 
And it is the basis for evaluating courses of action. The themes covered thus far in reviewing problem 
solving and decision-making are the core components for a perspective on naturalistic decision making.    

The next question is: Can we research the terrorist activity in the same way as we study the majority 
of surrounding us processes? In other words, can we exploit the scientific methods? The article with 
intriguing name “Modeling for Terrorism” [33] makes one of the first attempts to answer on this question in 
the affirmative agrees. Tom Stamer analyses three model approaches and corresponding techniques, 
proposed by Risk Management Solution, EQECAT, and Worldwide Corporation.  
 

GAME THEORY APPROACH. The approach based on the Game Theory supposes that targets and 
techniques of possible terrorist attacks can be modeled by behavioral structures and parameters of terrorist 
organizations. The Risk Management Solution (RMS) developed an application called U.S. Terrorism Risk. 
The main goal of the U.S. Terrorism Risk is quantification of catastrophic terrorist attack risk. The model 
uses information from terrorism experts, estimates the probabilities and costs of property damages, business 
interruptions, casualties and injuries, taking into account 16 modes of attack. The modes are based on 4 types 
of terrorist weapons – biological, chemical, nuclear and radiological. High-resolution of simulation tool 
allows to model a lot of loss and damage agents, from blast pressure to airborne and ground-based 
contaminants. The simulated events cover close to 1,500 potential terrorist targets in the United States of 
America – business centers of megalopolises, government districts of metropolises, facilities, landmarks, etc. 
The model is focused on the most probable attacks and uses reflection approach to understand the 
corresponding models of an enemy.  
 

PROBABILITY THEORY APPROACH. The approach based on the theory of probability, was 
developed by EQECAT Inc. It strikes by its dimensionality: the model takes into consideration hundreds of 
thousands terrorist targets and millions of events. President of EQECAT (Oakland, California) Richard 
Clinton says: “We believe our model is the only one currently available that is fully probabilistic and covers 
all relevant risk sources, including bomb blast, aircraft impact, and CBNR (chemical, biological, nuclear and 
radiological) weapons for all 50 states and the District of Columbia”. The National Council on 
Compensation Insurance (NCCI) selected the Terrorism Model of EQECAT for terrorism loss evaluation in 
every state of the USA. Here is the NCCI opinion about the model: “By definition, events that cause 
catastrophic losses occur infrequently but have the potential to create massive claims costs. … For example, 
predicting the annual number of hurricanes or major earthquakes with any precision is impossible, in spite of 
more than a century of experience and extensive meteorological and geological/seismic research. In the case 
of terrorism events, we are fortunate to have few historical data points for the U.S., but this means that 
forecasts for the likely number of future terrorist events can be little more than conjecture.  
          The catastrophe-modeling firm EQECAT, at NCCI’s request and with its support, developed a 
terrorism model that clearly details the devastating potential consequences of likely terrorist events. Using 
NCCI’s terrorism model to analyze a range of specific events (e.g., truck bombs, sarin gas, chlorine, anthrax) 
confirms that the workers compensation losses alone from a single event could have a devastating financial 
impact on a significant portion of the country’s property and casualty industry. This would create major 
hardships for the families of workers killed or injured in the attack, and extensive financial and 
administrative burdens for insurance regulators, policyholders, and the U.S. economy. NCCI’s analysis also 
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confirms that this is a problem for all regions of the country—not just major metropolitan areas.” The 
EQECAT model is supported by ABS Consulting’s MIDAS software, which has been used for 
counterterrorism planning and response. It also helps insurers to optimize their risk portfolio, -- says Clinton. 
Because attacking the heartland of any country might be easy for terrorists, but could have a psychological 
impact on the country, Clinton recommends using the model and software for evaluation of probability and 
loss of midsize and small cities and towns.  

 
DELPHI METHOD APPROACH. Developed by RAND Corporation the Delphi Method uses 

special procedure for processing of expert opinions and allows forecasting a place, time, means and impact 
of terrorist attacks. AIR Worldwide Corporation (Boston, Massachusetts) applies the method for estimation 
of numbers and sites of attacks. The AIR model is supported by the database of potential terrorist targets – 
buildings, bridges, tourist attractions and national infrastructure. The model was chosen for the terrorism 
preparedness exercise Silent Vector, where the roles of government leaders were played by former Virginia 
Governor James Gilmore, former Senator Sam Nunn, former FBI Director William Sessions, and former CIA 
Director James Woolsey. “The lessons learned from Silent Vector will help the government prepare for, and 
possibly deter, future attacks in the United States,” says Jack Seaquist, product manager from the AIR.  

 
GENERALIZED DYNAMIC SYSTEMS. All of these approaches are known for dozens of years 

and have been applied for forecasting and analysis of very complex processes with big degree of vagueness. 
The most powerful models and tools were created by Viktor Glushkov’s team [2, 16, 23-28, 30,31] in the 
Kiev Institute of Cybernetics, named now the V.M.Glushkov Institute of Cybernetics. The experience of 
application Event- and Process-Forecasting systems, based on the Theory of Generalized Dynamic Systems, 
for Politic, Economic, Social, Science, and Engineering forecasting and analysis situations approved not only 
their wide possibility, but also demonstrated a lot of restrictions. Ignoring of these restrictions in the interest 
of special groups (lobbyists) is open to many hazards. For example, it may be in interests of the nuclear 
military industry.  A shorthand text of the illustrated statement is cited below [29].     
“Foresee and foreworn! Looking through an article “Don’t be afraid of the nuclear winter” published in 
“Rossiyskaja Gazeta” May 16, 1992, we consider our professional duty to express discrepancy with stated in 
the article of the Associated Press information about necessity of reconsideration of climate consequence 
forecasts of the large-scale nuclear war – so called “nuclear winter”. The article informs that scientists from a 
number of the US scientific centers consider that relatively weak and local changes of air temperature near 
earth in result of the Kuwait oilfield fires confirm that climate consequences of nuclear war may be small and 
the maiden earlier nuclear war forecasts must be revised. This assertion is mistaken. The analysis of climate 
consequences of Kuwait fires does not invalidate by any means the correctness of nuclear winter 
calculations. A nuclear winter is caused by nuclear bombing and followed by gigantic fires in big cities, 
when burning products elevate to a higher troposphere and stratosphere (to 10 km) and there they firstly 
extend toward the Northern Hemisphere followed by the Southern. Conflagrations in cities and oilfields 
differ essentially by composition of their combustibles, fire characters and consequences. The burning 
products from oilfield fires did not elevate to big height. That is why the temperature of air close to ground 
surface was comparatively less changed. By this means it is beyond reason to reconsider forecasts of nuclear 
winter because of information about conflagrations in Kuwait.”  

 
ASYMMETRIC INFORMATION AND EVOLUTIONARY GAMES. The Nobel prizes of last 

years (John C. Hasanyi, John F. Nash, and Reinhard Selten – 1994, James A. Mirrlees and William Vickrey 
– 1996, George A. Ackerlof, A. Michael Spence, and Joseph E. Stiglitz – 2001) and a movie “A Beautiful 
Mind” about a great mathematician John Forbes Nash attract public attention to the Game Theory and 
Asymmetric Information for modeling of economic conflicts, contemporary wars, emergency situations and 
counterterrorism activity. Yet, a “hungry” market also attracted a lot of popularizers and advertisers, which 
inadequately evaluate orientation and availability of these mathematic tools, causing the discredit of all the 
scientific movement, created by such Titans as John Von Neumann and John Maynard Smith. Using 
concepts taken from the theory of games formulated by John von Neumann in the 1940s, Maynard Smith 
introduced the idea of an Evolutionary Stable Strategy (ESS) in the 1970s. Assuming that two animals are in 
conflict, then an ESS is one that, if adopted by the majority of the population, prevents the invasion of a 
mutant strategy. Stable strategies by definition thus tend to be mixed strategies. Many aspects behavioral 
pathology of human relations from economic fraud to terrorist activities may be investigated and prevented 
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with the Evolutionary Games models developed by Maynard Smith. Modeling of intra-corporation 
(collaboration) and inter-corporation (competition) relations demonstrated that infiltration of criminals can 
be detected and their influence can be restricted using local- or wide-area networks (Intranet, Internet, etc.) 
and corresponding software [6-9]. Our experience in development and application the Theory of 
Evolutionary Games, Asymmetric Information and Knowledge, Conflict Resolution and Disaster Prevention 
[6-9] did not destroyed our pragmatic optimism, but has taught us to be careful. Money and Knowledge are 
the main resources of Contemporaneity, Law and Ethics – Bottom line Frameworks of Progress. “As we 
struggle to come to terms with vulnerability and fear, pointing to a need for moral reflection and logical 
evaluation that tend to be rare in times of crisis.” [14] Following [32], we try to orange institutionalization of 
individual and collecting knowledge about terrorism and counterterrorism and transfer the knowledge 
between individuals, groups and organizations. We do it using the common principles of Trust Engineering 
and Risk Management and separating functions/aspects in context of bipolar dimensions of Internal/External, 
Actual/Future, Explicit/Implicit and Experimental/Theoretical Knowledge. Steven R. Newcomb made a huge 
job by rapprochement and attachment of net models and technologies of data, information and expert 
knowledge processing, particularly for terrorism patterns recognition and terrorism activities forecasting 
[19]. Gordon Woo is making first steps from the mathematics of natural catastrophes to modeling of artificial 
ones in attempt to quantify terrorism risks and justify terrorism insurance [36]. By the time of this article 
completion, The Associated Press correspondent Gene Johnson reported [15] about five day large-scale 
counterterrorism exercises in Seattle (an imaginary “dirty bomb”) and Chicago (fake threat of a biological 
agent). The exercises involve more than 8,500 people from 100 federal, state and local agencies, and it cost 
was estimated $16 million dollars. Hundreds of evaluators are watching the exercises.  
 

ILLEGAL MIGRATION AND IDENTIFICATION FRAUD. “Those who enter Japan illegally 
cannot take up regular employment, and often get associated with Japan criminal organizations to become 
criminal elements.” [11] USA Census Bureau estimates (March 2002) the population of foreign-born 
residents in country 32.5 million or 11.5 percent of the 282.1 million common population. Illegal alien 
population in the USA, by estimation of Census Bureau (2002), is shortly close to 9 million. The General 
Accounting Office (GAO) concluded that immigration fraud is rampant and the Immigration and 
Naturalization Service (INS) has no idea how to get it under control. The agency’s lax bureaucratic practices 
have even helped open the door for terrorism. In a report released 15.02.02, GAO came to a conclusion that 
immigration benefit fraud is "pervasive and significant and will increase as smugglers and other criminal 
enterprises use fraud as another means of bringing illegal aliens, including criminal aliens, into the country." 
INS fraud falls into two categories: using fake document, and lying on an application for a green card or U.S. 
citizenship. When perpetrators of fraud are caught, little is done to them. The usual penalty for immigration 
fraud is a denial of benefits, not criminal prosecution.” [5] 

 
CONCLUSION.  

 
“In the short term, a military approach to terrorism may protect us, but in the long term, we need to find 

solutions by pursuing education, development, dialog, negotiation, and law. In such contexts, we can only be 
assisted by an appreciation of values and value differences, and the limitation of violence as a means of 
conflict resolution.” [14] We agree to this. Our future research and development oriented to combine 
mathematical and engineering tools for conflict resolution and disaster prevention, for safety of citizens.  
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Abstract. Risk analysis under partial information about probability distributions of states of nature is studied. An 
efficient method is proposed for a case when initial information is elicited from experts in the form of interval quantiles 
of an unknown probability distribution. This method reduces a difficult to handle non-linear optimisation problem for 
computing the optimal action to a simple linear one. A numerical example illustrates the proposed approach.   
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INTRODUCTION 

 
One of the main objectives of performing risk analyses is to support decision-making processes. Risk 

analysis provides a basis for comparing alternative concepts, actions or system configurations under 
uncertainty. A variety of methods has been developed for estimating losses and risks. When events occur 
frequently and when they are not very severe, it is relatively simple to estimate the risk exposure of an 
organization, as well as a reasonable premium when, for instance, an insurance transaction is made. 
Commonly used methods rely on variations of the principle of maximizing expected utility, tacitly assuming 
that all underlying uncertainty can adequately be described by a precise and completely known probability 
measure. However, when the uncertainty is complex and the quality of the estimates is poor, e.g., when 
evaluating low-probability, catastrophic events, the customary use of such rules together with overprecise 
data could be harmful as well as misleading. Therefore, it is necessary to extend the principle of maximizing 
expected utility to deal with complex uncertainty. This allows powerful evaluation under vague and 
numerically imprecise information. An efficient way for realizing such methods is the framework provided 
by imprecise probability theory [3,5,6]. 

Very often the initial data about unwanted events are elicited from experts, who are typically asked 
about quantiles of a random quantity (states of nature). Based on this information, and on the choice of a 
parameterized family of distribution functions, a fitted distribution function is chosen that represents the 
available information in some best way to some extent. However, as pointed out, for instance, in [2], experts 
better supply intervals of quantiles rather than point-values because their knowledge is not only of limited 
reliability, but also imprecise. Moreover, as discussed above, the choice of one particular distribution 
function fitted to the quantiles would lead to substantial errors in risk analysis. Therefore, new procedures 
for computing optimal actions under conditions of partial information about states of nature in the form of 
imprecise quantiles are proposed in the paper. Efficient methods for computing optimal unrandomized and 
randomized actions based on solving the linear optimisation problems are investigated. A numerical 
example illustrates the methods. 
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A GENERAL APPROACH TO RISK ANALYSIS AND IMPRECISE QUANTILES 
 
Consider the basic model of decision theory: One has to choose an action from a non-empty, finite set 

A={a1,...,an} of possible actions. The consequences of every action depend on the true, but unknown state of 
nature 1{ ,..., }mt t t∈Ω = . The corresponding outcome is evaluated by the utility function 

 
: ( )

( , ) ( , )
u A

a t u a t
×Ω → R
a

 

and by the associated random variable u(a) on ( , ( ))PoΩ Ω  taking the values u(a,t). Alternatively a loss 
function l(a,t) is assigned, which can be embedded into the framework proposed by setting 

( , ) ( , )u a t l a t= − . Often it makes sense to study randomized actions, which can be understood as a 
probability measure 1( ,..., )nλ λ λ=  on ( , ( ))A Po A . Then u(·) and u(·) are extended to randomized actions 

by defining 
1

( , ) : ( , )n
s ss

u t u a tλ λ
=

= ∑ .  

If the states of nature are produced by a perfect random mechanism (e.g. an ideal lottery), and the 
corresponding probability measure p on ( , ( ))PoΩ Ω  is completely known, the Bernoulli principle is nearly 
unanimously favored. One chooses that action *λ  which maximizes the expected utility 

1
E u( ) : ( , ) ( )m

p j jj
u t p tλ λ

=
= ∑  among all λ . Here E p  is the expectation operator with respect to the 

distribution p.  
Suppose that information about states of nature is represented as a set of r judgements E ii p ib f b≤ ≤ , 

i=1,...,r, on the expectations of some random quantities 1,..., rf f . This set restricts all distributions p on 

( , ( ))PoΩ Ω  by a set M such that every distribution p from M satisfies all the inequalities. An action *λ  is 
optimal iff for all λ , *E u( ) E (u( ))M Mλ λ≥ . Here EM  is the lower prevision (expectation) taken over all 
probability distributions p from M. Then the optimal action *λ  can be obtained by maximizing E (u( ))M λ  
subject to 1 ... 1nλ λ+ + = . This leads to the non-linear optimisation problem:  

 
 

1 1 0
min ( , ) ( ) max

s

m n
s j s jj sp M

u a t p t
λ

λ
= =∈ ≥

⋅ ⋅ →∑ ∑  (1) 

subject to E ii p ib f b≤ ≤ , i=1,…,r, 1 ... 1nλ λ+ + = . 
 

Similar expressions can be written in a case of the continuous set of states of nature [ , ]A BΩ = . In this 

case, the expected utility is E u( ) : ( , ) ( )
B

p A
u t p t dtλ λ= ∫ . Here p(t) is a density function which is consistent 

with the set of initial judgements about states of nature. In the paper, we will consider the continuous set of 
states of nature.  

In the probabilistic approach, experts are typically asked about quantiles of a random variable X defined 
on a continuous sample space Ω . The smallest number t∈Ω , such that Pr{ } /100X t k≤ = , is called the 
k% quantile and denoted qk%. In this approach, the experts are often asked to supply the 5%, 50% and 95% 
quantiles. In other words, an expert supplies 1 2 3, ,t t t  such that 1Pr{ } 0.05X t≤ = , 2Pr{ } 0.5X t≤ = , 

3Pr{ } 0.95X t≤ = , respectively. Generally, if r experts provide their judgements about qi quantiles, 
i=1,...,r, of an unknown cumulative probability distribution of the continuous random variable X, this 
information can be represented as Pr{ }i iX t q≤ = , i=1,...,r. In terms of the imprecise probability theory, qi 
can be viewed as identical lower and upper previsions (expectations) of the gamble [0, ] ( )

it
I X , i.e., 

[0, ] [0, ]E ( ) E ( )
i it tI X I X= . Here [0, ] ( )

it
I X  is the indicator function taking the value 1 if [0, ]iX t∈  and 0 if 

[0, ]iX t∉ . However, judgements elicited from experts are usually imprecise and unreliable due to the 
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limited precision of human assessments. In other words, experts provide some intervals of quantiles in the 
form [ , ]iiiX t t= . This can be formally written as  

 Pr{ [ , ]} , 1,...,ii iX t t q i r≤ = =  (2) 
Every interval iX  produces a set of probability distributions such that the lower distribution contains the 

point ( )iiq t  and the upper one contains the point ( )iiq t .  
 
Decision making with imprecise quantiles 
 
Let us define what E u( )M λ  means in the case when initial information about p is given in the form of 

quantile intervals. Suppose that we knew precise values of qi quantiles ti, i=1,...,r. Denote 1( ,..., )rT t t=  and 

the set of possible vectors T by {T}. Let E (u( ) | )M Tλ  be the lower expectation of the function ( )u λ  under 
condition of precise values T of quantiles. Since at least one of the points tk belonging to the interval 

[ , ]iiiX t t=  is a true value of the corresponding quantile, then there holds 

 
, 1,...,

E u( ) min E (u( ) | )
i

M Mt X i r
Tλ λ

∀ ∈ =
= . 

By using the natural extension [3,4,5] for computing the lower prevision E (u( ) | )M Tλ , we get the 
following linear programming problem: 

 

 ( )1,
E (u( ) | ) max

i

r
M i iic w

T c w qλ
=

= +∑  (3) 

subject to , , 1,..., ,iw c i r∈ =R  and [0, ]1
( ) ( , ),

i

r
i ti

c w I t u t tλ
=

+ ≤ ∀ ∈Ω∑ . 

 
 
UNRANDOMIZED STRATEGY 
 
The unrandomized strategy supposes that (0,...,0, ,0,...,0)sλ λ= , 1sλ = . Let us consider how to find 

the value s corresponding to the optimal action.  
 
Proposition 1. Suppose that 1 2 ... rq q q≤ ≤ ≤  and (0,...,0, ,0,...,0)sλ λ= , 1sλ = . Denote q0=0, 

qr+1=1, t0=A, tr+1=B. Then the solution to problem (3) exists if (i) 1 2 ... rt t t≤ ≤ ≤ , (ii) 1i it t +<  for 1i iq q +< , 
i=1,...,r, and this solution is  

1
10 [ , ]

E (u( ) | ) ( ) min ( , )
i i

r
M i i si t t t

T q q u a tλ
+

+= ∈
= −∑ . 

 
Let us consider an approximate solution of the decision making problem in the case of interval 

quantiles. Let us divide the sample space Ω  into N intervals by points 0 1 1, ,..., ,N NA Bτ τ τ τ−= = . Then the 

set {T} becomes finite and contains vectors of the form (0) (1) ( )( , ,..., )l l l rτ τ τ  such that ( ) [ , ]iil i t tτ ∈ , i.e., l(i) 
is an index of a point belonging to Xi . 

 
Proposition 2. Suppose [ , ]iiit t t∈ , i=1,...,r. If there exist such i and j that jit t>  and i jq q< , then 

judgements are conflicting, otherwise the optimal action is  
 

(0) (1) ( ) ( ) ( 1)
10{ } ( , ,..., ) [ , ]1,..., 1,...,

arg max min E u arg max min ( ) min ( , )
l l l r l i l i

r
Ms i i siT T ts n s ns s

a q q u a t
τ τ τ τ τ +

+=∈ ∈= =
= ≅ −∑ . 
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In particular, if all utility functions ( , )su a t , s=1,…,n, are decreasing as t is increasing, then 

( )1opt 101,...,
arg max ( ) ( , )r

ii i sis n
a q q u a t ++==

= −∑ , if ( , )su a t , s=1,…,n,  are increasing, then 

( )opt 101,...,
arg max ( ) ( , )r

ii i sis n
a q q u a t+==

= −∑ . 

 
 
RANDOMIZED STRATEGY 

 
 
The technique proposed in the previous sections leads to a series of non-linear optimisation problems in 

the case of the randomized strategy. Therefore, it is necessary to consider a different method for computing 
λ . Here the modification of an approach proposed by Augustin [1] based on using sets of extreme points is 
applied. The optimisation problem for computing the optimal randomised action is  

 

 ( )1 0
min ( , ) ( ) max

s

B n
s ssAp M

u a t p t dt
λ

λ
=∈ ≥

→∑∫ , (4) 

subject to 1 ... 1nλ λ+ + =  and Pr{ [ , ]} , 1,...,ii iX t t q i r≤ = = . 
 

Let us introduce the variable  

 ( )1
min ( , ) ( )

B n
s ssAp M

G u a t p t dtλ
=∈

= ∑∫  

and consider the sense of (2). If to call the expectation E (u( ) | )M Tλ  and the set of constraints 
Pr{ }i iX t q≤ = , i=1,...,r, for every fixed T by an imprecise model, then (2) corresponds to the union of a set 
of imprecise models taken over all possible vectors T, i.e., the set M of distributions p restricted by 
constraints (1) is the union of sets MT . According to [3], a set of extreme points of the united model is the 
union of extreme points of the imprecise models corresponding to vectors T, i.e., 

{ }( ) ( )T T Textr M extr M∈= ∪ . This implies that a set of problems (4) can be reduced to the problem:  
 

,
max

s G
G

λ +∈ ∈R R
 

subject to  

 ( )1 1{ }
( , ) ( ) , ( ), 1

B n n
s s T ss sT TA

G u a t p t dt p extr Mλ λ
= =∈

≤ ∈ =∑ ∑∫ U . (5) 

 
Now we have to find the extreme points for each { }T T∈ . Let us rewrite the available information 

about quantiles corresponding to T in the following form: 

 1 2

1
1 2 1( ) , ( ) ,..., ( ) 1

r

t t B

rA t t
p t dt q p t dt q q p t dt q= = − = −∫ ∫ ∫ . 

All equalities can be considered independently in the sense that they do not have common variables. If we 
approximately represent the integrals as sums, then the i-th hyperplane produced by the i-th equality has the 
following extreme points: 
 1 1 1( ,0,...,0), (0, ,...,0),..., (0,0,..., )i i i i i iq q q q q q− − −− − − . 
Hence the set TM  has the extreme points of the form: 

 1 10
( ) ( ) ( ), [ , ]r

i i i i i ii
p t q q t t tδ τ τ+ +=

= − − ∈∑ , 

where ( )itδ τ−  is the Dirac function which has unit area concentrated in the immediate vicinity of the point 

iτ ; 0t A= , 1rt B+ = , 0 0q = , 1 1rq + = . 
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After substituting these extreme points into constraints (5), we get  

 1

1 0
( , ) ( ) , ( )i

i

tn r
s s Ts i t

G u a t p t dt p extr Mλ +

= =
≤ ∀ ∈∑ ∑ ∫ . 

If we take one set of extreme points by fixed T, then there holds 
 1 11 0

( , )( ), [ , ]n r
s s i i i i i is i

G u a q q t tλ τ τ+ += =
≤ − ∀ ∈∑ ∑ . (6) 

Let us consider an approximate solution of the decision making problem in the case of interval 
quantiles. By dividing the sample space Ω  into N intervals by points 0 1 1, ,..., ,N NA Bτ τ τ τ−= =  (see the 
section “Unrandomized strategy”), we get a finite set of constraints 
 1 ( ) ( 1)1 0

( , )( ), [ , ]n r
s s i i i i l i l is i

G u a q qλ τ τ τ τ+ += =
≤ − ∀ ∈∑ ∑ , ( )l i∀  (7) 

 
Proposition 3. Suppose [ , ]iiit t t∈ , i=1,...,r. If there exist such i and j that jit t>  and i jq q< , then 

judgements are conflicting, otherwise the optimal randomized action is approximately defined by solving the 
following linear programming problem:   

,
max

s G
G

λ +∈ ∈R R
, 

subject to (7) and 
1

1n
ss
λ

=
=∑ .  

 
Since the right side of (7) has to be as small as possible and 1 0i iq q+ − ≥ , then the set of constraints 

is reduced to one constraint in the case of increasing or decreasing utility functions. By considering the set 
{T}, we can say that constraints (7) have to be satisfied for arbitrary values it  and 1it +  such that i it X∈  and 

1 1i it X+ +∈ , i=0,...,r. It is obvious that 
1[ , ]

min ( , )
i i i

s it t
u a

τ
τ

+∈
 by iit t=  for increasing utility functions (by 1iit t +=  

for decreasing utility functions) is less than by any iit t≥  ( iit t≤ ). This implies that we remain one 
constraint  
 11 0

( ) ( , )n r
is i i ss i

G q q u a tλ += =
≤ −∑ ∑  (8)  

in the case of increasing utility functions or one constraint  
 111 0

( ) ( , )n r
is i i ss i

G q q u a tλ ++= =
≤ −∑ ∑  (9) 

in the case of decreasing utility functions.  
 

Proposition 4. The linear optimisation problems with constraints (8) or (9) have the following solution:  
 101,...,

max ( ) ( , )r
i i s iis n

G q q u a τ+==
= −∑ , 

 
101,...,

1, arg max ( ) ( , )

0,

r
i i s iis nsk

k q q u a

otherwise

τ
λ +==

⎧ = −⎪= ⎨
⎪⎩

∑
, 

where ii tτ =  for increasing utility functions, 1ii tτ +=  for decreasing utility functions.  
 
Proposition 4 implies that the randomised optimal action for the considered decision problem is equivalent to 
the unrandomized one (see Proposition 2). 

 
 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
 
Suppose experts provide 5%, 50%, 95% quantiles of the probability distribution of a random variable 

defined on the sample space [0,120]Ω = . This implies r=3 and q1=0.05, q2=0.5, q3=0.95. Expert 
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judgements are given in Table 1. Suppose we have to choose one of two actions {a1, a2} in accordance with 
utility functions  
 1( , ) exp( 0.1 )u a t t= − , 2( , ) 0.5 0.012u a t x= − . 

 
Table 1. Interval quantiles provided by experts 

 
5% 50% 95% 

Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper
2 4 12 15 19 19 

 
Since the utility functions are decreasing, it follows from Proposition 4 or Proposition 2 that  

 1101,...,
arg max ( ) ( , )r

ii i sis ns
k q q u a t ++==
= −∑ . 

If s=1, then we get the lower expected utility 

 
1 2 3 41 0 1 2 1 1 3 2 1 4 3 1( ) ( , ) ( ) ( , ) ( ) ( , ) ( ) ( , )

(0.05 0)exp( 0.1 4) (0.5 0.05)exp( 0.1 15)
(0.95 0.5) exp( 0.1 19) (1 0.95)exp( 0.1 20) 0.208.

q q u a t q q u a t q q u a t q q u a t− + − + − + −

= − − × + − − ×
+ − − × + − − × =

 

If s=2, then the lower expected utility is  

 
1 2 3 41 0 2 2 1 2 3 2 2 4 3 2( ) ( , ) ( ) ( , ) ( ) ( , ) ( ) ( , )

(0.05 0)(0.5 0.012 4) (0.5 0.05)(0.5 0.012 15)
(0.95 0.5)(0.5 0.012 19) (1 0.95)(0.5 0.012 20) 0.302.

q q u a t q q u a t q q u a t q q u a t− + − + − + −

= − − × + − − ×
+ − − × + − − × =

 

The above numerical results imply that the optimal action is a2.  
 
 
SOME REMARKS ABOUT DISCRETE STATES OF NATURE 

 
If the set of states of nature is discrete, 1{ ,..., }mt tΩ = , then information about interval quantiles can be 

represented as  
 1 1Pr{ [ , ]} , 1 Pr{ [ , ]} 1 , 1,...,i ii ii i i iq X t t q q X t t q i r+ −≤ ≤ ≤ − ≤ ≥ ≤ − = . 

In this case, the linear programming problem for computing E (u( ) | )M Tλ  is of the form: 
 

 ( )1 11, , ,
E (u( ) | ) max ( (1 ) (1 )

i i i i

r
M i i i i i i i iic c d w v

T c c q d q w q v qλ + −=
= + − + − − −∑   

subject to , , , , 1,..., ,i i i ic d w v c i r+∈ ∈ =R R  and   

( )[0, ] [ , ]1
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( , ),

i i

r
i i t i i t mi

c c d I t w v I t u t tλ
=

+ − + − ≤ ∀ ∈Ω∑ . 

 
Generally, it is difficult to find any solution to the above problem in the explicit form. However, this 
problem can be numerically solved for every { }T T∈ , and the optimal action is computed by maximizing 

{ }
min E (u( ) | )MT T

Tλ
∈

 over all possible actions.  

 
 
CONCLUSION 

  
Computationally simple algorithms have been obtained for calculating optimal actions under partial 

information about quantiles. It is worth noticing that we have focused in this paper on the basic decision 
problem. However, the ideas of this paper should be also applicable to more complex decision problems, for 
example, multi-criteria decision making, or the case where additional sample information is available.   
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The development of a system requires fulfilling the available standards of reliability and safety. Due to possible 
complexity of the system, its parameters often are determined by experts whose judgements are usually imprecise and 
unreliable due to the limited precision of human assessments. Therefore, an approach for computing probabilities of 
expert judgments and for analysing the risk of decision about satisfying the parameters to standards of reliability and 
safety is proposed in the paper. A numerical example considering a microprocessor system of central train control 
illustrates the proposed approach.  
 
Keywords: expert judgments, imprecise probabilities, multinomial model, Dirichlet distribution, risk analysis, reliability 
and safety. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 

The development of a system requires fulfilling the available standards of reliability and safety. Due to 
possible complexity of a system, it is difficult to precisely assess the system parameters characterizing its 
reliability and safety. Therefore, very often these parameters are determined by experts. Judgments elicited 
from human experts may be a very important part of information about systems on which limited 
experimental observations are possible. At the same time, they are usually imprecise and unreliable due to 
the limited precision of human assessments. When several experts supply judgments or assessments about a 
system, their responses are pooled so as to derive a single measure of the system behaviour. Judgments of 
reliable experts should be more important than those of unreliable ones. Various methods of the pooling of 
assessments, taking into account the quality of experts, are available in the literature [1]. These methods use 
the concept of precise probabilities for modelling the uncertainty and the quality of experts is modelled by 
means of weights assigned to every expert in accordance to some rules. It should be noted that most of these 
rules use some available information about correctness of previous expert opinions. This way might meet 
several difficulties. First, the behaviour of experts is unstable, i.e., exact judgments related to a system 
elicited from an expert do not mean that this expert will provide results of the same quality for new systems. 
Second, when experts provide imprecise values of an evaluated quantity, the weighted rules can lead to 
controversial results. For instance, if an expert with a small weight, say 0.1, provides a very large interval, 
say [0,10], for a quantity (covering its sample space), it is obvious that this expert is too cautious and the 
interval he supplies is non-informative, although this interval covers a true value of the quantity. On the 
other hand, if an expert with a large weight, say 0.9, supplies a very narrow interval, say [5,5.01], the 
probability that true value of the quantity lies in this interval is rather small. We can see that the values of 
weights contradict with the probabilities of provided intervals. It should be noted that sometimes we do not 
know anything about quality of experts or assignment of weights meets some ethical difficulties. This 
implies that weights of experts as measures of their quality can not be measures of the quality of provided 
opinions. 

How in this case to compare the assessed system parameter with the available standards of reliability 
and safety? How to compute the risk of decision making after this comparison?  

The main aim of the paper is to develop an approach for computing probabilities of expert judgments 
and to provide a tool for risk analysis taking into account these probabilities. At that these probabilities are 
not regarded as a result of the previous expert experience, but as a result of recent judgments provided by 
unknown experts. The experts are unknown in the sense that we have no prior information about their 
quality. 
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What are conditions for probabilities of judgements? First, they have to take into account the 
incompleteness of the available information and even total ignorance. Second, the probabilities have to take 
into account the overcautiousness of experts when they supply too large and non-informative intervals. 
Third, the probabilities have to take into account the overconfidence of experts when they supply intervals 
that are too narrow (or point-values) [3]. Fourth, the probabilities have to be simply updated after obtaining 
new judgments. Fifth, the probabilities are assigned not to experts, but to intervals provided by the experts. 
The first, second, and third conditions can be satisfied if to use imprecise or interval-valued probabilities 
[4,5,7]. The fourth condition is fulfilled if to assume that probabilities of intervals are governed by the 
Dirichlet distribution.  

 
 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND THE BASIC IDEA FOR ITS SOLUTION 
 

Suppose that N experts assess a parameter u of a system defined on 1{ ,..., }LU u u= . They supply a set 
of intervals 1 2{ , ,..., }NA A A  of u such that every interval iA U⊆  contains elements from U with indices iJ , 
i.e., { : }i j iA u j J= ∈ . At that, the number of elements in iJ  is il . Let u0 be a value of the standard safety. 

Our aim is to find probability that u is smaller than u0, i.e., 0Pr{ }u u≤ . 
Suppose that the set 1{ ,..., }NA A  has identical elements such that there are 1 2, ,..., nc c c  identical 

intervals. Here n is a number of different intervals. Then 1
n
i iN c== ∑ . Let us calculate possible numbers of 

occurrences of every element of U. Associate the set iA  with an oblong box of size il  with one open side and 
the set U with L small empty boxes of size 1. The i-th oblong box contains ic  balls which can move inside 
the box and we do not know location of balls in the i-th box because its open side is behind. Then we cover 
small boxes by the i-th oblong box and ic  balls enter in il  small boxes with numbers from a set iJ . We do 
not know exact location of balls, but we know that they are in boxes with numbers from iJ . The same 
procedure is repeated n times. What can we say about possible numbers of balls in the small boxes now? It is 
obvious that there exist different combinations of numbers of balls except the case when 1il =  for 1,...,i n= , 
i.e., all sets iA  consist of one element. Suppose that the number of the possible combinations is M. Denote 

the k-th possible vector of balls by ( ) ( ) ( )
1( , ..., )k k k

Ln n=n , 1,...,k M= . If to assume that the sets iA  occurred 
independently and a ball in the i-th small box has some unknown probability iπ , then every combination of 
balls in small boxes produces the standard multinomial model. M possible combinations of balls produce M 
equivalent standard multinomial models. The models are equivalent in the sense that we can not choose one 
of them as a more preferable case. 

For every model, the probability of an arbitrary event A U⊆  depends on ( )kn , that is, we can find 
( )( | )kP A n . So far as all the models are equivalent, even by precise probabilities of all categories only lower 

and upper probabilities of A can be computed 
( ) ( )

1,..., 1,...,
( ) min ( | ), ( ) max ( | ).k k

k M k M
P A P A P A P A

= =
= =n n  

In particular, if all sets iA  consist of single elements, that is, all oblong boxes are of size 1, then M=1 and  
( ) ( )( ) ( | ), ( ) ( | ).k kP A P A P A P A= =n n  

The following problem is to define ( )kn  and ( )( | )kP A n . In the case of multinomial samples, the 
Dirichlet distribution is the traditional choice. 

 
Remark 1. It is worth noticing that the Dirichlet distribution should be regarded as one of the possible 

multinomial models that can be applied here. 
Remark 2. Even if experts provide only characteristics of separate components of the system, their use 

leads to calculation of system parameters which also can be regarded as expert judgements (functions of 
expert judgements).  
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Remark 3. If U is some interval of real numbers, then we can always transform this universal set to a set 
with finite numbers of elements. Suppose that we have to find probabilities of an event A. Denote 1nA A+ = . 
Let 1 1{ } {( ,..., , )}n ni i i +=i  be a set of all binary vectors consisting of n+1 components such that {0,1}ji ∈ . For 

every vector i , we determine the interval kB  ( 11,..., 2nk += ) as follows:  

: 1 : 0

, .
j j

c
k j j j

j i j i

B A A i
= =

=
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞

∈⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

iI I I  

As a result, we obtain a set of non-intersecting intervals kB  such that 11 2
... nB B U+∪ ∪ = . Moreover, 

all intervals iA  can be represented as the union of a finite number of intervals kB . This implies that every 

interval kB  corresponds to an element ku  of the transformed universal set U ∗  with the finite number ( 12n+ ) 
of elements. 
 
 
IMPRECISE DIRICHLET MODEL 
 
The Dirichlet (s,α) prior distribution for π, where 1( ,..., )Lα α α= , has probability density function 

1

1

( ) ( , ) ,j

L
s
j

j

p C s απ α π −

=

= ⋅∏  0s > , (1, )S Lα∈ , 

where S(1,L) denotes the interior of the unit simplex, the proportionality constant C is determined by 
the fact that the integral of ( )p π  over the simplex of possible values of π is 1, iα  is the mean of iπ  under the 
Dirichlet prior and s determines the influence of the prior distribution on posterior probabilities. 

Walley [6] pointed out several reasons for using a set of Dirichlet distributions to model prior 
ignorance about probabilities π: 

1) Dirichlet prior distributions are mathematically tractable because they generate Dirichlet posterior 
distributions; 

2) sets of Dirichlet distributions are very rich, because they produce the same inferences as their 
convex hulls and any prior distribution can be approximated by a finite mixture of Dirichlet distributions; 

3) the most common Bayesian models for prior ignorance about probabilities π are Dirichlet 
distributions. 

The imprecise Dirichlet model is defined by Walley [6] as the set of all Dirichlet (s,α) distributions 
such that (1, )S Lα ∈ . For this model, the hyperparameter s determines how quickly upper and lower 
probabilities of events converge as statistical data accumulate. Walley [6] defined s as a number of 
observations needed to reduce the imprecision (difference between upper and lower probabilities) to half its 
initial value. Smaller values of s produce faster convergence and stronger conclusions, whereas large values 
of s produce more cautious inferences. At the same time, the value of s must not depend on L or a number of 
observations. The detailed discussion concerning the parameter s and the imprecise Dirichlet model can be 
found in [2,6].  

By returning to the multinomial models considered in the example with boxes and balls and assuming 
that probabilities of balls are governed by the Dirichlet distribution, we can write the lower ( , )P A s  and 

upper ( , )P A s  probabilities of an event A, whose elements have indices from a set J, as follows:  
( )

1,..., (1, )

( ) ( )
( , ) min inf ,

k

k M S L

n A s A
P A s

N s= α∈

+ α
=

+
 

( )

1,..., (1, )

( ) ( )
( , ) max sup ,

k

k M S L

n A s A
P A s

N s= α∈

+ α
=

+
 

where ( ) ( )( ) , ( ) .k k
j j

j J j J

A n A n
∈ ∈

α = α =∑ ∑  

 
ANALYSIS OF EXPERT JUDGMENTS 
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Now we have to find ( ) ( )kn A  and ( )Aα . The lower and upper probabilities ( , )P A s  and ( , )P A s  can be 
rewritten as  

( )
1,..., (1, )min ( ) inf ( )

( , ) ,
k

k M S Ln A s A
P A s

N s
= α∈+ ⋅ α

=
+

     
( )

1,..., (1, )max ( ) sup ( )
( , ) .

k
k M S Ln A s A

P A s
N s

= α∈+ ⋅ α
=

+
 

Note that (1, )inf ( )S L Aα∈ α  is achieved at ( ) 0Aα =  and (1, )sup ( )S L Aα∈ α  is achieved at ( ) 1Aα =  except a case 
when A=U. If A=U, then ( ) 1Aα =  for the minimum and maximum. 

In order to find the minimum and maximum of ( ) ( )kn A  we consider three intervals 1A , 2A , 3A  such 
that 1A A⊆ , 2A A∩ = ∅ , 3A A∩ ≠ ∅  and 3A A⊄ . Numbers of their occurrences are 1c , 2c , 3c , 
respectively, and 1 2 3c c c N+ + = . It is obvious that all balls ( 1c ) corresponding to the set 1A  belong to the 

set A and ( ) ( )kn A  can not be less than 1c . On the other hand, all balls ( 2c ) corresponding to the set 2A  do 

not belong to A. This implies that ( ) ( )kn A  can not be greater than 2N c− . A part of balls corresponding to 

3A  may belong to A, but it is not necessary. Therefore, ( )
1min ( )kn A c=  and ( )

2max ( )kn A N c= − . By 
extending this reasoning on an arbitrary set of iA , we get the minimal, denoted 1( )L A , and maximal, denoted 

2 ( )L A , values of ( ) ( )kn A : 
( )

1 1,...,
:

( ) min ( ) ,
i

k
ik M

i A A

L A n A c
=

⊆

= = ∑      ( )
2

1,...,
: :

( ) max ( ) .
i i

k
i i

k M
i A A i A A

L A n A N c c
=

∩ =∅ ∩ ≠∅

= = − =∑ ∑  

Then there hold  
1 2( ) ( )

( , ) , ( , ) .
L A L A s

P A s P A s
N s N s

+
= =

+ +
 

 
 
SPECIAL CASES 
 

Let us consider some important special cases. 
1) Coinciding judgments. Suppose that there are N coinciding judgments, i.e., 1 ... [ , ]NA A a a= = = . 

This means that all experts have the same opinions about unknown value of u. Then we can write 
( ) /( ), ( ) 1.i iP A N N s P A= + =  If N →∞ , then there holds ( ) ( ) 1i iP A P A= = . This property supports the 

intuitive sense. Indeed, if we have many identical judgments, we begin to think that these judgments are true 
even if we do not know anything about each expert. If 1N = , then there hold ( ) 1/(1 ), ( ) 1.i iP A s P A= + =  
The result corresponding to the case 1N =  shows that the precise Dirichlet model ( 0s = ) gives lower and 
upper probabilities of events 1. This is the incorrect conclusion. How can we totally believe one judgment? 
This contradiction can be avoided by using the imprecise Dirichlet model ( 0s > ). 

2) Conflicting judgments. Suppose that there are two conflicting judgments 111 [ , ]A a a= , 

222 [ , ]A a a= , 1 2a a< , i.e., 1 2A A∩ =∅ . Then there hold ( ) 1/(2 ), ( ) (1 ) /(2 ).i iP A s P A s s= + = + +  If 

there are N conflicting judgments, then ( ) 1/( ), ( ) (1 ) /( ).i iP A N s P A s N s= + = + +  If N →∞ , then there 

holds ( ) ( ) 0i iP A P A= = . 
3) Noninformative judgments (overcautiousness of experts). Suppose that there is one judgment 

1 [inf ,sup ]A U U= . Then 1 1( ) ( ) 1P A P A= = . This implies that the overcautiousness of experts can be 
properly modelled. Indeed, even if we do not believe to an expert, but he (she) provides very overcautious 
judgments, then probabilities of these judgments have to be large though the expert is unreliable. 
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RISK ANALYSIS 
 

If there is the standard value u0 of reliability or safety, then the parameter u can be compared with u0 
by means of computing the probability distribution function at point u0. Suppose that U is the real line 
restricted by some values infU and supU. Then we can define lower and upper cumulative probability 
distribution functions of a random parameter u, about which we have data in the form of intervals iA , 

1,...,i n= . By using the above results and taking into account the fact that ( ) 1Aα =  by A=U, we get  

0

0

0

: sup0 0

1
, sup

( , ) ({ : }, ) ,
1, sup

i i

i
A A u

u U
N sF u s P u U u u s

u U

c
≤

<
+= ∈ ≤ =

=

⎧
⎪
⎨
⎪⎩

∑
 

0

0

0

: inf0 0

1
, inf

( , ) ({ : }, ) .
0, inf

i i

i
A A u

s
u U

N s N sF u s P u U u u s
u U

c
≤

+ >
+ += ∈ ≤ =

=

⎧
⎪
⎨
⎪⎩

∑
 

 
The above expressions are obtained by considering lower and upper probabilities of the interval 

0[inf , ]A U u= . If it is necessary to find probabilities of the complementary event 0{ }u u≥ , then the 
following equalities can be used:  

0 0({ : }, ) 1 ({ : }, )P u U u u s P u U u u s∈ ≥ = − ∈ ≤ , 

0 0({ : }, ) 1 ({ : }, )P u U u u s P u U u u s∈ ≥ = − ∈ ≤ . 

 
Example. We consider a microprocessor system of central train control “Tract” developed by 

“Tehtrans” JSC. According to specialized standard related to safety of such systems, the probability of a 
hazardous failure during 10 years must be less than 2.6×10-6, i.e., u0=2.6×10-6. In order to prove the safety of 
the developed microprocessor system, 10 experts supply indirectly intervals for probabilities of hazardous 
failures of the system (see Table 1). The intervals iA  are given in the second column. Numbers of identical 
intervals ic  are given in the third column. Values of 1( )L i  and 2 ( )L i  are given in the fourth and fifth 

columns. If we take 1s = , then ( ),1iP A  and ( ),1iP A  are given in the sixth and seventh columns. By using 

the expressions for lower and upper distribution function, we find lower 6({ 2.6 10 },1)P u −≤ ×  and upper 
6({ 2.6 10 },1)uP −≤ ×  probabilities that the system parameter (probability of a hazardous failure) less than 

2.6×10-6:  
 6({ 2.6 10 },1) 9 /11 0.82P u −≤ × = = ,  6({ 2.6 10 },1) 1uP −≤ × = . 

It is obvious that risk of decision should be calculated on the basis of the lower probability. Therefore, 
we get the value of risk 1-0.82=0.18. This is rather large value and, therefore, it is necessary to carry out 
some additional expert elicitation or to improve the system, for instance, by using additional redundancy of 
main components that has been done.  

 
Table 1. Expert intervals and their probabilities 

 
i  610iA −×  ic  1( )L i  2 ( )L i  ( ,1)iP A  ( ,1)iP A  
1 [0.6, 1.6]  3 5 8 0.45 0.82 
2 [0.1, 1.6]  1 8 10 0.73 1 
3 [0.0, 3.1]  1 10 10 0.91 1 
4 [0.6, 2.6]  1 6 8 0.55 0.82 
5 [0.6, 1.1]  2 2 8 0.18 0.82 
6 [0.1, 0.6]  2 2 4 0.18 0.45 
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CONCLUSION 
 

The method for analyzing the expert judgments has been considered in the paper. On one hand, it is 
very simple from computational point of view. On the other hand, it does not use information about experts 
and takes into account imprecision of expert information and deficiency in statistical data. The application of 
imprecise Dirichlet model allows us to avoid possible errors of traditional statistical analysis under condition 
when the number of available judgments is rather small. The resulting assessments can be simply updated 
after obtaining new expert judgments. It is worth noticing that the method can be simply extended on a case 
of heterogeneous judgments when experts provide information different in kind. Moreover, the method also 
can be extended on a case of experts with known parameters of their quality.  
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Abstract: This article deals both with dependability and risk analysis from a complex point of view. Both these fields 
seem to be similar in many aspects, but unfortunately no congruence in sources of basic characteristics has been 
reached, yet. Statistical files are often very vague in terms of monitoring dependability measures or risk factors. There 
is a great need to use another point of view to describe these factors. One of those measures and fragments of risk or 
dependability are consequences both in terms of an event occurrence and failure occurrence. By using a new approach, 
better interconnection between these both fields and deeper applicability would be provided. A theory of fuzzy 
probability could be one of these new methods that could facilitate modelling of quantitative factors.  
 
Key words:       Risk, Dependability, Consequences, Management, Complex systems 
                                                                                              
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Dependability and risk are concepts that similarly as many other underwent a complex historical 

development and even today they are interpreted in many different ways and are used in various contexts. 
Analyses of these characteristics have also undergone a long development. 

In connection with this paper, the dependability will be understood as a certain characteristics of 
studied objects (products, systems) that we endeavour to affect using the analysis, prognosis, calculations, 
modelling, testing and other tools. In a similar way we shall interpret a risk that is also a certain feature or 
characteristics of object that expresses its certain potential. We also strive to influence a risk using analysis, 
prognosis, calculations, and modelling, testing and other tools. First, we shall focus on dependability and its 
brief description and after that we shall aim at risk. The main attention will be paid to consequences which 
are related both with risk (in terms of an event occurrence) and dependability (in case of failure which is only 
more precise expression of an event). The consequences recognition, estimation, assessment, analysis and 
evaluation are more or less dependent onto a man decision. From historical point of view we do not have 
very often the possibility to verify and validate the human decisions very precisely. Unfortunately we need to 
have a tool for both better decision making and for respective validation of our decisions. The fuzzy theory 
seems to be very suitable for this purpose. It works both with uncertainty and vagueness. As the 
consequences determination is influenced both with vagueness and uncertainty mostly using language values 
this method suits to this very well. We would like to speak about that more detailed.  
 
 

2. DEPENDABILITY AND RISK RELATIONSHIP  

 
To describe dependability, we shall use a valid definition as given in the Terminology Standard (ČSN 

IEC 50 (191)). Here, dependability is defined as follows: Dependability is collective term used to describe 
availability performance and its influencing factors: reliability performance, maintainability performance 
and maintenance support. This definition implies a fact that a capability of the object of fulfilling required 
functions is not usually determined by characteristics of the object itself, but also by external factors, e.g. by 
a level of maintenance support needed.  

The term dependability is used only for general description and characteristics defined in this way 
cannot be generally expressed by any numerical measure. Dependability of every product is understood as an 
integral part of the total sum of features that influence an ability to meet established and assumed needs of 
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the user. In general, this ability is called a quality. Its individual sub-factors, e.g. availability, reliability and 
maintainability can be expressed numerically with the help of concrete factors. 

 
The term risk has also undergone a long development. Meeting risk in accomplishing certain activities 

and studying objects and various effects, almost always it has negative emotions on us.  
For the needs of various analyses, several terms have been adopted mainly from the English speaking 

countries. The best known is Risk and Hazard. These terms have their own content, which is not usually 
used in purely autonomous form, but in connection with other circumstances (areas), to which it refers. For 
the needs of our study and this article it can be expressed as follows:  

Let it exists a certain source of risk, either tangible (environment, object, human being) or intangible 
(activity). This source can have both positive, but as in our case also negative impact to its surroundings 
(other tangible or intangible elements). The existence of this impact is not always so important. The 
existence of such risk (i.e. negative impact) becomes important only when its impact or importance results 
from an interaction, which exists between an element (individual, group, technical object or activity) and a 
source (environment or activity). 

In this moment it is necessary to realize that risk as such does not exist, if there is no interaction 
between the source of risk and object (element) that has a certain relationship to this source. It is necessary 
to take into account that interaction can also have various forms. It may be, for example, a voluntary, 
involuntary, random, intentional, etc. interaction. The effect of these impacts can be attributed especially to 
an environment, in which the object occurs during its existence. Any such impacts shall be generally called 
area of risk. 

The important and integral part of all analyses will be precise, quality and sufficient identification of 
just this source of risk. Without this source we can hardly deal with a risk in a qualified way.  

Contrary to dependability, which nearly in all cases applies to technical objects, a risk has such 
characteristics that it refers to a wide area of human activities and known disciplines.  

This is only a brief introduction into a dependability and risk relationship. In further text we shall 
focus on analysis of dependability and risk resulting from the events – accidents and failures of technology. 
Contrary to an analysis of dependability, we can often meet only with a purely qualitative expression at the 
technical objects risk analysis. This is not because we would not want more, but simply because we are able 
to achieve nothing more concrete.   

 
 

3. POSSIBLE APPROACH IN ANALYSING 

 
Both risk or dependability analysis can be carried out in various stages of technical life of the object 

studied. Some partial steps of analysis can be very similar in certain aspects. However, to achieve the basic 
data for quality analysis need not always be so easy.  

For dependability analysis we use various partial indicators that ultimately interpret a required 
characteristic in a numerical form. To express these indicators, it is possible to use a relatively wide scope of 
mathematical procedures or expressions. It is an expression of events resulting in various effects such as 
failure, recovery, achieving of limit state, performance degradation, etc. To be able to describe or model 
these events, various tools of dependability can be used. They are mostly based on a theory of probability. 
We shall not deal with their description. Individual indicators can be achieved using tools applied in 
dependability in all stages of technical life of the object.  

The same approach applies for a risk analysis, since occurrence of some event is always that what 
links risk and dependability. However, for a risk it refers to events that in accordance with an interaction 
have an unwanted and dangerous development for us. To better understand when individual events can 
occur, it is possible to analyze risks in a similar way as in analysis of dependability. In single groups (stages) 
it is possible to apply a great amount of deterministic or stochastic methods that are the most suitable for 
analysis in a given period. It refers to: 

- Inherent dependability (risk) – is dependability (risk) „embedded” into an object during its design 
and production. It does not involve worsening effects of operational conditions, environment, 
maintenance techniques, human factor, etc.; 
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- Operational dependability (risk) - is a dependability (risk) with considering the effects of 
operational and other conditions; 

- Estimated (predicted) dependability (risk) - is dependability (risk), which is a result of 
calculations, analysis and prognosis of dependability (risk) of the projected object. Thus, it is the 
result of used estimation methods, input data on dependability (risk) of elements, used calculation 
model of the system dependability (risk), knowledge and abilities of an analyst who carries out an 
estimation, etc. 

 
Up to now we talked about the events connected with the function and operation of technical object, it 

is advisable to rather narrow our view. In our study, first, we shall focus on an analysis of failures and their 
effects. In order to explain our procedure and to unambiguously outline the way of perceiving events, we 
shall apply several types of scales that seem to be suitable for our goal. These scales enable attaching a word 
meaning to events that occur. By the events we shall understand occurrence of the failure. But for many 
procedures, both immediate and consequent, attachment of these verbal meanings is not always sufficient. 
Sometimes, we would like to work with the numerical values that we would obtain from qualified data. In 
accordance with the above-mentioned scales, the seriousness of event (failure) effects can be divided into 
several groups. These are the groups that deal with a severity of event (failure) effects and its intensity 
(frequency, rate) of occurrence. Table 1 shows one of possible classification of severity of effects (e.g. Mil-
Std 1309, SAE ARP 5580-FMEA, IEC 608 12). 

Tab. 1: Failure severity levels 

Category Consequence to Personnel 

Catastrophic Single or multiple death(s) 

Critical Multiple serious injuries or severe occupational illness 

Marginal A single severe injury or occupational illness; and or multiple minor injuries or 
minor occupational illnesses 

Minor At most a single minor injury or minor occupational illness 
 
According to intensity (frequency or probability) of event (failure) occurrence that has some meaning for 

our analysis, several groups can be distinguished. An example of their possible classification is shown in 
Table 2. 

Tab. 2: Evaluation of probability 

Probability Definition 

Frequent Likely to be continually experienced 

Probable Likely to occur often 

Occasional Likely to occur several times 

Remote Likely to occur some time 

Improbable Unlikely, but may exceptionally occur 

Incredible Extremely unlikely given the assumptions recorded about the system. It can be 
assumed that the event will not occur. 

 
With respect to the fact that individual scales are described in words only, it is very important who 

makes the analysis of a given event. As there exist a number of classes in a group (meaning „distance” 
between individual expressions), it is very important how an evaluator solves the problem in question. Let us 
assume that an experienced specialist who will not influence it by his subjective feelings will do this 
analysis. However, it is obvious that a subjective influence of a human being cannot be fully excluded. Then 
it is possible to say that it is a certain form of an expert (subjective) analysis, which is in a great extent 
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dependent on knowledge, maturity and sometimes perhaps on the mood of an expert. Let us suppose that a 
level of subjectivity is on acceptable level. 

From the results achieved by adding the word meaning to the effect it is possible to consequently 
create a certain form of matrix figure of acceptability or dismissal of failure occurrence characterized by a 
given effect and frequency of occurrence. On the basis of ratio of individual elements related to the event 
studied, we can decide if a given solution is acceptable for this event (failure). Whether the event is 
acceptable for us or not can be simply identified from a graphical-matrix representation as shown in Table 3. 

 
Tab. 3: Hazard evaluation 

   
 Severity 

Frequency Minor Marginal Critical Catastrophic 
Frequent     
Probable     

Occasional     
Remote     

Improbable     
Incredible     

 
 Zone of non acceptable hazard.  
 Zone of acceptable hazard. 

 
From the above-mentioned steps is evident how to follow individual events-failures on the technical 

object. However, it is very important for us and it is again common both for the risk analysis and for 
dependability analysis to adequately determine severity of effects of individual failures. The above-
mentioned scale shown in Table 1 it is evident that severity can be classified in a certain manner. Using 
known mathematical tools, it is not such a problem for the occurrence rate (shown in Table 2). Question at 
issue ensues when in a case of a severity of effects we want to be sure by our decision and when we expect 
that our surety will have a sound basis.  

Another thing, which is to be considered, is a need to take certain steps of intended analyses, during 
which it is necessary to work with numeric value. But how to quantify such a vague characteristics? Some 
sectors will express this characteristic simply by money. In technical practice it is not so simple. One of the 
possibilities how to address this issue is to use a theory of fuzzy probability which the authors seem very 
suitable for a given purpose.   

 
 

4. ANALYSIS OF SEVERITY OF EFFECTS WITH USING A THEORY OF FUZZY 
PROBABILITY 

 
Let us assume that any technical object in any instant of time can occur in any operational state 

(operational condition – state “0”, failure state – state “2” or partially failure state – functionality is limited, 
but not lost – state “1”). A transfer between these states is subject to stochastic laws. As suitable means to 
depict transfers between individual operational states is use a theory of Markov processes. However, we shall 
not deal with a description of transfers between individual operational states. A greater attention will be paid 
to mathematical modelling of effects related to a transfer between individual states.  

As transfers between states are connected with a number of effects, it is very important to deal with 
them in more detail. The most important and from the respect of the function of the object also the most 
critical is a transfer from an operational state into a failure state. This transfer can result in the worst effects. 
However, it will depend what is the mechanism of a transfer. If a transfer is caused by a scheduled downtime 
of the object because of the preventive maintenance, it is unpleasant matter, but better than if, for example, a 
transfer caused by an unexpected failure with devastating results. 

To evaluate severity of effects of failures of technical objects, we decided to use fuzzy set theory. 
Since this theory uses vague terms that already appear in classification of severity of failure effects, then a 
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decision on acceptability of failure and determination on the importance of the object on which the failure 
appeared. Simultaneously, it is possible using this theory to assign numerical value to the studied 
circumstance and thus we consider it suitable. Through this theory it is also possible to include severities of 
failure effects D of single objects into a fuzzy set. Here, we shall assume that single fuzzy sub-sets consist 
of coefficients of failure effect severity. Based on the seriousness of these effects it will be later determined 
to what level are the given groups indispensable. To classify the failure effect criticality in relation to the 
inherent availability of technical object we have selected the following three criteria of influence on: 

- Function - D1, 
- Safety - D2, 
- Recovery-related costs - D3. 
For every of these criteria we created an ascending scale of coefficients to enable to assess a 

seriousness of possible effects of failure related to the individual criteria. The severity scale is determined by 
a set I with four elements I∈{1;2;3;4}, while a value of coefficient of individual effect of failure in relation 
to selected criteria is denoted Di, where i∈<1,2,3>. The principle is that with an increasing value of 
coefficient increases also a severity of effect. These values serve as the basis to express a severity of failure 
effect D. The resulting coefficient D is at the same time a coefficient of seriousness of a given object and a 
relation expresses it: 

 
D =   D1 . D2 . D3; Dmin = 1, Dmax  = 64       (1) 
 
To construct a fuzzy sub-set, a “fuzzification of values” is used. Actual observed values of physical 

values are bounded and are expressed by means of real numbers. Therefore as a universum of fuzzy numbers 
that represent vague concepts related with a classification of failure effects, a suitable closed interval for 
every of them will be sufficient. We will reach single classes of failure effects (seriousness) by dividing the 
resulting coefficient D into suitable sub-intervals (see above). For practical use and graphical representation 
a trapezoidal fuzzy number is suitable, see Fig. 1, where μ expresses a function of applicability and x 
obtained fuzzy number. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1: Example of trapezoidal fuzzy number 

 
To establish a concrete value of function of applicability for fuzzified value of selected quantity, it is 

sufficient to identify in which interval this value usually occurs. This interval is then a core of fuzzy number 
sought and we denote it as < b,c >. For our case, this core is always expressed by marginal values of single 
severity of failure effects (see above). Further, we determine what values the quantity does not acquire for 
certain. We assume a set of these values in the form (-∞;a) ∪ (d;∞), while a<b≤c<d. Then an interval <a;d> 
is a support-set „A“ of a fuzzy number sought. 

We shall express a function of applicability of fuzzy number sought into a set „A“ as follows: 

.,,
dc
dx,

ab
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This expression, incl. trapezoidal shape of fuzzy number can be used for all classified severities of 
failure effects (see below). For the needs of technical application and based on the above mentioned scale 
relating to individual criteria, we divide severity of failure effects in accordance with the above-mentioned 
Table 1 into the following groups:  

 

1 

μ 

x a b c d
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Minor  state „0“ fuzzy set < 1;4 >; 
Marginal  state „1“ fuzzy set < 6;16 >; 
Critical  state „1“ fuzzy set < 18;36 >; 
Catastrophic state „2“ fuzzy set < 48;64 >. 

 
An example of fuzzy set with division of seriousness of effects is shown in Fig 2. 
 
 

 

 
  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2: Mathematical graphical model of applicability of individual severities of failure effects into 
the fuzzy sets  

 

5. CONCLUSION 

 
With the use of the above-mentioned procedure enabling analysing severity of failure effects of 

technical objects, it is possible to review any technical applications. Its use is especially suitable for those 
objects, the failure of which has a serious impact on the whole, society, environment, etc. These are primarily 
strategically and technically important objects such as, for example, power facilities, chemical and 
petrochemical installations, etc. This method can be also applied for military applications.  

The results show not only how serious the effects of failures of given object (elements) are, but also a 
rate of importance of a given object (element). In addition, it can result in a mathematical model, which 
allows show how and in what way individual objects can transfer between its functional states. For users, 
these results are important primarily because they indicate beforehand weaknesses that must be paid attention 
to already in the design phase or that should be more focused on in the operation proper (preventive review) 
or preventive maintenance measures. 
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Abstract: The paper deals with risk assessment of complex systems. As we investigate situations regarding military 
applications the fragments of risk management are very important for us. Risk and dependability characteristics of 
military battle equipment have the same importance for us as those measures which have to serve to perform battle 
missions itself. There is no time on the battle field to solve unpredicted and unexpected situations caused by high risk 
level or unreliability which might lead to loss of both equipment and crew. Due to high level of risk we face on the 
battlefield many systems have to be robust enough or have to be redundant to succeed. 
 
Key words:       Risk, Dependability, Management, Complex systems 
            
                                                                                     

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
As we know there is number of characteristics which might be investigated and solved regarding 

military applications. Some of them are typically related to performance of the object although others are 
related to supporting characteristics. The supporting characteristics do not mean that they play second class 
role but usually are not preferred as much as those related to performance. In branch of our interest we talk 
about risk, dependability and its attributes. The common and well known dependability characteristics are 
often announced and used for various calculations as well as describe the item itself. We typically know 
these characteristics from different types of tests performed during development and testing phase. Such 
characteristics are related to so called inherent dependability – inherent availability. Apart of these 
specifications we need to know also the real behaviour in the battle field – in real deployment while 
completing mission. In the real deployment we talk about characteristics related to “so called” operational 
dependability – operational availability. These characteristics are not calculated theoretically but their 
calculation is based on practical and real possible situation. Such as real picture about technical item 
behaviour namely military battle vehicles is the most important for us. Several measures join the set of 
“dynamic dependability” characteristics. To be able to carry out the dynamic dependability analysis we have 
to know the edge conditions and our limitations for that. Dynamic in this terms means to have the 
information we need just in time. We may choose several possibilities for getting the time related 
characteristics regarding the military battle vehicle for instance. As dependability analysis serve for failures 
investigation we use them for getting more information about an event which in terms of risk understanding 
means the initial source. If we know the source of potential harm we consequently may work with the basic 
and well known tools for risk identification, assessment, analysis and finally evaluation. As battle vehicles 
are supposed to complete missions in very adverse and hostile conditions with very high level of success 
required and many times also in very diversified areas we have to look after the quality characteristics very 
well. We count among them both risk and dependability analysis which are very closely connected and their 
characteristics and measures serve for determination of proper picture for battle vehicle behaviour. With 
running time we are not happy enough with the measures and characteristics got from tests. We would like to 
get more precise and so called absolute (dynamic) characteristics regarding risk and dependability. That is 
why we have been looking for new approaches and methods suitable for this purpose. One of the most 
appropriate seems to be the Markov analysis. Beyond of dynamic characteristics we also need to know the 
potential risk level in case of unexpected event occurrence both during training phase and during real 
deployment while completing a mission. 

If we talk about dynamic dependability and risk characteristics we take into account those events 
which have the major impact onto vehicle’s function – a failure. The only failures we assess are the failures 
from internal reasons. We do not count the possible failures caused by external reasons – in case of battle 
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vehicles caused by hit or attack while performing a mission. In following parts we deal with all above 
mentioned issues.  
 
 

2. RISK ON BATTLE FIELD AND ITS ASSESSMENT 

 
In our lives we can recognise and we know plenty of circumstances which may generate existence of a 

risk. As we talk about a risk we subconsciously feel something wrong, negative, and unpleasant. We feel 
endanger or possible a hazard, endanger, jeopardy, imperilment, etc. The more we know about risk and its 
fractions the harder we cope with it/them. In some situations we can not do anything else than get used it. In 
another cases we may avoid it, reduce it or ignore it. There are many ways how to observe a risk and how to 
handle with it. The whole discipline dealing with risk has the name “Risk management” and its fragments 
have the crucial importance for us. Due to dealing with military battle vehicles we have to recognise a bit 
more than standard risk spectrum – risk profile we usually see regarding civilian vehicles. As the battle 
vehicles have to perform their mission in very difficult environment under very adverse conditions the 
spectrum of possible impacts is very high. We talk about sources of risk. A battle vehicle has the potential to 
be in collaboration with more than one source of risk both internal and external. It does not really matter if 
the vehicle carries out training or if it is in real deployment. Of course the real deployment may bring more 
consequences in case of an event occurrence. A failure in training does not need to be necessarily as crucial 
as in case of real mission. A failure occurrence either in training or in real mission puts the vehicle into 
involuntary situation which is raised due to military tasks it has to fulfil. Due to very high possibility to be 
immediately attacked in the battle the risk arisen is also very high. Regarding the above mentioned we use 
following description of risk for further work. 

Let it exists a certain source of risk, either tangible (environment, object, human being) or intangible 
(activity). This source can have both positive, but as in our case also negative impact to its surroundings 
(other tangible or intangible elements). The existence of this impact is not always so important. The 
existence of such risk (i.e. negative impact) becomes important only when its impact or importance results 
from an interaction, which exists between an element (individual, group, technical object or activity) and a 
source (environment or activity). 

In this moment it is necessary to realize that risk as such does not exist, if there is no interaction 
between the source of risk and object (element) that has a certain relationship to this source. It is necessary 
to take into account that interaction can also have various forms. It may be, for example, a voluntary, 
involuntary, random, intentional, etc. interaction. The effect of these impacts can be attributed especially to 
an environment, in which the object occurs during its existence. Any such impacts shall be generally called 
area of risk. 

The important and integral part of all analyses will be precise, quality and sufficient identification of 
just this source of risk. Without this source we can hardly deal with a risk in a qualified way. Regarding to 
these facts we may understand that risk can be assessed both qualitatively and quantitatively (of course in 
both cases as well). Basic expressions which put risk into commonly understandable form and which enables 
us further dealing with risk are as follows. First and very well known (nowadays classical) description in 
form of an equation which may serve both for qualitative and quantitative assessment is as follows: 
 

CPR ×=           (1) 
 
Where:  R – Risk; 
  P – Probability; 
  C – Consequences. 

This expression allows us to carry out both qualitative and quantitative assessments. Problem is that 
we do not have any numerical expressions with physical unit. 

Second very well known form for risk expression is following formula: 
 

[ ]unitE
M

CPR ×
×

=          (2) 
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Where:  R – Risk; 
  P – Probability; 
  M – Measures; 
  E – Exposition.  

This expression allows us also to carry out both qualitative and quantitative assessments. Very big 
advantage is that we may have physical units related to risk for further analysis. 

For every element of the above mentioned equations are more or less clear procedures for their 
determination. We have to understand that the risk assessment as part of risk management is subdivided into 
two possible ways. In terms of finding solution we either talk about “Logic (sometimes determination) 
Access” or “Probabilistic Access”. In case of probability is the situation more than clear. Although in the 
English speaking countries we have to distinguish between the terms “Probability” and “Likelihood” the 
determination is clear enough. In case of exposition we do not have to discus very much the possibility for 
unit and function determination. We may expect problems in terms of measures or consequences 
determination. Such decisions are more or less based onto expert expressions. The way is not necessarily bad 
but it does not give us the possibility to validate or verify a statement made. 

From this point of view we recommend using new progressive forms and procedures for measures and 
consequences determination as well as from our historical experience. As we very often work with language 
and qualitative measures which are consequently somehow connected to scales (numerical expressions of 
qualitative expressions) we would like to be sure enough that our decision was not bad and in same 
circumstances under same conditions one day latter will be made in the same way. Theory of fuzzy 
probability and fuzzy logic seems to suit to this purpose very well. For more details how to solve such an 
issue see [6] or []. 

From the risk assessment point of view regarding military battle equipment we may be confronted 
both with two known ways of stochastic distributions. We use for the random variable description 
distributions known as the counting and the continuous. Both of them have their importance and place both 
in terms of observed item and consequently risk/dependability analysis. As we want to know the so called 
absolute/dynamic characteristics regarding observed item we have to distinguish between both of them in the 
Markov´s analysis as well. The detailed description of both of them follows.  
 
 
3. COUNTING DISTRIBUTION OF OBSERVED VARIABLE AND DEPENDABILITY 

 
Based onto part describing risk assessment above we now have been looking for expression of object 

behaviour. Such behaviour will give us appropriate picture about real conditions of the object and will allow 
us to prepare possible mission scenario with such object. From mathematical point of view we may 
distinguish between two ways of observing object behaviour. Such as behaviour is based onto measures and 
characteristics used. In this part we would like to describe a possible way for dependability assessment of 
complex technical system which is represented by counting value in case of observed variable related to a 
failure. We know the basic characteristics and measures related to object. Also in this case – solving the issue 
related to counting variable – we use the Markov analysis for getting several characteristics of dynamic 
dependability. From the “good example” reasons we have chosen automatic cannon which shoots using 
rounds. Is a failure on a round occurs the part restoration system allows to re-charge faulty round with a new 
one. We talk about partial repair. The system may basically stay in two states as described bellow using 
scenarios for their description.  

The mission is completed. In the first case there can be a situation when all the ammunition of a 
certain amount which is placed in an ammunition belt is used up and a round failure occurs or it is used up 
and a round failure does not occur. In this case a backup system of pyrotechnic cartridges is able to reverse a 
system into an operational state. Using up can be single, successive in small bursts with breaks between 
different bursts, or it might be mass using one burst. Shooting is failure free or there is a round failure 
occurrence n. In case a round failure occurs, a system which restores a function of pyrotechnic cartridges is 
initiated. 

There are two scenarios too – a system restoring a pyrotechnic cartridges function is failure free, or a 
pyrotechnic cartridge fails. 
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If a function of pyrotechnic cartridges is applied, it can remove failure m-times. So a number of 
restorations of the function is the same as the number of available pyrotechnic cartridges. In order to 
complete the mission successfully we need a higher amount of pyrotechnic cartridges m, or in the worst case 
the number of pyrotechnic cartridges should be equal to a number of failures. 

Another alternative is the situation that a round fails and in this case a pyrotechnic cartridge fails too. 
A different pyrotechnic cartridge is initiated and it restores the function. This must satisfy the requirements 
that an amount of all round failures n is lower or at least equal to a number of operational (undamaged) 
pyrotechnic cartridges m. 

The mission is completed in all the cases mentioned above and when following a required level of 
readiness of a block A. 

 
The mission is not completed. In the second case the shooting is carried out one at a time, in small 

bursts or in one burst, and during the shooting there will be n round failures. At the time the failure occurs a 
backup system for restoring the function will be initiated. Unlike the previous situation there will be m 
pyrotechnic cartridges´ failures and a total number of pyrotechnic cartridges´ failures equals at least a 
number of round failures, and is equal to a number of implemented pyrotechnic cartridges M at the most. It 
might happen in this case that restoring of the function does not take place and the mission is not completed 
at the same time because there are not enough implemented pyrotechnic cartridges.  

The relation of transition among the states can be expressed by the theory of Markov chains. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Picture 1: Description of transitions among the states 
 
Characteristics of the states:  
0 state: An initial state of an object until a round failure occurs with a probability function of a round 

P(B). It is also a state an object can get with a pyrotechnic cartridge probability P(C) in case 

a round failure occurs ( ) ( )BPBP −=1 , or P(C| B ) = 
)B(P

)BC(P ∩ . 

m1…mm state: A state an object can get while completing the mission. Either a round failure occurs in 
probability ( ) ( )BPBP −=1 , or there is a pyrotechnic cartridge failure in probability 
( ) ( )CPCP −=1 . 

1 state: A state an object can get while completing the mission. It is so called an absorption state. 
Transition to the state is described as probability ( ) ( )CPCP −=1  of a failure of last 
pyrotechnic cartridge as long as an object was in a state  „kn“ before this state, or it can be 
described as probability of a round failure occurrence ( ) ( )BPBP −=1  as long as an object 
was in a state 0 before this state and all pyrotechnic cartridges are eliminated from the 
 possibility to be used. 

 
Transitions among different states as well as absolute probability might be put in the following formulae: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0000 1321
0

nkkkk CP...CPCPCPBPP +++++=      (3) 

0 1m

P(C)  

m2 
…

1 - P(C) 1 - P(B)  

mm 

1 - P(C)  1 - P(C)  

P(C)  

1P(B)  1 - P(B)  
1 - P(B)  

1 - P(B)  

P(C)  

1. An alternative of a function when the mission is 
completed. 

2. An alternative of a 
function when the 
mission is not 
completed.
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( ) ( )BPmP −=11          (4) 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )CPBPmP m −+−= 11         (5) 
( ) 11 =P                        (6) 

Transition probabilities are described using matrix of transition probabilities P  

⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
=

1110

0100

pp
pp

P          (7) 

The arrows in picture 1 describe that the transition probability may occur with positive value. If we 
know the form of transition probability matrix P  and original initial distribution of variable pi(0) than we 
can express the absolute probability of random variable pi(n) as follows: 

∑
∈

=
Ik

kiki ),n(p)(p)n(p 0  i ∈ I       (8) 

This formula is possible to be expressed also in matrix form as follows: 
 

n
P)(P)n(P 0=          (9) 

 
We might describe the behaviour of the item in stationary state in terms of probability using limit 

probabilities pj defined as follows: 
 

),n(plimp ijnj
→∞

=  j ∈ I                 (10) 

 
The importance of limit probabilities lies in expressing of weakening of initial conditions. With help 

of this statement we can get quiet exact picture about behaviour of our item observed. We are either happy 
enough to know that after going off the initial condition the item will with stay in one state with certain 
probability. Or we may use the help of absolute probabilities and to determine in which state the item will be 
after going off specific number of some measured units. This ways allows us to get the dynamic (in time) 
picture about the object observed. 
 
 

4. CONTINUOUS DISTRIBUTION OF OBSERVED VARIABLE AND DEPENDABILITY 

 
As we described the counting variable regarding the observed item above we also may use the 

continuous variable for getting a picture about the object behaviour. We are looking for random function NF 
X(t), where X(t) gets values from set I={0,1,2}. We call the items from set I as the states of observed 
process. If the parameter involved (time for instance) t = <0,∞), than we call the random function NF X(t) as 
Markov´s chain with continuous parameter. We also call such a chain homogenous if following formula is 
valid: 

  
pij(s,t) = pij (0,s-t) = pij(t-s); s < t.                (11) 

         
It is clear from above mentioned formula that the transition probabilities among each states are 

dependent on difference of arguments t-s and are independent on arguments t and s selves. Such a model is 
valid for those items and systems which are not capable to perform any operation even in reduced mode 
when a failure occurs. From the states point of view they immediately transfer from state “0” – operating 
state to state “1” – disabled state. This form is the most frequently used and for those items or systems with 
partial performance capabilities is extended of at least one mean state. Items or systems behaving in this way 
are not very suitable for us due to potential danger of complex inability to perform any function in case of 
failure. The transitions among states might be described either using probabilities or rates (as displayed 
bellow). The transitions among states might be any and the model has following form: 
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As well as in the previous part with counting parameter we use the same description for states. The 

assignment “0” means that the item/system is in operating state and the assignment “1” means that the 
item/system is in disabled state. Such a description may be applied on different completes (e.g. vehicles) 
systems (e.g. weapon system) or subsystems (e.g. engine) in frame of military equipment. We are also able to 
create plenty of different scenarios for each state description. 
 
For transition rate is valid this form: 
For i = 0 and  j = 1 than it will be: 

)X(EMTBF
q

P
ij

11
== ,        (12) 

where PE (MTBF – Mean Time Between Failures) – is the mean value of time to failure and i∈{0;1}, 
j∈{0;1}, whereas j ≠ i.  
 
For i = 1 and j = 0 than it will be: 

)x(EMTTR
q

O
ji

11
== ,        (13) 

where OE (MTTR – Mean Time To Reparation) – is the mean value of time to repair and i = 0, j = 1. 
We presume following apart of above mentioned mathematical notations. The following formula is valid for 
the Markov´s chain with continuous parameter. We define the transition rate as follows. Lets have h which 
denotes an increment of the argument t, than value qij where  

qij = ,
h

)h(p
lim ij

h ∞→
 for i ≠ j       (14) 

whereas pij denotes transition probability from state iinto state j during an interval with length h, than we call 
the value qij as transition probability from state i into state j. Using formula (14) the following is also valid: 

pij(h) ≈ qij.h.         (15) 
 

If the pii(h) denotes transition probability from state i into state j during a time interval t, than we call the 
value qi, where 

qi = 
h

)t(plim ii
h

−
∞→

1 , zde pokládáme qi = -qii,     (16) 

 
as transition rate from state i. Using formula (15) the following form is also valid: 

pii(h)≈1-qi.h.         (17) 
 
Values qi and qij also fulfil condition:  

 
qi = ,qij

ij,Ij ≠∈
∑  for all i ∈ I,       (18) 

where I is a set of states considered I∈{0;1;2;…} 
We also would like to introduce the equations for transition probabilities calculation. The forms are as 

follows:  
 

0 1 

q00 q01 q11 

q10 
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,q).t(p)t(p kjik
Ik

ij
∈
∑=′       for i,j ∈I.      (19) 

We also would like to introduce the equation system for absolute probabilities calculation. The forms 
are as follows: 

kik
Ik

i q).t(p)t(p
∈
∑=′ ,        kde i∈I.      (20) 

 
It is necessary to know the particular transition rates among states for exact calculation above 

mentioned differential equations. These equations are to give us exact information about the system and 
especially in what time the system will be in a particular state. 

We see as suitable using the theory of “Inherent availability of complex system composed from 
many mutually independent components” for each measures (like the transition rate for instance) 
calculation. The results of these differential equations will give us the transition probabilities as well as the 
absolute probabilities for expressing what time the system will be in what state. Such a piece of information 
is exactly well related with the dynamic dependability measures. Our decision making would be much harder 
without this kind of information. That is why we do appreciate such as procedures for dynamic dependability 
indication especially regarding military vehicles. 
 
 
5. CONCLUSION 

 
This paper describes the procedures which are suitable for dynamic risk/dependability characteristics 

assessment. We have been desperately looking for new and progressive methods which allow us to get more 
precise view on military (battle) equipment. The more information about such as equipment we have the 
more successful the possible deployment might be. 

One of things we have to take into account and not appear like it does not interest us is risk. The risk is 
very high both in training time and in real deployment as well as the risk profile. The first part of the paper 
deals with the basic understanding of risk and elementary formulas for its expression. The following parts 
show the dynamic dependability assessment and investigation both for counting and for continuous 
situations. We need to be aware using each procedure and respect each conditions in particular procedure. 

Both of procedures shown above have been proved in frame of the Czech Armed Forces on respective 
equipment. In these examples has been confirmed the ability of mathematical procedures to express the 
system behaviour in terms of the dynamic dependability. The results were corresponding with reality as well 
as with our expectations. 
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